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Chapter One: Page 1

Let’s

face it, the world is a big place! There is a lot of

stuff here! We have all kinds of living creatures around,
inside, below and above us at all times. Each of these living
things is known as an organism. An organism is any living
creature on the planet. Organisms can also be called biotic
objects.
Now remember that
living
organisms
include all creatures:
dogs,
cats,
trees,
bees, mushrooms, pond
slime (yes, pond slime!)
and even that weird
green
stuff
that
grows on your food after you leave it out for a few days!
That “green stuff” is called mold and it is very much alive!
So what does it mean for an organism to be “alive”?

To be alive, you must:




use food
grow

react to changes in your environment (environment is
a big word that means “everything in the world” )



reproduce (to reproduce, an organism must be able to



make another organism of its own kind)
breathe
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Is everything a living organism?
No, not everything you see in nature is a living organism.
Some things you see in nature are nonliving. These nonliving
things are called abiotic objects.

Some nonliving items are:
Air
Water
Nails
Plastic

Sunlight
Wind
Crayons
And much, much more!

Now back to living organisms…
You know what a living organism is. Let’s look at what they
need to stay alive. Since there are so many different
creatures out there, where do we begin?
Let’s start by looking at how alike we all are.

(and I’m not just
talking about how you and your best friend like the same kind of pizza!)

Most living organisms need the same things to survive. An
animal needs air, water, food and shelter to stay alive. A
plant needs air, water, nutrients (a big word, which means
“food”) and light.
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If you compare plants and animals, you will see they both
need air, water and some form of nutrients (or food) to
survive! It sounds simple doesn’t it? But have you ever seen
a plant pick up a cheeseburger for dinner or how about a
baby growing out of a flower pot? Of course not!

But what makes organisms
different?

Both plants and animals need air, water and food to stay
alive. That is one thing that makes us alike. What is
different is HOW we get the air, water and food into our
bodies.
Please don’t go looking for a nose on the tree in your front
yard! It doesn’t have one, does it? A tree takes in air
differently than we do.
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But...

What would happen if you take away food, air or

water from an animal? It will soon die, right? This can
happen with plants as well. Have you ever forgotten to
water a plant in your house for a few days? How long did it
take for that green, leafy plant to turn into a brown stick?
Probably not very long!
Plants and animals need these basic resources to stay
alive. Resources are the basic things that a group of similar
organisms can use every day.
A group of
similar
organisms
living in the
same area is
called a

population.
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Match the words in the first column to
the best available answer in the second
column.
1)

nonliving things in the
environment

Population

2)

another word for organism

_____

Resources

3)

everything in the world

_____

Reproduce

4)

another word for food

_____

Organism

5)

any living creature on the
planet

6)

a group of similar organisms
living in the same area

7)

able to make another of its
own kind

8)

the basic things that an
organism can use everyday

_____

Biotic

_____

_____

Environment

_____

Nutrients

_____

Abiotic
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Which one is right? Circle the correct answer.
1.What is another name for an organism?
a) abiotic
b) biotic
c) population

2. Which of these do you not need to be alive?
a) grow
b) breathe
c) sleep

3. Which of the following is an abiotic

object?

a) a bird
b) water
c) pond slime

4.What do plants and animals need to survive?
a) air and water
b) water and food
c) air, water and food

5. Which of the following is an example of a population?
a) a dog
b) a parent
c) a herd of cows

6. Plants and animals are different because they?

a) need air, water and food to survive
b) get air, water and food into their bodies in different ways
c) use different abiotic resources
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Write down three biotic and three abiotic
objects from the picture.

Biotic

Abiotic

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________
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In the last chapter, you learned that a group of organisms
within an environment are known as a population. You also
learned that most of the living organisms in these
populations:
 use food
 grow
 react to changes in their environment
 reproduce
 breathe
 and move

These
things
make an
organism
alive!
All organisms need biotic (living) and abiotic (nonliving)
resources in order to stay alive. The biotic resources
organisms need would include nutrients and food. Air and
water are abiotic resources that organisms must also have
to stay alive.
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So far, we have been looking at what you NEED for an
organism to survive. A NEED is something you must have in
order to stay alive like air, water and nutrients.
There are times I feel that I have to eat some chocolate,
but that is not something I need. That feeling is called a
WANT. I may WANT to eat a whole bowl of chocolate, but
I do not NEED chocolate to survive. I NEED things like
vegetables and fruits to survive!
A WANT is something that you do not have to use to
survive, but you would still like to have it.
NEEDS and WANTS are alike in one important way...

Our
WANTS
use
resources
just like
our
needs!
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Remember that resources are the basic things that a group
of similar organisms (population) can use everyday.
(I’m sorry for saying this again... but it is really important!)

We NEED air, water and food to survive. But, now and
then, I still WANT to eat a bowl of ice cream. Do I NEED
the ice cream? No. Do I WANT the ice cream? Oh yeah!

Now we are going to look at where these
resources come from....
All resources can be split into two groups:

Material resources - These are resources you can touch.
Gas for a car, wood for building homes and food are all
resources that you can touch. The rule is: If you can touch
it and use it, you would call it a material resource.
and...

Nonmaterial resources - These are resources that you
cannot touch. Happiness, peace, feelings of safety and love
are all nonmaterial resources. You may not be able to touch
them, but they are all things you need!
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Material resources (things you can touch) can be split into
two groups:

Renewable resources
and

Nonrenewable resources
A renewable resource is a resource that can be made again.
Living organisms are all renewable resources. They are also
material resources...because you can touch them, can’t you?
The food we eat or the wood for building homes can be
made again, or renewed. An apple tree will make apples
every year, right?!?! Of course it does! If the apple tree
dies, the apple seeds can be used to make new trees! The
dead tree can
be cut down
and a
new
apple tree can
be
planted.
After
the
tree is cut
down,
the
wood from it
can be used to
build homes.
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Renewable resources are very important to living organisms.
Without renewable resources, we would quickly use
everything up in the environment. If the environment is
used up, we would not be able to survive.
Nonrenewable resources are also very important to living
organisms. These resources take a long time to be made
again (thousands of years). Sometimes it cannot be made
again at all! The gas you put in a car would take thousands
of years to be made again. Because gas will take so long to
make again, it is a nonrenewable resources.
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Place the answers to the following clues in the boxes
below. Each box should contain one letter.

Across

5. resources you can touch
like gas, wood and food
6. something you must have
in order to stay alive
like air, water and
nutrients

Down
1. a resource that can be
made again like living
organisms
2. resources that you
cannot touch like
happiness, peace,
feelings of safety
3. anything you feel like
having that is not a
need
4. resources that can take
a long time to be made
again (thousands of
years!); sometimes
these resources cannot
be made again at all
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Match the words in the first column to the
best available answer in the second column.
Material resources

1) resources you can touch like
gas and wood and food

_____

Need

2) a resource that can be made
again like living organisms

_____

Nonmaterial
resources

3) resources that can take a long
time to be made again
(thousands of years!)

_____

Nonrenewable
resources

4) resources that you cannot
touch like happiness and peace
and feelings of safety

_____

Renewable resource

5) anything you feel like having
that is not a need

Want

6) something you must have in
order to stay alive like air and
water and nutrients

_____

_____
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Draw a picture of your home. Be certain to include
everything you need to survive in your drawing. You may
also add many of your wants in your drawing too!
Label everything in your picture as either a need or a want.
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In

chapter two you learned how our needs and wants use

resources from the environment. These resources can be
made from things we can touch (material resources) or
things we cannot touch (nonmaterial resources).
You also learned that some resources are renewable (like
trees and chickens) while others cannot be renewed (like
gas for cars).
It is important to take care of our
environment...

Why ?
Because...
All living organism
depend on each
other to survive.
This means all of
the resources in
our
environment
must be shared by all living organisms. Taking care of the
environment helps us to survive.

But how do we do this?
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One way we can take care of our
environment is by looking at what we throw
away!
If you look at most trash that is thrown away, you will find
the following things:







Paper
Yard waste
Food scraps
Plastics
Metal
and glass...

But what happens after you throw that old box away in the
trash? It doesn’t disappear, does it? Of course not!
A large truck picks all of the trash in your trashcan up.

The truck takes your trash to a landfill. Landfills are
large fields where trash is dumped and buried.
Landfills are

HUGE!

How often does the trash truck pick

up your trash? Usually, it is once a week. Each time the
trash truck comes by, there is usually two or three bags of
trash to pick up.
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Now imagine all of your trash being placed into a pile. Now
imagine your neighbor’s trash in that pile, and their
neighbor’s trash, and so on....

that is a lot of trash!

Landfills may be huge, but there are a lot of people putting
a lot of trash into them... It doesn’t take too long for a
landfill to fill up! So how do we reduce the amount of trash
we throw away?

Good question!
You can use the three R’s
Reduce - using less resources
Reuse - using
your resources
again without
changing them

Recycle - using
your resources
again after
changing them
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You can reduce and reuse your resources everyday! Here
are few ideas:







Try not to use a dozen paper towels to clean up that
drink you spilled. Why not use a sponge or rag? You
can always wash and reuse that sponge or rag!
Use both sides of your paper before getting a new one!
Don’t throw away old clothes. Have a yard sale or
donate the items to a local charity.
Reuse those old plastic butter containers for leftovers
and to store stuff!

You can recycle many
resources at home:
 Paper
 Plastic
 Glass
 Metal

These are resources
you can recycle at
home!
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When you recycle these important resources, you have to
make some changes in them before you can use them again,
right? You wouldn’t take an empty pop bottle out of the
trash, fill it back up with more soda, and give it to someone
for them to drink it. That is yucky!
To be recycled, plastic, glass and metal are all melted down
in large ovens. After they are melted down, they are made
into new and different objects.
Recycling paper is a little different. Most paper is chopped
up and added to a large amount of water. The paper looks
like a large pile of goo which can be dried to make new
paper.

Does it take time to put your trash into piles? Yes!
Does it help the environment? You bet it does!

But why do I have to recycle?
Recycling reduces the amount of trash and lets us reuse
many resources! Pretty cool, huh?!?
Many towns have recycling centers where you can take your
recycled paper, plastic, glass and metal to be reused!
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Unscramble the words below:
(Hint: check out the bold-faced words in your reading!)

1. rseue

____________________________

2. erlycce

____________________________

3. eeurdc

____________________________

4. ilnaldfl

____________________________

Write the definitions for each word:
1.

2.

3.

4.
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Match the words in the first column to the
best available answer in the second column.

_____ landfills

1) using less resources

_____ Reduce

2) using your
resources again
without changing
them

_____ Reuse

3) using your
resources again
after changing
them

_____ Recycle

4) large fields where
trash is dumped and
buried
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List five ways to reduce the amount of trash
in your home.
(other than the ones you learned about in your reading!)

1.

______________________________________

2.

______________________________________

3.

______________________________________

4.

______________________________________

5.

______________________________________

List five new ways you can reuse things
in your home.
1.

______________________________________

2.

______________________________________

3.

______________________________________

4.

______________________________________

5.

______________________________________
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In chapter three you learned that much of our trash ends
up in a landfill. However, not all of our trash has to end up
there. By reducing, reusing and recycling our trash, some
of it can be used again!

Humans (that means you and I) have the job of protecting
our environment. But how can once person change the
whole environment?
That is not easy to do...The
environment contains everything in the entire world! That
is a huge amount of space!

The best thing may be to start with the area
around us, like our homes and towns.
Let’s look at this smaller
area...
The place where an organism
lives in the environment is

known as its habitat. The
town you live in would be your
habitat. This is where you
sleep, play, find food and
spend most of your time!
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What an organism does in its habitat is known as its niche
(this is a tricky word...try saying “nitch”). Playing with your
friends, going to the grocery store and riding your bike are
all a part of your niche!
Reducing, reusing and recycling trash in your habitat can
also be part of your niche...

Because there are so many humans, we can
change the environment a lot!
Humans can affect the environment in three different
ways:






We take resources from the environment like food,
wood and water.
We also add things to the environment, like smoke and
trash.
We can also replace the environment with something
else. Have you ever seen a group of trees being
removed and a new road or building placed there? This
is another example of how humans can change the
environment.
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When humans take resources from the environment, add
things to the environment and replace the environment with
something else...

...we can change the world a lot!
In fact, humans have changed the environment a lot to
improve their lives. Sometimes these changes are not very
good for the environment. Some populations (groups of
similar organisms) have been hurt by the changes we have
made. When we remove trees to build homes or stores, all
of the organisms that lived in those trees have to move,
right?
These
organisms have to
find new trees for
homes or they may
not survive.
It is good that we
can build homes to
keep us safe. But
sometimes
the
things that help us
can
hurt
other
organisms!
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Now it is not just humans who change the environment. All
organisms cause changes too. Ants eat food and drink
water in their habitat. They also replace the environment
with something else... anthills! Ants move sand from their
habitat to create homes. This is their niche!
Now I hope you are not worried that ants are causing too
many problems in the world! There is no need to squish
every ant you see!

Please do not do that!
Ants can cause changes in the environment, but their
changes are small.
In fact, the bigger the organism, the bigger the changes
that can be done to the environment. Humans cause more
changes to the environment than ants!
In order to improve our lives, humans sometimes take away
the basic needs of other organisms. It is our job to take
care of our environment. If we don’t, resources may get
used up for ourselves or other organisms!
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But we can always grow more
living organisms, right?

Living organisms are renewable resources! Maybe an
example will help you understand...

What if we ate all of the chickens in the
environment?
(This is silly, but it would make a HUGE pile of fried chicken!!!)

This has never happened to chickens before, but it has
happened to other organisms that were all killed. When all
of the organisms of a similar kind (population) are no longer
alive throughout the world, the organism has become

extinct (“x-tinkt”). If chickens were extinct, there would

be no chickens anywhere in the world! Now if all of the
chickens ended up on our dinner plates, we would never be
able to eat another drumstick, or pile of scrambled eggs, or
chicken and noodle soup! Yikes!
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One organism that has become extinct is the passenger
pigeon. Every single passenger pigeon was hunted and
killed.
Because of this, there will never be another
passenger pigeon in the
environment.
What I’m trying to say
is this - When a
population of organisms
is no longer alive, there
is no way for them to
make other organisms of
the same kind...

So, by being extinct, this
population is not able to renew
itself anymore!
Earlier in this chapter I said that it our job to help protect
the environment. This is very true! You can help keep our
resources from being used up by reducing, reusing and
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recycling in your lives! If everyone did this job, we can help
protect our environment!

Fill in the blanks with the correct letters. The
words in the list on the right provide a clue
to the answer.

1) Ha _ ita _

the place where an
organism lives in the
environment

2) H _ m _ ns

a person

3) E _ t _ nc _

when all of the
organisms of a similar
kind are no longer alive
throughout the world

4) _ i _ he

what an organism does in
its habitat
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Match the words in the first column to the
best available answer in the second column.

_____

Human

1) when all of the organisms of a
similar kind (population) are no
longer alive throughout the
world

_____

Habitat

2) a person

_____

Niche

3) what an organism does in its
habitat

Extinct

4) the place where an organism
lives in the environment

_____
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Unit one review
Fill in the blanks in the story below with the
following words:
Habitat
Need
Niche
Wanting

Recycled
Reduce
Reuse

Every day, I wake up ___________________ a piece of
chocolate cake, but I do not eat it! Instead, I go into the
kitchen

and

make

something

else

_____________________.

My

that

I

home

know
is

I
my

_______________________ and fixing my breakfast is
my ________________________.
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While fixing my breakfast, I never use paper plates
because I want to ___________________ the amount of
trash I make. Instead, I use a glass plate which I can wash
and ___________________. During my breakfast, I
drink a can of juice. When I am done, I place the empty
can in a special container so that it may be
___________________.

Be certain to go over your definitions for
the test!
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In the last unit, you discovered

how organisms live. Now
you are going to start looking at where these organisms
live! There are many areas in the world that have a
similar...

Temperature
Amount of rainfall

Kind of soil
Habitat

There are so many of
these areas, that
scientists have placed
them into groups called...
(“by-omz”)

There are several different biomes around
the world:
Grassland biome
Deciduous forest biome (“dee-sid-u-us”)
Tropical rain forest biome
Coniferous forest biome (“con-if-er-us”)
Tundra biome
Desert biome
and Aquatic biome
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Remember...

each of these biomes have habitats

that allow organism to survive in them. Population of
organisms that live in the desert could not live on a
mountain, or under the sea, or in a forest...
For example, have you ever seen a picture of a penguin
searching for nuts and berries in a forest?

Of course not!
Penguins
have
a
thick layer of fat
that keeps them
warm since they live
around the south
pole of the earth
where it is really
cold!
Also, You
wouldn’t find them in
a forest since they
do not eat nuts and berries... they eat fish!
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Let’s start looking at the first two biomes…

and

The grassland biome is full of... yes!

Grasses

You guessed it...

You can’t find many trees in a grassland. Why? Because
there is not enough rain to keep trees alive in this biome!
There is plenty of rain for a tree to grow during the wet
season. But there is not enough rain to keep it alive during
the dry season.
Grasses do not need as much rain as trees do. So, even
during the dry season in this biome, these organisms can
survive.
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There are two types of grasslands:
Tropical
grasslands
and

Temperate
grasslands
Tropical
Grasslands

are
hot all year long.
These
grasslands
have a large amount of rain during their wet season. This
area receives 10-20 inches of rain per year.

Temperate grasslands have hot summers and cold
winters. It usually freezes during the winters in temperate
grasslands. This grassland does not receive as much rain as
tropical grasslands.
Most of the animals that live on a grassland are used to dry
seasons. Water can be hard to find during the dry season.
Animals look for Water in lakes, ponds and streams.
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In the grassland biome, many animals burrow (a fancy word
for “dig”) underground to make their homes. Prairie dogs
and groundhogs are examples of animals that make their
home under the ground. Animals that make their homes
underground are protected from other animals and the
weather.
Grazing animals can
also be found on the
grassland. These are
animals that do not
burrow, but eat the
grasses
in
this
habitat.
Cows and
buffalo are examples
of grazing animals.
The soil in the grassland biome is very fertile. This means
there are plenty of nutrients in the soil. This makes it very
easy for plants to survive!
It is too bad that there is not enough rain throughout
the year, or you would find a lot more trees in this
biome.
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Now... on to our next biome:
The Deciduous forest
I would guess that many of you have seen a deciduous tree.
How? Because a deciduous tree...

...loses its leaves in the fall!
This biome is named the “deciduous forest” because most
of the land in this area is filled with deciduous trees! The
deciduous forest biome has all four seasons – summer,
spring, fall and winter. A deciduous forest also gets a lot
of rain!

Up to 60 inches a year!
With so many leaves falling onto the ground, the soil of a
deciduous forest has a lot of nutrients! This kind of soil is
very good for growing food! Like the grassland, this soil is
very fertile.
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What kinds of animals do you find in this
biome?
Many of the animals in this biome eat the fruits and nuts
from the trees of the forest. Deer, squirrels and mice are
usually found in this biome. Other animals like frogs and
snakes can also be found here!
During the winter, it gets cold and icy.

Some animals

hibernate during this time. This means they sleep through

the winter. Since they are asleep, they do not need many
resources to survive! This is very helpful when most of the
land is covered in snow at this time, and much of the food
cannot be easily found.
Frogs
usually
hibernate
during
this time... so do
some snakes, bears
and other animals!
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Circle the hidden words from below:
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Match the words in the first column to the
best available answer in the second column.
_____ Biomes

1) to sleep through the winter

_____ Grassland biome 2) having plenty of nutrients in the soil
_____

Tropical
grasslands

3) grasslands which are hot all year long

_____

Temperate
grasslands

4) a biome that has good soil for many
different kinds of grasses and few trees

_____ Burrow

5) areas of the world that have the same
temperature/amount of rainfall/kind of
soil and habitats

_____ Fertile

6) to dig

Deciduous
_____
forest biome

7) a biome that is filled with trees that lose
their leaves in the fall and have four
separate seasons

_____ Hibernate

8) grasslands which have hot summers and
cold winters
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While studying the rainfall in the deciduous forest
and grassland biomes, Colton forgot to label his
graph. He knows that the two biomes can be found
in your reading from today. Can you help him?
Rainfall in Two Biomes

Inches of Rain

60
50
40
30
20
10
0
1

2

Biomes

Which biome on this graph should be labeled?
Biome #1 ______________________________
and
Biome #2 _______________________________

Why do you think your answers are correct?
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In the last chapter, you learned about the rainfall,
temperature, soil and living organisms of two biomes:
grasslands and deciduous forests.
A deciduous forest is not the only kind of forest biome.
You are going to look at two more kinds of forest biomes in
this chapter:
Our first forest
you will study
this week is
called...

(This is a another tricky word. Try saying “con-if-er-us”)
Most of the water that the trees get in this biome comes
from snow! This is because winters in the coniferous
forest are long and cold with up to three feet of snow per
year. The summers are short with small amounts of
rainfall. During summer, the trees get plenty of water
from all of the melting snow.
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The soil in this biome is not very good for growing many
kinds of plants. It is very thin and rocky.

You might be thinking...
If the soil is not good for growing many kinds of plants...
...then why are there so many trees in this biome?

Good question…

The kind of tree you usually
find in this biome is known
as a conifer.

Conifers do not need a lot
of water and nutrients to
survive. Also, conifers do
not
have
big
leaves.
Instead, they have short
waxy needles!
Conifer
trees do not lose their
leaves (needles), unlike a
deciduous tree!
This is
very important because the
needles help make food for the tree! These needles also
help to store water and nutrients the tree can use during
the long, cold winters.
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But if a coniferous forest is cold most of the
time, how do conifer trees get their water in
the winter?
Remember that most of the trees in this biome get their
water from melted snow. The needles are covered in a kind
of wax. This wax helps to store water and nutrients in the
needles for the tree to use later.
Conifers do not make any fruits (like apple trees and orange
trees). Instead, they make cones. Have you ever heard of
a pinecone before? A pinecone is the seed that will grow
another conifer tree.
I would guess that most of
you have seen a conifer tree
before. Have you ever seen
a Christmas tree?
This
type of tree is a conifer!
Conifers are also known as

evergreens. They get this

name because their leaves
(needles) stay green all year
long!
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We’ve spent a lot of time talking about the plants in this
biome.

What about the animals in these biomes?
The animals that live within this biome are used to the long
cold winters. Foxes, chipmunks, moose and bear all live
within the coniferous forest.
Most of these animals in this biome hibernate during the
winters. Food is hard to find when there is so much snow
on the ground! Before they hibernate, animals must eat as
much food as they can so that they can store this food in
their bodies during their long sleep during the winter
months. Since the summers are so short, many animals
move around a lot in search of food during this time to get
ready for winter!
The next biome we will explore today is also a kind of
forest:
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The tropical rain forest is different from
the deciduous and coniferous forests in
many ways!
 This biome is warm all year long with no winters!
 Up to twenty feet of rain falls during the year. This is
much more than any other biome!
 Many plants found in this biome are used in medicines
we use!
The tropical rain forest is filled with very large trees that
cover most the land. The leaves of these trees are large
and spread out over most of the land. There are so many
trees in this biome, that these large leaves shade the
ground below. So, the kinds of plants you find on the
ground do not need a lot of sunlight. An example of this
kind of plant is a fern.
You
may
be
thinking that the
soil must be full of
nutrients for so
many
different
plants,
right?

Wrong!
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The soil in the tropical rain forest is very thin, much like
the coniferous forest. However, the soil is not as rocky in
the tropical rain forest.
Because there is so much rain in this biome, most of the
nutrients are washed away! Plus, most of the nutrients
that are in the soil are quickly taken in by the large trees.
The smaller plants do not need a lot of nutrients to survive.

There are a huge number of animals that
live in the tropical rain forest!
The tropical rain forest is home to more kinds of plants
and animals than any other biome! Since the weather is
always warm, animals do not have to hibernate. And with so
much food and water in this biome, animals do not have to
move around very much. All of their resources are nearby!
Many of these organisms
are used to living within
the trees, like monkeys,
birds and all kinds of
insects. In fact, insects
make up the largest
number of animals within
the tropical rain forest!
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Many animals in this biome are brightly colored (scientists
are not sure why!) and eat a lot of fruit to survive. Most
monkeys, birds and insects can live off of fruits as their
source of nutrients to stay alive!
If you are looking for the largest animals in this biome, you
will look on the ground. Here you will find gorillas, hippos
and tigers!

Next week, you are going to
look at two more biomes that
are really different from what
you have been exploring...
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The table below contains words and phrases
that have been chopped in half. Find the
pieces that fit together and write them in
the answer area below.
fers

rain forest
biome

tropical

coniferous

reens

coni

forest
biome

everg

Answers:

1) ______________________
2) ______________________
3) ______________________
4) ______________________
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Match the words in the first column to the
best available answer in the second column.

_____

Coniferous
forest biome

1) a biome that is always warm
and has a lot of rainfall; this
biome contains a huge amount
of different kinds of plants
and animals

_____ Conifers

2) trees with short and waxy
needles instead of leaves
which make seeds that are
called "cones" (like pinecones)

_____ Evergreens

3) a biome that has long winters
and is filled with trees known
as conifers

_____

Tropical rain
forest biome

4) plants with leaves that stay
green throughout the winter
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Many animals that live in the tropical rain forest spend
their entire lives in the trees. Some of them never even
touch the ground!
What do you think it would be like to live in the trees for
your entire life? What would you need to be able to do if
you could never touch the ground again! Be creative!
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So far, you have looked at grasslands and three different
types of forests: deciduous, coniferous and tropical rain
forests. Now you will study two more biomes:

and
(“tun-dur-ah”)

(“dez-urts”)

The tundra is the coldest biome that is on the planet!
Because it is so cold, very few plants and animals live here.

In fact, there are no trees in the tundra!
It is so cold in the tundra that the top layer of soil is
almost always frozen!! This layer of frozen soil is known as

permafrost.

This soil is also very low in nutrients. Plants that grow in
the tundra are usually very small. Their roots may take
hundreds of years to grow because of the poor habitat!
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If any of these plants could grow tall, they would probably
be knocked down by the powerful winds that sweep over
the tundra.

Are you getting the idea that the tundra is
not the best place to live?
The tundra can be split into two different types:

Arctic

and

Alpine

The Arctic tundra is found around the North Pole. It is
always cold and the permafrost stays frozen all year long!
Polar bears, caribou and wolves are the largest animals you
would find in this biome. These animals spend the short
summers eating as much as they can. The more they eat,
the more fat they put on their bodies!

But I thought fat was
bad for animals?

Not these
animals!
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The extra fat protects the animal from the cold weather.
This is the same as you wearing a thick coat in the winter!
The extra layer of fat on the animal works the same way as
your thick coat... it keeps you warm! This form of
protection is very important for animals on the tundra. But
With so little resources in this biome, many animals still
hibernate during the long cold winters.
Other animals choose to leave this biome during the winter

months. This is known as migration (“my-gray-shun”).
Many different birds migrate from the tundra when it gets
too cold. Ravens and falcons are two kinds of birds that
migrate from the tundra during the winter. They travel
south from the North Pole, towards warmer areas. These
birds return to the tundra during the summer.
The alpine tundra
is found on the
tops of mountains
all over the world.
If you look on the
top of a mountain,
you will see a large
area
where
no
trees are growing.
This is the alpine
tundra!
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The alpine tundra is
almost always:

Cold, snowy
and windy
This
biome
gets
more snow than the
arctic tundra every
year.
But it also
gets a little warmer
during the summer.
The layer of permafrost is not as thick in the alpine
tundra. In the summer, the top layer of permafrost thaws
just enough to let plants to grow... but they do not grow
very fast at all! This is because many plants do not grow
fast when it is very cold outside. Also, many plants cannot
live when there are strong, cold winds blowing all of the
time.
The plants that grow here are the same kinds you would
find in the arctic tundra. However, the soil is a little
better here, but not much. The soil still does not have
many nutrients!
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Animals in the alpine tundra are similar to animals in the
arctic tundra. Many animals burrow into the ground to
keep warm like foxes and ground squirrels. Some animals
migrate to warmer areas. And, the larger animals, like elk
and mountain goats, are always eating to put more fat on
their bodies!
You would find some animals in the alpine tundra, like the
bighorn sheep, that have very strong legs. This is needed
to climb the rocky hills that are found in this area.

The alpine tundra is a rough place and
the plants and animals that live here
have to be prepared to survive!
The next biome
you
will
be
looking at is
the...
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Deserts may be the hardest biome to live in! Many of you
have a picture in your mind of what a desert looks like.

But did you know that it can be very hot
during the day and freezing cold at night?
It is true that deserts are
hot during the day and very
cold at night.
There is not a lot of water
in a desert. So there are
very few plants in this
biome. The most well known
desert plant is the cactus.
This plant has a waxy covering all over just like the needles
on a conifer tree! The cactus uses this waxy covering to
keep water inside when there is no water.
The soil in a desert is made up mostly of sand. There are
very few nutrients in the soil of a desert!
Most animals that live in a desert are very small. A desert
does not have a lot of resources so they do not tend to
grow very large.
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Many of these animals burrow into the ground during the
day to avoid the very hot temperatures. Most animals in

the desert are nocturnal. An animal that is nocturnal will
sleep during the day and wake up at night. This is because
it is much cooler at night. Also, animals do most of their
hunting for food during this time.
That’s right! They get to sleep in all day long! But this is
not a treat. It is very, very hard to live in a desert.
Animals in a desert wake up to a very cold evening almost
every night and search for food! Most of these animals do
not need to drink much water because they get their water
from the food they eat.

The tundra and
desert are the
most dangerous
biomes because

resources are hard
to find and the
temperatures are
very cold or very
hot!
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Place the answers to the following clues in the
boxes below. Each box should contain one letter.

Across

2. a tundra that is found around the north pole
3. the coldest biome on the planet; contains no trees and very few
different kinds of plants and animals
6. a layer of frozen soil usually found in the tundra
7. being able to sleep during the day and wake up at night

Down

1. an action by animals in which they leave a biome during the winter
months and return in the spring
4. a biome that has very hot days and cold nights with very little water
and few organisms
5. a tundra that is found on the tops of mountains
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Match the words in the first column to the
best available answer in the second column.
_____ Tundra biome

1) an action by animals in which they
leave a biome during the winter
months and return in the spring

_____ Permafrost

2) a tundra that is found around the
north pole

_____ Migration

3) a layer of frozen soil usually found in
the tundra

_____ Alpine tundra

4) the coldest biome on the planet; it
contains no trees and very few
different kinds of plants and animals

_____ Arctic tundra

5) being able to sleep during the day
and wake up at night

_____ Desert biome

6) a biome that has very hot days and
cold nights with very little water
and few organisms

_____ Nocturnal

7) a tundra that is found on the tops of
mountains
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Compare and Contrast
the

Tundra biome and the Desert biome
Compare

(things that are the same between the two biomes)

Contrast

(things that are different between the two biomes)
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In the past three chapters, you have explored six biomes
that exist on land. Now you are going to study a biome that
is underwater!
Out of all the resources that are on our planet, water is
the most important of them all! From grasslands to
deserts, it is the amount of water that affects plant and
animal life
the most!
Without
this
resource,
we would
not
be
able
to
survive!

The aquatic biome can be split in two different groups:

Freshwater (ponds, streams, lakes and rivers)
and

Marine (saltwater - like the ocean!)
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Let’s take a look at freshwater habitats...
Freshwater habitats include ponds, streams, lakes, rivers
and wetlands. These areas are called “freshwater” because
of the low amount of salt in the water.

Lakes and ponds are bodies of water completely
surrounded by land. What makes these two freshwater
habitats different is size. Lakes are large areas of water
and can exist for hundreds of years. Ponds are much
smaller, and can dry up much earlier.
Lakes and ponds are home to many kinds of organisms.
Most plants that live in lakes and ponds need large amounts
of water to stay alive. These kinds of plants, like cattails,
can be found on the banks of a lake or pond. A kind of tree
you can find in this area is known as the willow tree.
Also, some plants in these areas must grow inside the lake
or pond in order to
stay alive! Lilly pads
are a good example
of plants that grow
inside a lake or
pond.
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The animals that live in these areas spend a great deal of
time inside of the water. These animals include fish, frogs
and many insects. Reptiles and amphibians can also be
found in these areas as well! You can usually find lots of
animals that live near a large source of water. Since water
is a resource that all animals need to survive, a pond or lake
is a good place to live!
Lakes and ponds are almost always deeper than another
body of water… wetlands.

Wetlands are large areas of shallow water, like swamps.
There are many different animals that live in a wetland:

Alligators
Ducks
Snakes
Turtles
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Wetlands are important to animals because
they:




Provide plenty of shelter for animals
Provide migrating birds an area to rest and gather food
Have a lot of food for animals

Other freshwater habitats include streams and rivers.
These are bodies of water that move in one direction.
Many rivers and streams begin from the snow on a
mountain. When this snow melts, the water runs down the
mountain as a small trickle. This small trickle gets larger as
more water flows into the running water.

The
temperature
of these
habitats is
cooler at the
beginning of
the stream or
river.
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Streams and rivers provide resources for many kinds of
organisms. Certain kinds of organisms can only survive
within these habitats. To be even more specific, some
organisms can only live in specific areas along a stream or
river!
This is because the amount of resources within a stream or
river changes from where it begins to where it reaches the
ocean.

You mean that all rivers and streams
reach the ocean?

Yes I do!

All rivers and streams end up flowing into oceans all over
the world! We call the places where the rivers and
streams meet the ocean estuaries (“es-two-air-eez”).
Estuaries are a different
kind of habitat. Only
certain kinds of organisms,
like worms, crabs and
oysters, can live in these
areas because of the
freshwater mixing with the
saltwater.
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Estuaries are the doorways into the largest biome of the
world:

Oceans
Oceans are HUGE
bodies of salt water!
The salt that is found
in oceans comes from
the bottom of the
ocean floor.
The oceans have different areas of
warmer and colder water, just like
ponds and lakes. The closer you get to
the north and south poles, the colder
the ocean is.
The closer you get
towards the middle of the earth
(known as the equator), the warmer
the ocean is.
Whales, dolphins, sharks, sea stars, sponges...all can be
found in the ocean! You may think that there are more
kinds of plants and animals in the ocean than anywhere
else...

...but this is not true!
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The oceans are very large and they are filled with many
plants and animals. However, there are not many different
species of plants and animals in this biome.

You have looked at a lot of biomes in this
unit. This table will help you remember
some of the important facts...
Soil

Plants and
animals

Wet/dry
season

Good
nutrients

Many
organisms

Plenty

Good
nutrients

Many
organisms

Mostly cold

Plenty

Poor,
rocky
soil

Many
organisms

Always hot

Very wet

Poor, thin
soil

Many
organisms

Tundra

cold

Very dry

Poor,
frozen

Desert

Hot or cold

Very dry

poor

Aquatic

Hot to cold

Always wet

No soil

Migrating
birds
Few
organisms
Many
organisms

Temperature Water
Grassland
Deciduous
forest
Coniferous
forest
Tropical
rain forest

Hot (and
maybe cold)
Hot summers,
Cold winters:
All four
Seasons
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Circle the hidden words from below:
W E M E

P O C

S E R K

C R

J J

S

E N U

H M T

Y E L

A

K E

S R

J

I T I

A R

K

T A M L

K I

E S

R

E F L

E Y

A

C Q M U

Y M E N

J

C F A

A W U

K U P

O W G A

F

H M W H N E

S A R I

P

Y

S E

G

S M S

Z U

N T B I

I

G

T C

S

R E U

L W A

S I

L

D

G O

D

R D Q B Z

X

T A

C Z

F

A Y L

Z B

W T V L

A

C D

R B

P

C X F

C S

R

E V I

R

M G

U W

P

O Q K

H Z

E

S T U A

R I

E S

A

B N Z

X I

X

J O F W V Z

S P

K

O M D

V Z

Q M C U R

K

N S Y

S N X

AQUATIC
FRESHWATER
OCEANS
PONDS

D

I

T Y

S C R F

B Q S P

H A Z Q G I

BIOME
LAKES
STREAMS
RIVERS

Z I

ESTUARIES
MARINE
WETLANDS
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Match the words in the first column to the
best available answer in the second column.
_____ Aquatic biome 1) small bodies of freshwater moving in one direction
_____ Freshwater

2) large areas of shallow water; also known as swamps

_____ Lakes

3) these habitats include ponds/streams/lakes/rivers
and wetlands

_____ Ponds

4) a biome that includes all organisms that live within
fresh water or salt water

_____ Wetlands

5) large bodies of freshwater moving in one direction

_____ Streams

6) small bodies of water that are surrounded by land

_____ Rivers

7) saltwater habitats

_____ Estuaries

8) the largest marine biome in the world

_____ Marine

9) large bodies of water that are surrounded by land

_____ Oceans

10) areas where rivers and streams flow into saltwater
habitats
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Unit Two review
Fill in the blanks in the table below from your reading.

Biome

Temperature

Water

Soil

Plants and
animals

Grassland
Deciduous
forest
Coniferous
forest
Tropical
rain forest
Tundra

Desert

Aquatic

Be certain to go over your definitions for the test!
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In

the last unit, we looked at the biomes that organisms

live in. All organisms that live in each of these areas have
features (for example, special body parts and abilities) that
help them survive!

In this unit we are going to look at how and why these
features are so important!
Have you ever noticed that brothers tend to look alike?
Have you ever had trouble telling them apart? The things

that make these people look alike are known as inherited
(“in-hair-a-ted”) traits. An inherited trait is something
(like eye color, height, hair color…) that you get from your
parents.
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Notice I said parents! That’s right! You get your inherited
traits from both your mom and dad! And it is not just
humans that get their traits from their parents...

Many living organisms inherit
traits from their parents.
Scientists have a
fancy word for all
the babies in the
world... offspring.

I’m sure you know
other
words
for
parents
and
offspring,
how
about…

Parents

Offspring

Dog

and

Puppy

Cat

and

Kitten

Bird

and

Chick
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Most offspring get their traits from their parents. This is
why most offspring look much like their parents.
For example, a flower grows seeds that can be planted in
the ground. These seeds will grow into another flower,
right? You would not expect a seed to grow into a dog,
would you?

Of course you would not!
It is true that family members share many kinds of
inherited traits...
Some of these inherited traits are:
 Eye color
 Hair color
 Height
 Color of skin
 Dimples or freckles
 Naturally curly or straight hair

...there are even some inherited traits that
can not be seen very easily!
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Some of these “hidden” traits include:
 The ability to roll your tongue
Can you roll your tongue into a tube? Not
everybody can!
 Color blindness
Not everyone can see the difference in colors! For
example, some people cannot see the color green.

But not all traits are inherited...
...some traits can be learned!
None of you have seen a
newborn baby pick up a book
and start to read, have you? No
way! The ability to read was
learned through practice! This
is called a “learned trait.”
You learned to do a lot of
stuff in your life:
Ride a bike
Draw pictures
Brush your teeth
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None of these abilities were inherited
from your parents! You had to learn how
to do them!
But our traits, if they are learned or inherited, allow us to
be grouped together into on species (“spee-cees”).
species is a group of similar and related organisms.

A

How about a story to help you understand
this topic...
Imagine an alien visiting your home and looking at
all of your family.
The alien may think that all humans look alike, right? We
all have two ears, a nose, a couple of eyes, two arms and
legs...

You may say to the
alien, “but not
everyone looks
alike…”
...and you are correct!
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But humans are a lot more alike one another than we are
with chickens…

Humans
have
no
feathers, no beaks, no
claws and we do not
crow during the day...
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So… we have a species of humans and species of chickens
and species of pond slime and species of zebras and species
of bananas and species of fish and species of apples
and species of dogs and species of pigs and
species of monkeys and species of
tomatoes and species of
butterflies and species
of lions and species
of elephants and
so on...

In the
next
chapter,
you are
going to
explore
how
different
plant
species
grow!
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Fill in the “code” to answer the following
question:
What is the difference between a “species”
and a “population”?
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

U

V

W

15

1

26

8

3

12 24

2

9

10 11

4

23 22

5

17

7

20 18 14 16

6

21 25 13 19

__ __ __
15 4

4

5 12

__ __ __

__ __ __ __

14 2

18 15 23 3

3

__ __ __

__ __

__ __ __

__ __ __

18 17 3 26 9

23 15 13

5 20

23 15 13

22 5 14

9

6

3 13

3 18

__ __

3

__ __ __ __
14 2

__ __

5 20 24 15 22 9 18 23 18

T

__ __ __ __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __
4

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

S

9 22

__ __ ,
8

5

__ __ __

__ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ .

14 2

18 15 23 3

15 20 3 15

3

__ __
9 12

__ __ __ __

__ __ __

__ __ __ __ __
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Match the words in the first column to the
best available answer in the second column.

Inherited traits

1) a group of similar and
related organisms that
may or may not be
living in the same area

_____

Offspring

2) a feature (like eye
color, height, hair
color…) that you get
from your parents

_____

Species

3) a parent’s baby

_____
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Which one is right? Circle the correct answer.
1. You inherited your traits from your _________________.
a. mother
b. both your mother and father
c. father

2. Which of these pairs of animals do not match?
a. deer and cub
b. dog and puppy
c. cat and kitten

3. Which of the following is not an inherited trait?
a. hair color
b. rolling your tongue
c. painting a picture

4. A species is a ____________________.

a. a group of similar organisms living in the same place
b. a group of similar organisms
c. a group of organisms living in the same habitat

5. A population is a ______________________.

a. a group of similar organisms living in the same habitat
b. a group of similar organisms
c. an organism that is living in a habitat

6. The offspring of a plant would be a _________________.
a. fruit
b. another plant
c. flower
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Last

week, you looked at how offspring can inherit traits

from their parents. In addition, organisms can learn traits
like how to read a book or ride a bike...
This week, you are going to look at some of the inherited
traits of our little green friends...

Plants

There are a lot of different plants in the environment!
Trees, grasses, bushes and vegetables (yum!) are all
different kinds of plants!
Have you ever taken a good look at a salad before?

There are plants all over
the place in there!
In a salad you may find lettuce,
carrots, broccoli, cauliflower and
radishes...

...these are all plants!
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Everything in a salad may look different...
...but because they are all parts of plants,
they share similar traits!
Almost all plants have these similar traits:

Many plants also have flowers too! You are going to learn
about how flowers are very important to fruit later on…
Keep reading!
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Roots are the parts of the plant under the ground! Have
you ever tried to pull a plant out of the ground before? It
may have been pretty hard to do, right? That is because
the roots support the rest of the plant. They do this by
attaching the plant to the ground!

The roots also soak up all of the water and
nutrients from the ground!
Leaves are the workshops of the plant.

They use the
water and nutrients from the roots and sunlight to make

food for the plant! This process is called photosynthesis
(“foe-toe-sin-thu-sis”). Each leaf must collect as much
sunlight as possible! The more light that is collected, the
more food the leaves can make. That is why many leaves
are so big!

No
sunlight...
no food...
no plant!
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But how does the water and nutrients from the roots
get to the leaves?

From the stems!
Stems carry all of the water and nutrients from the roots
to the leaves. The stems also carry the food that the
leaves make to the rest of the plant. Stems are normally
very stiff. This is important so that the plant can stand
upright for the leaves to collect as much sunlight as
possible!

Remember, no sunlight... no food... no plant!
Fruits are the parts of the plant that hold the seeds! The
fruit is made to surround and protect the seed! Some of
these fruits are fleshy, like an apple or an orange.
Many of the vegetables we eat are really the fruits of a
plant (like beans, tomatoes, cucumbers...)

Flowers may look and smell pretty, but they are very
important for the plant! Flowers are the parts of the plant
that make all of the seeds and fruits!
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Each seed has all of the inheritable traits to create a new
plant of the same species! You wouldn’t plant an apple seed
and grow a carrot, would you? Of course not!

Now that you have a good idea about
the parts of a plant, let’s see how they
all work together!
Plants (and all other organisms) go through a life cycle.
A life cycle is a way that an organism makes more of its own
kind. Plants, like many other organisms, have the same
parts in their life cycles that include:





being born
growing into adults
reproducing
and eventually dying
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Here is a simple life cycle for a plant:
1. Seeds are grown by the flower of a plant.
2. The seeds fall to the ground or are carried to the ground
by the wind or by animals.
3. With the correct abiotic resources (Remember! Abiotic
means “non-living resources”) of water, soil and temperature,
the seed can germinate (“jer-me-nate”; which means “a
plant that begins to grow.”)

4. Once the seed germinates, it begins to grow into a small
plant, called a seedling.

5. Seedlings grow roots, which hold onto the soil and soaks
up water and nutrients. Leaves begin to make food for
the plant. The stems send all of these resources all over
the plant!
6. Flowers develop on the plant. The flowers grow new
seeds. The flowers grow fruit around the seeds.
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... and the cycle starts all over
again as the seeds fall to the
ground or are carried to the
ground by wind or animals.
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The table below contains words and phrases that
have been chopped in half. Find the pieces that fit
together and write them in the answer area below.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

seed

germ

Ro

St

cycles

Flo

wers

inate

photosy

lea

ves

ots

its

life

nthesis

Fru

ling

ems

Answers:
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
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Match the words in the first column to the
best available answer in the second column.
_____ Roots

1) a pattern for all organisms that includes being
born then growing into adults and reproducing
then dying

_____ Leaves

2) to begin plant growth

_____ Photosynthesis

3) this part of a plant use the nutrients from the
roots and sunlight to make food for the plant

_____ Stems

4) the parts of the plant that hold the seeds

_____ Flowers

5) the parts of a plant under the ground that
support the plant and soak up its water and
nutrients from the soil

_____ Fruits

6) parts of the plant that make all of the seeds

_____ Life cycles

7) a young and small plant

_____ Germinate

8) a way for plants to use sunlight and nutrients and
water to make their own food

_____ Seedling

9) parts of a plant that carry all of the water and
nutrients from the roots to the leaves
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Draw a picture of a plant. Label the
following parts on your picture:
Roots
Leaves
Stem

Flower
Fruits
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In

the last chapter, you learned how plants go through a

natural cycle of life. It is not just plants that go through a
life cycle! Animals do too!
Remember the definition of species? A species is a group
of similar and related organisms. There are so many
different species in the world that scientists have grouped
them together by their similar traits. Most of the animal
species can be placed into one of six different groups:

Reptiles
Amphibians (“am-fib-ee-anz”)
Fish
Birds
Mammals
and Insects
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This week, you will be exploring three different kinds of
animals:
Our first stop...........Reptiles!

There are thousands of different species of reptiles.
Turtles, snakes and alligators are all different kinds of
reptiles. Some reptiles live in habitats that have cold
winters, but the rest of the year is warm. These species of
reptiles would need to hibernate during the cold winter
months.
Reptiles spend most of their time on land, but they can be
found in the water. Think of an alligator...these organisms
spend a lot of time in the water, but they can’t breathe
underwater! They breathe air like you and me, through
lungs. Animals with lungs cannot breathe underwater.
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Also...all reptiles are vertebrates (“vur-tee-bretts”)

Being a vertebrate means that you have
a backbone!
Most animals, like reptiles,
come from eggs which are
made by the adult female.
Inside each egg there is
everything needed to form a
new animal. Many eggs have a
shell which keeps it from
drying out. The shell also
protects the new animal growing inside. Most young reptiles
hatch from eggs, like turtles.

Each species of reptile has a different life
cycle. Let’s look at the life cycle of one kind
of reptile... the turtle!
Turtles lay eggs like most other reptiles. These are not
the same kind of eggs you are used to seeing from the
grocery store. These eggs have a softer shell. They feel
almost like leather!
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The baby turtle grows inside this egg until it hatches. The
hatched turtle looks very much like its parents! This is an
example of an inherited trait. The young turtle grows into
an adult. An adult female turtle lays more eggs. This takes
many years to complete! These new eggs will hatch into
baby turtles that will start the cycle over again.
Our next stop...........amphibians! (“am-fib-ee-anz”)

There are thousands of different species of amphibians.
Frogs and toads are different kinds of amphibians.
An amphibian is an animal that has smooth, wet skin. These
animals can also live in water and on land. Amphibians are
all vertebrates and are cold-blooded. They are different
from reptiles because of their wet skin.
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Another difference between amphibians and
reptiles can be found in their life cycles.
Let’s look at the life cycle of a well-known
amphibian... the frog!
A frog lays its eggs in the water. These eggs are covered
in a clear jelly. The young frogs hatch from these eggs into
the water.
Now is where it gets a little different from a reptile’s life
cycle...
Unlike reptiles, amphibians do not always look like their
parents right after they are born. It takes time for them
to develop into the same likeness of their parents!
The young frog looks and acts like a baby fish! The young

frog is known as a tadpole. Tadpoles are baby frogs that
have a tail for swimming and no legs. They also breathe air
from
the
water where
they
live,
just like fish!
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As tadpoles get older, they lose their tail and begin to grow
legs...just like an adult frog! They also lose the ability to
breathe air from the water. They grow lungs which allow
them to breathe air from the sky! The adult female frogs
can then lay more eggs and the cycle continues again!
Tadpoles share a very important trait with our next animals
you will be studying...
Our last stop for this week...........

Fish!

There are thousands of kinds of fish that exist in the
ocean and in fresh water! A few different kinds of fish are
trout, bass and sharks!
Fish (like reptiles and amphibians) are vertebrates and are
cold-blooded. Fish live in aquatic biomes all over the world.
Most of them have scales and a slimy skin. They also
breathe air from the water, like tadpoles, their entire lives!
Like tadpoles, fish breathe
air from the water with
special body parts known as

gills. Think of the gills as
the “nose of the fish”.
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The life cycle of a fish has a similar trait
with reptiles! Let’s take a look...
Most fish hatch from eggs. The species of fish that lay

eggs tend to make a huge amount of eggs. Most of the
time, the female fish cannot protect all of her eggs. So,
many of the eggs are eaten by other organisms in the
water! But because she makes so many eggs, many of them
are not eaten. These eggs hatch into baby fish which look
very much like the adults (just like baby reptiles!) These
baby fish grow into adults and start the cycle over again.
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Fill in the blanks with the correct letters. The
words in the list on the right provide a clue to
the answer.
1) S _ a _ es

flat and hard plates on the skin of a
reptile

2) Re _ ti _ _ s

cold-blooded animals with rough and
dry skin that is covered in scales

3) Ta _ _ ol _

a young frog

4) F _ sh

cold-blooded vertebrates that live
inside the aquatic biome

5) G _ ll _

special body parts on fish that allow
them to breathe air from the water

6) Co _ d- _ _ o _ ded

an animal whose body stays about
the same temperature as their
habitat

7) V _ _ t _ br _ tes

an animal which has a backbone

8) _ _ phib _ ans

cold-blooded vertebrates with
smooth wet skin
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Match the words in the first column to the
best available answer in the second column.
_____ Reptiles

1) cold-blooded vertebrates that live inside
the aquatic biome

_____ Amphibians

2) an animal which has a backbone

_____ Fish

3) flat and hard plates on the skin of a
reptile

_____ Scales

4) special body parts on fish that allow them
to breathe air from the water

_____ Cold-blooded

5) a cold-blooded animal with rough and dry
skin that is covered in scales

_____ Vertebrates

6) a young frog

_____ Tadpole

7) an animal whose body stays about the
same temperature as their habitat

_____ Gills

8) cold-blooded vertebrates with smooth
wet skin
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Compare and Contrast
the

Reptiles and Amphibians
Compare

(things that are the same between the two
animals)

Contrast

(things that are different between the two
animals)
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Last

week you explored the world of reptiles, amphibians

and fish! Remember, every species in the world has their
own special cycles, traits and abilities! If all of these facts
were written down in this book, it would be the…

Largest
book in the
world!
It would take you your
entire life to read all
of the pages! So what
does that mean to you?
It means there are a
lot
of
different
species out there! And each of them is different! Pretty
cool, huh?
This week, you are going to look at three more kinds of
animals:

Birds, Insects and Mammals
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Our first stop for this week...........

Birds!

There are all kinds of birds that exist in the
world! A few different kinds of birds are
hawks, eagles and chickens!
Birds (like reptiles, amphibians and fish) are vertebrates.
However, birds are different from these animals because
they are warm-blooded.
Being warm-blooded means that the organisms body
temperature stays the same, even if its habitat is very
cold! In order to keep your body temperature the same, a
warm-blooded animal uses some of its food to make energy
to keep it warm.
The body temperature
of a bird is helped by
another trait... feathers!
Birds are covered in
feathers. This helps to
keep them warm and, for
some birds, to help them
fly!
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Another trait that birds have is their beaks. Beaks are
used for protection from other organisms and to get food.
Every species of bird have their own size, shape and color
of beak.

The life cycle of a bird is similar to many
other animals you have studied.
Birds lay eggs into a nest. These eggs have a hard shell.
Most eggs are protected by at least one of the parents
before they hatch. When the baby bird hatches, it looks
very similar to its parents. The parents also bring food and
protect the babies until they grow into an adult. The new
adult female bird lays more eggs (just like reptiles,
amphibians and fish!) Once the eggs hatch into baby birds,
the cycle begins again!
Our next stop for this week...

Bears, dogs,
horses and
people are
all
mammals!
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Mammals (like birds) are warm-blooded vertebrates. We
breathe air through our lungs. Mammals also have fur or
hair to protect us and keep us warm.
Unlike the other species you have explored so far, female
mammals make milk to feed their babies. Think of a cow...
A cow makes milk to feed her babies.

Mothers play a stronger role in the life cycle
of a mammal. Let’s take a look...
Most mammals do not hatch from eggs. The animal is “born
live. If an animal is “born live”, it grows inside the mother’s
body until it is born. The baby looks similar to the parent.
The mother produces milk to feed the baby and usually
protects and trains the baby until it is an adult.
As an adult, the female can have babies once again. And
the cycle continues...

You are so used to seeing mammals you may
think that most animals are mammals.

But that is not true!
Our last stop for this week takes us to a group of animals
that has the most kinds of species...
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Insects!
There are so many
different kinds of
insects even
scientists have not
found them all! You
can see many insects
every day!
Butterflies, ants and
grasshoppers are
just a few examples
of insects.
Until now, all of the animals you have been reading about
have been vertebrates. This means that they have a
backbone. The backbone, which is part of the animal’s
skeleton, is found inside their bodies. When the skeleton is
found inside the body, it is known as an endoskeleton
(“en-do-skell-uh-ton”).

An insect does not have its skeleton inside its body...
...it is on the

outside of its body!
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Having your skeleton on the outside of your body is known
as an exoskeleton.

An insect has three different body parts:

Head – I think you know what this is for!
Thorax (“thor-axe”) – This is where you will find the legs and
wings

Abdomen – This is the last part of the insect.
If you think about the body parts of an insect like a train: The head would
be the engine, the thorax would be the freight cars and the abdomen would
be the caboose!

An insect also has

six legs. That’s right, six!

Every species of insect has its own life
cycle! However, many of these insects
have the same kind of cycle...
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Most insects go through three (sometimes four) stages of
growth in their life cycle. Nearly all of them begin as an
egg.

We will be looking at the life cycle of a moth
as an example today!
Insect eggs can be
found
anywhere:
under the water, in
the ground, on your
food (yuck!!). But...
moth
eggs
are
usually found on
leaves and branches
of trees. This is
the first stage of
growth for most
insects.

The second stage of growth begins when the egg hatches.

The young insect is called a larva (“lar-vah”) and it spends
much of its time searching for food! The larva of a moth is
known as a caterpillar.
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The third stage of an insect’s life cycle is known as the

pupa (“pew-paH”).

At this time, the larva has stopped
eating and forms a protective covering around itself. An

example of a pupa would be a cocoon (“cuh-coon”). A
cocoon is the pupa for a moth! If you were in a cocoon, it
would feel like being wrapped up in a thick blanket.
Inside the cocoon, the pupa slowly changes from a
caterpillar into a moth. When the insect has completely
changed, it comes out of its cocoon.
At this time, the
fourth stage of the moth’s life cycle begins. This is the

adult stage.

In time, the adult female can lay more eggs to repeat the
cycle all over again.

There are so many
different species of
animals and plants and
life cycles that it is not
possible to list them all
here!
Also, each of these species has their own life
cycle. Just remember that each species’ life
cycle is a little bit different from each other.
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Unscramble the words below:
1. olrbwdodmea

__________________________

2. uapp

__________________________

3. avral

__________________________

4. ssitnec

__________________________

5. sdbri

__________________________

6. noococ

__________________________

7. mamsaml

__________________________

Write the definitions for each word:
1. ______________________________________________
2. ______________________________________________
3. ______________________________________________
4. ______________________________________________
5. ______________________________________________
6. ______________________________________________
7. ______________________________________________
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Match the words in the first column to the
best available answer in the second column.
_____ Birds

1) warm-blooded vertebrate animals
which are covered in feathers

_____ Insects

2) warm-blooded vertebrates with fur
or hair; a female mammal makes
milk to feed her young

_____ Mammals

3) the second stage of growth in an
insect's life cycle; for a moth this
would be the caterpillar

_____

Warmblooded

4) small organisms with six-legs and an
exoskeleton

_____ Larva

5) the third stage of growth in an
insect's life cycle

_____ Pupa

6) the name for the pupa of a moth

_____ Cocoon

7) an organism whose body
temperature stays the same even if
its habitat is very cold
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Unit Three review
Label the numbers with the correct parts of the plant.

1. ______________________________________________
2. ______________________________________________
3. ______________________________________________
4. _____________________________________________
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Match the words in the first column to the
best available answer in the second column.
____
____
____
____
____
____

Birds

1)

warm-blooded vertebrates
with fur or hair

2)

warm-blooded vertebrate
animals which are covered in
feathers

3)

cold-blooded vertebrates
that have rough, dry skin

4)

cold-blooded vertebrates
that live inside the aquatic
biome

5)

cold-blooded vertebrates
that have smooth, wet skin

6)

this group has the most
species and has an
exoskeleton

Fish
Mammals

Reptiles
Insects
Amphibians

Be certain to go over your definitions for
the test!
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In the past unit, you looked at the life cycles of plants and
animals. However, there are many other kinds of organisms
other than plants and animals in the world. How do
scientists group all of them together? Let’s find out...
In this unit you are going to look at biodiversity
(“bi-o-di-vurs-ity”). Biodiversity means all of the different
kinds of organisms that exist in the world, such as:

Plants, animals, bugs, mushrooms, pond slime...
Since there is so much biodiversity (different kinds of
organisms) in the world, scientists place all of these
organisms into groups. Placing organisms into groups is
called taxonomy.

Think of taxonomy as a way of putting away your clean
clothes. I would guess that you have organized your
clothes before, right? Do you have a drawer for socks, how
about one for pants? By putting your similar clothes (for
example, all of your
socks) in its own drawer,
you are putting your
clothes
into
groups!
Sorting your clothes
into
groups
is
an
example of taxonomy!
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Scientists do the same thing with organisms. You have
already learned a few of the groups. In the last unit you
learned about reptiles, amphibians, Fish, birds, mammals,
and insects. But... all of these groups of species are still
animals right?
Scientists place all animals in the world into their own

“drawer” called a Kingdom. These kingdoms are the
largest groups that scientists have created to sort all living
organisms. In fact, scientists have placed all organisms of
the world into six different kingdoms:
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The first kingdom you are going to explore should be very
familiar to you...

The
Animal
Kingdom
There is a lot of biodiversity in this kingdom! There are
close to one million different kinds of animals that
scientists have grouped into this kingdom.
However, there are two traits that make these organisms
very similar:
First of all, most animals can move on their own. Second,

Animals are heterotrophic (“het-er-o-tro-fick”). This
means they cannot make their own food. A plant can make
its own food inside itself. However, animals cannot do that!
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There are so many different kinds of animals with similar
traits, scientists decided to classify (a word that means
“to sort”) into two smaller groups:

Vertebrates Invertebrates
and

If you remember, vertebrates are animals that contain a
backbone and have skeleton inside their bodies. Birds, fish,
reptiles, amphibians and mammals are all vertebrates.
You may think that there are more vertebrates in the world
than any other animal... but this is not true! Vertebrates
are the easiest groups of creatures we can find because
Most animals with backbones are large!
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Remember when we studied mammals in the last unit?
Mammals are vertebrates, right? Let’s take a look at some
different groups of mammals:

Primates are animals like the monkey, chimpanzee and
gorilla. Many of these animals have very strong hands and
fingers because of the
use of thumbs. Primates
also have very large
brains that give them the
ability to control and
change their environment.
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Marsupials are different from other vertebrates because
they have a pouch on their body. They use this pouch to
carry their children! There are two different marsupials
(“mar-soop-ee-alz”) you may have heard about - the
kangaroo and the koala (“koe-ah-lah”).
The word rodent means “gnawing animal”. Mice, rats,
gerbils, and squirrels are all different kinds of rodents.
These organisms have sharp front teeth. They use their
teeth to gnaw through hard foods like nuts and wood.

Cetaceans (“see-tah-see-anz”) are found in aquatic biomes
and are also known as whales and dolphins. These organisms
are warm-blooded and they cannot breathe air under the
water. So, these mammals must come to the surface of the
water to breathe
air. That’s right!
Whales
and
dolphins are not
fish.
They are
mammals!
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Remember!

There are not as many vertebrates in the world as there
are invertebrates. Invertebrates do not have a backbone.

Most of the animal species in
the world are invertebrates.
In fact, most of these
invertebrates are spiders,

insects or crustaceans
(“krus-tase-shun”).
Crustaceans are animals like
lobsters or crabs that have
an exoskeleton and pinchers!
If you remember from the last chapter, an exoskeleton is a
skeleton that is found outside of the body.
Many invertebrates, like spiders, insects or crustaceans,
have exoskeletons and body parts (like arms and legs) that
can move around... Just like humans!

There are so many organisms like this that scientists have

placed them into their own group:
the arthropods
(“r-throw-pods”). All arthropods have exoskeletons and
body parts that help them to move.
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There are, however, invertebrates that do not have an
exoskeleton.
One of these organisms is known as a
jellyfish. This organism has no skeleton at all. The
jellyfish forces water out of its body which causes it to
move.
In the next chapter, you are going to look at another kind
of organism I’m certain you have seen before...

Plants!
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Place the answers to the following clues in the boxes
below. Each box should contain one letter.
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Across
4. all of the different kinds of life that exist on the world
7. six different groups that scientists have placed all living
organisms into
9. animals that contain a backbone and have skeleton inside their
bodies
11. the largest group of invertebrates that include spiders, insects
and crustaceans
12. to group things

Down
1. the way scientists place all of the different organisms into groups
2. vertebrate animals like rats, mice and squirrels who have sharp
front teeth used for gnawing
3. vertebrate animals like the monkey, baboon, chimpanzee and
gorilla which have very strong hands and fingers because of the
use of thumbs
5. animals like lobsters or crabs that have an exoskeleton and
pinchers
6. vertebrate animals like the kangaroo or koala that have a pouch
on their body for carrying their children
8. the smallest part of a living organism
10. in this kingdom most organisms can move on their own and are
heterotrophic
12. these warm-blooded vertebrates (such as whales and dolphins)
breathe air above the water
13. animals that do not have a backbone
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Match the words in the first column to the best
available answer in the second column.
_____ Biodiversity

1) six different groups that scientists have placed
all living organisms into

_____ Taxonomy

2) animals that contain a backbone and have
skeleton inside their bodies

_____ Kingdoms

3) the smallest part of a living organism

_____

Animal
kingdom

4) animals that have an exoskeleton and pinchers

_____ Cells

5) most organisms in this kingdom can move on
their own and are heterotrophic

_____ Classify

6) vertebrate animals which have very strong
hands and fingers because of the use of
thumbs

_____ Vertebrates

7) to group things

8) vertebrate animals like the kangaroo or koala
_____ Invertebrates
that have a pouch on their body for carrying
their children
_____ Primates

9) animals that do not have a backbone
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_____ Marsupials

10) these warm-blooded vertebrates breathe air
above the water

_____ Rodent

11) vertebrate animals like who have sharp front
teeth used for gnawing

_____ Cetaceans

12) all of the different kinds of life that exist on
the world

_____ Crustaceans

13) the way scientists place all of the different
organisms into groups

_____ Arthropods

14) the largest group of invertebrates that
include spiders and insects and crustaceans
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Which one is right? Circle the correct answer.
1. Most animals are heterotrophic because they ______________.
a.
b.
c.

choose not to make their own food
use other organisms for food
make their own food

2. What is the largest group that scientists place
organisms?
a.
b.
c.

populations
species
kingdoms

3. Which of the following organisms are all vertebrates?
a.
b.
c.

birds, fish, insects and reptiles
fish, amphibians, reptiles and primates
fish, amphibians, reptiles and spiders

4. Which type of organism contains a pouch to carry its
babies?
a.
b.
c.

marsupials
cetaceans
primates

5. The number of invertebrates in the world ______________.
a.
b.
c.

is about the same as the number of vertebrates
is more than the number of vertebrates
is less than the number of vertebrates

6. Which of the following organisms are all arthropods?
a.
b.
c.

spiders, insects and crustaceans
spiders, mice and crustaceans
spiders, lobsters and rodents
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In

the last chapter, you learned how scientists classify

organisms in a process called taxonomy. All living organisms
have been classified into six different kingdoms. The first
kingdom you explored was the animal kingdom. In this
chapter, you will study the plant kingdom.
As you learned from the last chapter, taxonomy has been
used for a long time.
The Greek thinker Aristotle
classified organisms in two groups - animals and plants...

...over 2,000 years ago!
As scientists found new organisms, they made new groups
to classify these new organisms. These new groups became
the six kingdoms we use today to classify living organisms.

Now you are going to
look at the
second kingdom of
life...

The Plant
Kingdom
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Can you think of a place you have ever visited that did not
have any plants at all? I doubt many of you can do this!
Plants are everywhere!
Our lives depend on plants! They are used for food and
shelter. They also give us most of the air we need to
breathe!
Because there are so
many kinds of plants,
the biodiversity of
plants is huge! Each
biome,
you
have
learned about, has
different kinds of
grasses, trees and
shrubs!
The most important
trait for all plants is that they are autotrophic (“ah-towtro-fick”). This means that they make their own food.
Remember... It is the leaves of a plant that make its food in
a process called photosynthesis.
This makes plants
different from animals, as you know that animals cannot
make their own food. They are heterotrophic.
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Plants can be sorted into two different groups:

Nonvascular plants

(“non-vas-q-ler”)

and

Vascular plants

(“vas-q-ler”)

Nonvascular plants do not have body parts to move
water from their roots to the stem and to the leaves. In
order to get the water they need to survive, they have to
absorb (soak up) water through their body (just like a
sponge!)
There are many different kinds of nonvascular plants. One
kind of nonvascular plant that you can easily see is a moss.
Mosses cannot move water from their roots to their stems
and leaves. They absorb water, like a sponge, through their
roots, stems and leaves! Most of the time, you will find
mosses growing in damp places. Since water cannot be
moved from the roots to the stems or the leaves, the roots
of a moss never get
very big.
This is
different from the
roots of a tree, which
can get very large!
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Remember…
The roots of a moss cannot move water to the rest of the
plant! Their main job is to attach the moss to soil, rocks or
other plants!
Now on to a much larger group of plants...

The Vascular Plants!
Vascular plants can move water from their roots to the
stem and to the leaves. Most of the plants you have seen in
your life are vascular plants and they can be sorted into
two different groups:

Non-Flowering plants
Flowering plants
and

Let’s take a look at the non-flowering vascular plants first...
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Ferns are a kind of non-flowering vascular plant.
Ferns never produce flowers but they do have a stem. The
stem moves water from its roots to the rest of the plant.

But if ferns have no flowers, how do they
grow any seeds?
Because ferns, like many other plants, are different. They
do not need to grow seeds to reproduce! They can drop
their leaves onto the ground and grow a new plant! Not all
non-flowering vascular plants are very small. Some of them
can be very large, like a tree...

Conifer trees are another kind of Nonflowering vascular
plant. The conifer is like the fern because it does not
produce flowers!

However, conifers do produce seeds!
You learned in chapter
six that conifers make
pinecones. Pinecones are
the seeds that are
produced by conifers!
Most of the coniferous
forest biome contains
plants that are conifers!
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Now, let’s
explore some
flowering
vascular
plants!
Most of the plants that you are used to seeing are

flowering vascular plants! Flowers are very important

to these plants because this is where the fruits and seeds
are grown. Without the flowers, they could not produce
the fruits or seeds. This would be a big problem for their
life cycle. Without fruits and seeds, they could not
produce new plants!
Most of our fruits, vegetables, trees, grasses and shrubs
all come from flowering vascular plants!
Some vascular plants, like mint and poison ivy, can grow a
new plant from their roots. The areas of the roots where

these new plants begin to grow are called rhizomes
(“ri-zomes”).
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Circle the hidden words from below:
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Match the words in the first column to the
best available answer in the second column.
_____ Plant kingdom

1) plants without body parts to move
water from their roots to the
stem and to the leaves

_____ Autotrophic

2) special areas on a plant's root that
can grow a new plant

Nonvascular
plants

3) nonflowering vascular plants which
never produce flowers

_____

_____ Moss

4) plants with special body parts that
move water from their roots to
the stem and to the leaves

_____ Vascular plants

5) vascular plants that make flowers

Non-Flowering
_____
plants

6) one kind of nonvascular plant that
can absorb water with its entire
body
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7) non-flowering vascular plants
_____ Flowering plants
which never produce flowers but
do produce seeds
_____ Ferns

8) vascular plants that do not make
flowers

_____ Conifers

9) being able to make your own food

_____ Rhizomes

10) a group of organisms that are
autotrophic and have some form of
leaf and stem and root
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Imagine you are a drop of water. Write a
story that says how you get into a plant and
travel to its fruit. What do you see along
the way?
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In the last chapter, you reviewed a little about taxonomy
and you also explored the plant kingdom. This week, you will
be studying two more kingdoms. The first one is called...

Kingdom Fungi
(“fun-guy”)

Mushrooms are a species of fungi. Many of you have
probably seen a mushroom before, right? If you haven’t
seen one on the ground, you may have seen a picture of this
organism which looks like an umbrella! You may be thinking
that a mushroom is more like a plant than an animal, right?
Nope!

All species of fungi are relatives of
both plants and animals.
The umbrella-shaped mushroom is really the flower of a
fungus! Fungi do not
make
food
for
themselves,
like
plants do! This makes
fungi heterotrophic,
much like animals!
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Before you start imagining a mushroom moving around like
an animal and eating its food, let’s get something straight.
Fungi, like the mushroom, cannot move. To eat they have to
absorb their nutrients through their body like a sponge.

But how do they do that?
Fungi can live on
the ground, on a
tree or on another
organism!
They
spread a “sticky
goo” from their
body onto the area
they live.
This “goo” contains

chemicals, called enzymes (“n-zimes”). Enzymes do all
kinds of things for an organism. The enzyme that fungi
make can break up biotic material into smaller parts that
the mushroom can absorb. This is how a mushroom can eat
its nutrients! The enzymes that fungi spread around their
habitat are very important for all living organisms...

...not just the mushroom itself!
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Fungi are known as decomposers. Decomposers break
down biotic material (anything that comes from an organism
– living or dead) into more useful forms (like nutrients for
living plants!)
Fungi break down so much biotic material into smaller parts,
that they cannot absorb it all! The leftover nutrients that
are not used by the fungi can be used by other plants and
animals in the habitat.

Let’s try to imagine a forest without any fungi:
Get a picture of a forest
in your head. Now some of
those trees fall down,
right?
Without
decomposers like fungi
living in that forest, where
would all those fallen
trees go?

They wouldn’t
go anywhere!
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They would still be there, right? Without fungi, there
would be piles and piles of dead trees lying around...

So how would a new plant grow with piles of
dead trees in the way?
If the ground is covered with dead trees, how will new
plants get any sunlight? And without decomposers breaking
down biotic material in your forest, where will new plants
get their nutrients?

You guessed it, they won’t!
Every habitat must have a large number of decomposers to
break down the biotic material for new organisms to
survive. The second kingdom you are going to look at this
week is a little different. It is known as...

Kingdom Protista
(“pro-tees-ta”)
All of the organisms in this kingdom, known as protists,
have been placed into this kingdom because...

nobody knows what to do with them!
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Each species of
protist have a
combination
of
traits from plants,
animals and fungi!
Scientists
put
them into this
kingdom because
each species does not fit perfectly into the plant, animal or
fungi kingdoms. For example, scientists have sorted most
of the protists into three groups:

Slime molds - Fungus-like protists
Algae (“al-gee”) - Plant-like protists
and Protozoans (“pro-toe-zo-unz”) - Animal-like protists
These three groups have been made to sort protists by
how they get their food. Slime molds are fungus-like
protists because they absorb nutrients from their habitat.
Algae are plant-like protists. They are autotrophic, so
they make their own food. You may have seen algae... it is
usually called seaweed. If you have ever been in a lake or
pond and had that green, gooey slime attached to you, it
was probably algae!
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Protozoans are the animal-like protists.

They are
heterotrophic, so they tend to get their food. Protozoans
mostly live in aquatic biomes. Some protozoans can make
you very sick!

That is why is it not such a good idea to
drink water right out of a lake or river!
There is a problem
with
sorting
protists according
to how they get
their food!

Some protists
are both
autotrophic
and
heterotrophic!
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That’s right! Some protists eat their food and make their
own food as well! Confusing, isn’t it? Most scientists do
not even agree on which group to place these organisms!
They are still trying to figure this out!
Many protists that are grouped together still have
different traits. This is not like the organisms in the
animal, plant and fungi kingdoms!
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Fill in the blanks with the correct letters. The
words in the list on the right provide a clue
to the answer.
1) pr _ tozoa _ _

snimal-like protists

2) d _ compose _ _

organisms that break down
biotic material into more useful
forms

3) _ lg _ e

plant-like protists

4) ki _ gdom p _ _ _ is _ a

organisms that share traits with
plants and animals and fungi

5) _ ingdo _ fun _ _

organisms that act as
decomposers and absorb their
food through their bodies

6) e _ zy _ _ s

chemicals made by organisms
that can help the organism do
many different things

7) slime _ _ ld _

fungus-like protists
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Match the words in the first column to the
best available answer in the second column.
_____

Kingdom
Fungi

_____ Enzymes

1) plant-like protists
2) organisms that share traits with
plants and animals and fungi

3) organisms that break down biotic
material (like dead plants and animals)
_____ Decomposers
into more useful forms (like nutrients
for living plants)
Kingdom
_____
Protista

4) animal-like protists

_____ Slime molds

5) chemicals made by organisms that can
help the organism do many different
things

_____ Algae

6) fungus-like protists

_____ Protozoans

7) organisms that act as decomposers
and absorb their food through their
bodies
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You are given a chance to become a protist! However,
you have three kinds of protists to choose from:

Slime molds, Algae and Protozoans
Which one would you like to be and why?
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In

the last chapters, you have explored four different

kingdoms:
Animals, Plants, Fungi and Protista.
The
biodiversity of life in these kingdoms is huge! However, we
are not yet done. There are two more kingdoms to study.
Both of these kingdoms contain organisms known as

bacteria. Bacteria are very small organisms that live in
soil, water, and other organisms. Bacteria can be found in
every biome! They
can even be found in
places you would
never expect to
find any kind of life!
In fact, there are
probably
several
thousand bacteria
on this book! Some
bacteria are even
living in you right now!

Don’t panic!

Without bacteria living in your body you would
not be alive for very long!
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Bacteria reproduce by splitting in half to form a new
organism. In addition, Some bacteria can move on their

own. They have a body part called a flagella (“fla-gel-ah”).
A flagella acts like a tail that moves the bacteria through a
liquid.
Since we owe our
lives to these small
organisms,
let’s
start
exploring
them...
The first kingdom
of bacteria you will
study this week is
called...

Kingdom Archaebacteria
I know it is a big word, just relax and say...
“ark-ee-back-tear-e-ah”
The bacteria in this kingdom live in areas of the world
where no other organisms can live.
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These organisms were first discovered in places like the hot
springs of Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming. These hot
springs are areas where boiling hot water comes out of the
earth all day long.
Until this time,
nobody
thought
that
organisms
could live in such
a hot habitat.
Since
then,
scientists started
looking in areas
where they also
did not think life
could exist.
The results of this search found several different kinds of
bacteria that can be sorted into three groups:

Methanogens (“meth-an-o-gens”)
Halophiles (“hal-o-files”)
and Thermophiles (“therm-o-files”)
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Methanogens are named after the gas they make

–

methane! Methane is the gas that is commonly used to heat
homes.
Methanogens live in places where the gas we need to

breathe (called oxygen - “ox-e-jen”) cannot be found. In
fact, if these bacteria were placed in the air we breathe,
they would die!! Methanogens can be found in many places,
like the bottom of swamps or sewage treatment plants.
They are even found inside many organisms including
humans!

Halophiles are also known as “salt lovers”. These bacteria
live in very salty water. Places like the Dead Sea and the
Great Salt Lake are home to halophiles. Most of these
bacteria are autotrophic, so they make their own food! If
you placed a halophile in a glass of water from the faucet,
it would not survive! This organism uses salt to create food
for itself!

Thermophiles are also known as “heat lovers”.

These
bacteria live in areas with very high temperatures. The
bacteria found in the hot springs of Yellowstone national
park are thermophiles! In addition to hot springs, these
organisms have been found in underground caves near
volcanoes!
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The last kingdom you
are going to study
may be the most
misunderstood group
of organisms...

Kingdom
Eubacteria
This is another big word, I know! Just relax and say...
“you-back-tear-ee-ah”
Do you see anything similar in this kingdom’s name? You
guessed it! This is another kingdom of bacteria!

Bacteria can live anywhere! Archaebacteria have inherited
traits that make them live in habitats where no other
organism can. However, most eubacteria can live in any
biome you have studied!
There are millions of eubacteria in a single teaspoon of soil.
They are on your skin, in your hair, all over the door knobs
of your house! And yes, they even live inside you! Most of
these organisms are harmless to humans, so do not worry!
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Let’s look at some of the good things that
come from eubacteria:
 Bacteria are
used to make
many
different
kinds of
foods such as
cheese,
pickles and
yogurt.
 In soil, bacteria act as decomposers by breaking down
biotic materials into more useful forms... just like fungi!
 Bacteria are used to grow various medicines.
 In the human body, some bacteria help to keep us well
and to digest our food!
However, it is too bad that some other kinds of bacteria
cause diseases in every kingdom.

Plants, animals, fungi and protists can all become
sick when certain species of bacteria
grow inside them!
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Bacteria can grow very quickly if they are given the right
amount of resources (like heat, water and nutrients).
Because of this, it is hard for an organism to defend itself
from getting sick when bacteria are growing inside of them.
Scientists are adding new species to each of the six
kingdoms of life you have studied so far. As new living
creatures are found and new traits are discovered,
scientists are working
to classify all of these
organisms!
Science is always
changing because
scientists are always
searching for new
information about the
world we live in!

This means that you must keep asking
questions about the world around you and
keep looking for the answers!
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The table below contains words and phrases that have
been chopped in half. Find the pieces that fit together and
write them in the answer area below.
oxy

flag

Metha

kingdom arc

kingdom e

nogens

haebacteria

ella

ubacteria

Halop

gen

hiles

thermo

Bact

eria

philes

Answers:
1. ____________________________
2. ____________________________
3. ____________________________
4. ____________________________
5. ____________________________
6. ____________________________
7. ____________________________
8. ____________________________
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Match the words in the first column to the
best available answer in the second column.
_____ Bacteria

1) bacteria that live in very dangerous
habitats

_____ Flagella

2) single celled organisms that can live
in soil and water and other
organisms

_____

Kingdom
Archaebacteria

3) common bacteria that can live in
every biome of the world

_____ Methanogens

4) archaebacteria that live in areas
with very high temperatures

_____ Halophiles

5) the gas humans need to breathe to
stay alive

_____ Thermophiles

6) body part of a bacteria that acts
like a tail which moves the bacteria
through a liquid

_____ Oxygen

7) archaebacteria that live in very
salty water

_____

Kingdom
Eubacteria

8) archaebacteria named after the
gas they make - methane
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Unit Four review
Fill in the blanks in the story below with the
following words:
decomposers
autotrophic
heterotrophic
Since I am ___________________, I have to eat other
organisms to stay alive! This is much different than plants
who are _____________________.

other organisms,

called _______________________, break down all kinds
of biotic material into more useful forms.
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Match the words in the first column to the
best available answer in the second column.
Plants

1) a group of organisms that can
move on their own and are
heterotrophic

Fungi

2) common bacteria that can
live in every biome of the
world

_____

Animals

3) organisms that act as
decomposers and absorb
their food through their
bodies

_____

Protists

4) bacteria that live in very
dangerous habitats

Archaebacteria

5) organisms that share traits
with plants and animals and
fungi

Eubacteria

6) a group of organisms that are
autotrophic and have some
form of leaf and stem and
root

_____

_____

_____

_____

Be certain to go over your definitions for the test!
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During

this new unit you will be studying, I want you to

remember a sentence that you should remember from
earlier chapters:

What do you think
it means? No,
everything in the
world is not glued
together! But
whatever you do
today can affect
everything else in
the world in the
future! Cool, huh?
Think about all of the kingdoms you have explored:

Animals
Plants
Protists

Fungi
Archaebacteria
Eubacteria

All of these kingdoms are connected to each other! They
all must work together in order to survive!
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Do you remember the biomes you studied?

Tundra
Coniferous Forest
Deciduous Forest
Tropical Rain Forest
Grassland
Aquatic
Desert

In each of these biomes
you may find organisms
from each kingdom! And…
each of these organisms
must work together in
order to survive!
So every biome has kingdoms of organisms that work
together to survive! This means that every biome and
every kingdom is connected to each other!
The easiest way to explore the fact that everything in the
world is connected is to look at a...

Food chain!
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No, not a chain of fast-food restaurants... like where you
get your favorite hamburger!
A food chain is a way to show how species use each other
for food. It is called a “chain” because nutrients are
passed from one organism to another…

But, why?
Because every living organism is food for
another organism!
Let’s look at a very simple food chain:

In this food chain…
The grasshopper eats the grass... the snake eats the
grasshopper… and the bird eats the snake!

Simple, right? You bet!
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Food chains show how nutrients are passed from one
organism to another! Whenever you look at a food chain,
please remember that the “chain” only works in one
direction.

You wouldn’t say:
The grass ate the grasshopper.
Then the grasshopper jumped on the bird and ate it!
And then the bird flew down and swallowed up the snake...
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Before you start thinking that this chapter
doesn’t have any definitions...
Scientists call plants in all food chains by another name

–

producers!

Plants are known as producers because they are
autotrophic (Remember that autotrophs are organisms
that make their own food!) All other organisms are known
as consumers. Consumers are heterotrophic. They get all
of their nutrients by eating (or consuming) other organisms!
There are three different consumers that you should know
about:

Herbivores – (“her-bih-vorz”) these animals only eat plants
to get their nutrients.

Carnivores

–

Omnivores

–

(“car-nih-vorz”) these are the animals that
eat other animals (like the herbivores) for
food.
(“ahm-nih-vorz”) Omnivores are not picky
about what they eat. They will eat plants
or animals!
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But what about the organisms out there like fungi and
bacteria that eat the dead stuff in the environment? If you

remember, these organisms are known as decomposers.
These organisms are
very important to all
food chains as well!
The nutrients that
decomposers
make
from breaking down
all of the dead stuff
are used by the
producers. And every
food chain has at
least one producer in
it!

Let’s look at the food
chain we talked about
earlier!
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In this food chain:


The Grass would be the producer because it is a plant
and it makes its own food.



The grasshopper is a consumer because it is eating
something else to get its nutrients. It is also a herbivore
because it is eating a plant (producers)!



The bird would be another consumer, because it is also
eating something else to get its nutrients. The bird is
also a carnivore because it is eating another animal.



The snake, like the bird, is also a consumer and a
carnivore.
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I know that birds eat things other than just grasshoppers!
I’ve seen them eat seeds and fruits! So how can they be a
carnivore? Wouldn’t they be an omnivore?
If you didn’t think of this before, you probably are right now!

You would be very correct in stating that the bird is an
omnivore in real life! However, the food chain you have
looked at today only shows that a bird eats grasshoppers.
It does not show you everything that a bird can eat!
This is a big problem with looking at food chains! They can
never show you exactly what it is like in real life! You are
going to look at something much more realistic in the next
chapter...
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Place the answers to the following clues in the boxes
below. Each box should contain one letter.

Across

1. a relationship between species that use each other for food; nutrients are
passed from one organism to another in this relationship
5. these organisms will eat plants or animals
6. autotrophic organisms that produce their own food; plants

Down

2. these are the animals that eat other animals (like the herbivores) for food
3. these animals only eat plants to get their nutrients
4. animals that get all of their nutrients by eating (or consuming) other
organism
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Match the words in the first column to the best
available answer in the second column.
_____ Food chain

1) these animals only eat plants to get
their nutrients

_____ Producers

2) autotrophic organisms that produce
their own food; plants

_____ Consumers

3) these organisms will eat plants or
animals

4) a relationship between species that
use each other for food; nutrients are
_____ Herbivores
passed from one organism to another in
this relationship

_____ Carnivores

5) animals that get all of their nutrients
by eating (or consuming) other
organisms

_____ Omnivores

6) these are the animals that eat other
animals (like the herbivores) for food
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Draw a picture of a food chain. Label your
drawing with the following types of organisms:
Producer
Herbivore
and

Carnivore
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In

the last chapter you learned that a food chain is a

relationship between species that use each other for food.
Each organism is linked together into a “chain” because
nutrients are passed from one organism to another…

Remember the sentence...
Everything in the world
is connected together
because:

Every living
organism is
food for
another
organism!

You also discovered that food chains have a very large
problem...

Food chains don’t show
everything an organism can eat!
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Let’s look back at the food chain from last
chapter:

As you learned in the last chapter, the animals in this food
chain eat many, many, many more things in their life than
what is in this picture!
So...this food chain does
not show you what a snake,
a bird, or a grasshopper
can eat!

Food chains
can never
show you
everything an organism can eat!
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Therefore, I give you:

Think of a food web as a lot of food chains grouped
together!

Let’s take a
look at this
food web
from a
grassland
biome and see
what we can
find...
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Within a habitat, each species within a food web may be
inside several different food chains! This supports the fact
that...

Now here’s a chance to review a lot of what
you have learned in the past several weeks...
In all food webs, plants provide most of the food to the
organisms! But a lot of different kinds of organisms can eat
plants. Fungi, archaebacteria, eubacteria, protists and
animals can all eat plants.
Do any of these organisms sound familiar to you? They
should, since they are all different kingdoms of life! That
means that in every food web, you could find different
kinds of animals from all of the kingdoms!
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Now for some more review...
Food webs exist wherever you can find living organisms.
So if you look in...

Tundras
Coniferous Forests
Deciduous Forests
Tropical Rain Forests

Grasslands
Aquatic areas
or Deserts

...you would find very large food webs that connect all of
the different species in that area! That’s right – all of the
biomes have large food webs inside them!
Don’t forget that every living organism is food for another
organism!

Scientists sometimes call carnivores (animals that eat other
animals for food)

predators (“pread-ah-torz”). Predators get
their nutrients by
eating other animals.
The animal being
eaten by a predator
is known as their

prey.
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Most predators are larger than their prey. They have body
parts that may help them see far distances, run fast or
smell their prey from far away!
In addition, most
prey have body parts
that
help
them
defend
themselves
from
predators.
Some have very good
senses which help
them
notice
a
predator before it
attacks. Others are very fast, which is helpful when you
are trying to outrun a predator. Some animals have special
traits that help them survive. Skunks, for example, have a
powerful odor they can spray on predators to keep them
away!
You might be thinking that without predators, the prey
could live a long and happy life, right?

Nope!
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Without predators, the number of prey would increase very
quickly... and what are all of these organisms going to eat?
That’s right – everything! There would be no food left so
they would all starve!
But what if there are too many predators? Well, in this
case the large number of predators would eat all of the
prey! They may be happy for a short while, that is... until
they run out of food! Oops!
You cannot have too many predators or prey in one habitat.
This is because too many of one kind of species in a habitat
will use up the resources in that habitat! So, there must be
a balance in the numbers of predators and prey. This
balance
is
known
(“kuh-pass-ih-tee”).

as

the

carrying

capacity
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True or false:
A food chain is a collection of many food
webs joined together.

If this sentence is false, fix it to make it true!

_________________________
_________________________
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Match the words in the first column
to the best available answer in the
second column.

_____ Food web

1) animals that eat other
animals for food; also
known as a carnivore

_____ Predators

2) animals that are eaten
by predators

_____ Prey

3) a balance of predators
and prey in a habitat

_____ Carrying capacity

4) a group of food chains
linked together
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Draw a picture of a food web. Label your
drawing with the following types of organisms:
Producer
Herbivore
and

Carnivore
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In

the past two chapters, you have explored food chains

and food webs. But, have you seen any pictures of humans
in these drawings? Nope.

Should they be in
there? Of course
they should!
Humans are omnivores, just
like bears, bald eagles and foxes! We can get our nutrients
from plants or animals! Humans also live in each biome
(except for the aquatic biome!) Because of these things,
almost all food webs can contain humans.
We are
everywhere!
The population density of humans is different in each
biome. Population density is a scientific way of saying “the
number of individuals of a species in a certain area.” You
would not find as many humans living in the desert as you
would in a grassland or forest. So, the population density of
humans living in the grassland or forest would be bigger
than in the desert. The biomes that contain the highest
population density of humans must have the most natural
resources in order for us to survive.
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In fact, out of all the species in the world, humans change
the environment the most! These changes can cause good
and bad things to happen to everyone in the food web.

In this chapter, you are going to look at
some of these “bad things.”
First of all, there are a lot of humans on the planet...over
six billion to be exact.

6,000,000,000 people! That is
a lot of zeros!
By the year 2050, some scientists think this number will
increase to around nine billion!
With such a high population density, humans use up a huge
amount of resources
from the environment!
In many cases, these
resources are being
used up faster than
they can be renewed!
This is a large problem!
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Six billion people eat a lot of food, drink a
lot of water and breathe a lot of air.
Many scientists think that the number of humans and other
organisms in our food web may not be balanced very well!
This means that the carrying capacity of the world is not
balanced!
Let’s look at one example of how our environment may be
unbalanced through our soil, water and air...
We will start this journey by looking at plants...

That’s right, plants!

Most of the
nutrients we
eat come from
plants!
You may think that the hamburger you
ate for dinner is not a plant...and you are
correct! But the cow that gave you that
hamburger survived by eating nothing but
plants! So...the nutrients from the plant
were used to grow a cow, and they now
help you to grow as well!
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What do plants need to survive?
They need nutrients from the soil, water, sunlight and air!
But as more people fill up the earth, more space is needed
for them to live. So what happens to the soil? It has to
be covered up with new homes, buildings, parking lots. If
the soil is covered up, it cannot be used to grow food for all
of these new people. This can be a big problem!
Now what about the water? Well, most of the world is

covered in water. The aquatic biome is huge! But, most of
this water we cannot drink!

What do you mean? There is water
we cannot drink?
Most of the aquatic biome is covered in saltwater.
salty water is found in all of the oceans in the world!

This

Only a very, very small amount of water exists in the world
that you and I can drink! Don’t get me wrong, there is still a
lot of freshwater out there! However, the more people
there are, the faster this resource will be used before it
can be renewed.
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How about the air? The more people there are, the more
air we need to survive! That makes sense...doesn’t it? And
here is the really cool part – it’s the plants that make the
air we need to breathe!

So what does this mean to us?
You know that plants need soil, right? Well, if we cover up
too much soil to make new homes and buildings, we are not
going to have very much room for new plants! Without
plants, we cannot get the air that we need to breathe. This
is a huge problem! Also, our carrying capacity would be
unbalanced without plants because they are in every food
web.
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So what have we learned here?
The more people there
are, the more water we
use. And, more soil is
covered up. Without
soil, we have no plants!
Without plants, we
have no air! And,
without plants, we have
no food!

The more humans
that are born into
the world, the more
unbalanced our food
web becomes.

Don’t give up hope yet!
The population density of all animals, including humans, can
increase or decrease! In nature, the population density for
all animals will increase until something slows it down.
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But what can slow down a population
that is growing so large?
The two factors that can affect a large population are:

Famine

and

Disease

Famine is a time when many consumers go hungry and don't
have enough food to eat. If this happens for too long, many
organisms can die. Famine happens when the consumers eat
up
most
of
their
resources within their
habitat.
Another problem that
happens when too many
organisms live in one

habitat
is
disease.
When an organism is said
to have a disease, it
means it is sick! There
are all kinds of disease
that
can
affect
a
population.
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Sometimes, these diseases come from harmful eubacteria
or viruses that get into their bodies.

A virus is a small
organism that can
cause
disease.
Viruses are smaller
than any eubacteria,
but they can do just
as much harm! Unlike
eubacteria,
viruses
cannot live on their
own! They have to
live within another
organism! There are ways of keeping viruses out of your
bodies. You’ll learn about this in the next chapter...

You will also explore how
people work everyday to keep
our carrying capacity balanced
in the next chapter!
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Unscramble the words below:
1. feamni

___________________________

2. iolepaspyunnotidt

___________________________

3. aseeids

___________________________

4. suevris

___________________________

Write the definitions for each word:
1. _______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
2. _______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
3. _______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
4. _______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
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Match the words in the first column to the
best available answer in the second column.

_____

Population
density

1) a collection of chemicals
that can spread disease

_____ Famine

2) a scientific way of saying
“the number of individuals
of a species in a certain
area”

_____ Disease

3) A time when lots of people
go hungry and don't have
enough food to eat

_____ Viruses

4) a sickness
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Which one is right? Circle the correct answer.
1.

The population density of humans would be the largest in
which of these biomes?
a.
b.
c.

grassland
desert
aquatic

2. Most of the nutrients that humans need come from:
a.
b.
c.

3.

animals
plants
the ocean

Freshwater is an important resource because_____________________.
a.
b.
c.

the aquatic biome is mostly freshwater
very few organisms need freshwater to survive
the amount of freshwater is very small

4. Famine and disease can cause population density to
__________________.
a.
b.
c.

increase
decrease
stay the same

5. The best way to protect you from disease is by
_______________________.
a.
b.
c.

reduction, reusing and recycling
covering your mouth when you sneeze
washing your hands

6. The number of humans in the world is over _______________________
billion.
a.
b.
c.

six
nine
ten
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Ok...

I hope I didn’t scare you in the last chapter?

Remember...

Don’t give up hope yet!
Six billion people are a lot of mouths to feed, but there are
things that you and I can do to help out! In fact, there are
all kinds of people out there who try to balance all of the
food webs that are in our world! In this chapter, you are
going to learn what you and others can do to help out!

Since it is true that...

…we are all
responsible for
our food web
and our
environment!

But what can be done to help out?
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You can use the three R’s...
Reduce - using less resources
Reuse - using resources again without changing them
Recycle - using resources again after changing them
I would guess that some of you have been told not to leave
the water running or to waste food!

It is important that you do not overuse the
resources you need to survive - like water
and food!
By running water only when you need it you are reducing the
waste of our freshwater! This is very good!
Our food is another resource that can be reduced as well!
At dinnertime, it would be
best to take only what you
know you are going to eat!
All that good food is not
going to help anyone if it is
thrown in the trash!
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Here is one more for you..................and it is very simple!

Did you know that by washing your hands you
can keep yourself (or others!) from getting sick?
From the last chapter you learned about disease,
remember? A lot of disease is spread between humans
through their hands! If you keep yourself clean, there’s a
good chance that you will not spread any diseases to
yourself or to others!

These are really simple things to do! Just try
to think before you act! You can make a
difference!
Many of you may be thinking
that you would like to do
more than these simple
things
to
help
the
environment.

Good for you!
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With more and more humans changing the earth, it takes a
lot of work to keep our carrying capacity balanced. If you
remember, carrying capacity is a balance in the numbers of
predators and prey in a habitat. This has been mentioned a
lot lately, hasn’t it? Well here it comes again...
Carrying capacity is studied by people who work in

Conservation. Conservation is the protection and careful
use of resources and the environment. Conservation agents
work throughout the United States of America to protect
our natural wildlife!
These people work very hard to protect and manage our
natural resources. All of the states in the U.S.A. have
groups of conservation agents! There are several ways
these agents work to conserve our natural resources. Some
of them include:





Hunting/fishing programs
Restoring damaged habitats
Educating people about good use of their land
Releasing organisms into the habitat

Let’s take a closer look into each one of
these jobs...
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Hunting/fishing programs
Some of you may be wondering how hunting and fishing can
be helpful! Don’t ever forget...

Every living organism is food for another organism!
In order to balance our food web, some organisms must be
killed in order to keep other organisms alive!
Conservation agents make certain that only a certain
number of living organisms (like deer, birds and fish) are
killed every year! The amount of organisms killed every
year should never be greater than the number of new
organisms being created! So, these agents have to study the
environment very closely to make certain that our carrying
capacity is balanced at all times! That’s a hard job to do!
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Fixing damaged habitats
You learned in the past
chapter that humans
change their environment
a lot! These changes
affect everyone in the
food web!
Sometimes these changes
can destroy a habitat for
other
organisms.
Conservation agents work
to fix habitats for organisms to live there again. Fixing a
damaged habitat could include:
 Planting food for animals
 Cleaning up a stream for fish
 Building homes for animals to use

Educating people about good use of their land
Conservation agents work with people to improve their land
so that other organisms can live there too. Sometimes,
agents work with landowners to teach them how to plant
food or build homes to attract animals onto their land. For
example, building a birdhouse can attract certain birds onto
their land.
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Releasing organisms into the habitat
Sometimes, certain
species
disappear
from an area. This
can be caused by
many things:
 Their habitat
could be
destroyed
 There could be
too many killed
by hunters,
 They were all
consumed by
other predators
Remember, if too
many organisms are
removed from the
habitat, the food web may become unbalanced! If the
conservation agents can find the species that has
disappeared somewhere else in the world, they may be able
to put this organism back into the habitat! This process is
called reintroduction (“ree-in-tro-duck-shun”) and it has
been very successful with many different organisms!
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Fill in the blanks with the correct words
from the bank at the bottom of the page.

Reintroduction ____________ ____________
organisms ____________ ____________ their
habitats.

Word Bank:
into
relocating
back
means
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Which one is right? Circle the correct answer.
1. Which of the following is not a job for a person who
works in conservation?
a.
b.
c.

hunting and fishing programs
fighting fires in a forest
restoring damaged habitats

2. If too many organisms are taken from a habitat…
a.
b.
c.

the food web may become unbalanced
all of the food chains will get larger
the amount of resources in a habitat will increase

3. Species may become extinct because:
a.
b.
c.

they move to a different habitat
their habitat becomes destroyed
their populations get too large

4. “Every living organism is…
a.
b.
c.

...either a herbivore or a carnivore.”
...heterotrophic.”
...food for another organism.”

5. The number of animals that are hunted…
a.
b.
c.

...should be greater than the number being created.
... ...should be less than the number being created.
... ...should be the same as the number being created.

6. Which of the following is a good reason for
reintroduction?
a. too many of the organisms were killed by predators
b. hunters want new organisms to kill
c. other organisms need more prey to eat
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Unit Five review
Find the producers, herbivores, carnivores,
prey and consumers in the picture. List them
below.

Producers

Herbivores

Carnivores

Prey

Consumers

Is this picture showing you a food chain or a food web?

What is the difference between a food chain and a food web?

Be certain to go over your definitions for the test!
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Before we get started this week, let’s use our imagination,
okay?

Imagine going to the park on a warm summer day...
As you run through the playground you hear other kids
playing. You can feel the warmth of the sun on you.
Later in the day, you may see your parents setting up a
picnic for you. As you sit down at the picnic table, you
smell and taste your lunch!

Makes you want to go outside and play right
now, doesn’t it?
In this made-up picnic at the park, you experienced five of
your external senses

Hearing
Touch
Vision
Smell
Taste
and
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Our senses are messages that are sent to our brain when
we use our hearing, touching, vision, smell and taste. The
word “external” means “outside of”, so all of these

external senses give us information about what is going
on outside of our body!
Each of these five senses have a sense organ that is used
to collect the information that is outside of our body.

External sense

Sense organ

Hearing
Touch
Vision
Smell
Taste

Ears
Skin
Eyes
Nose
tongue

Each of these sense organs sends a message to your brain.
Your brain is another organ that controls what your body
does!
In this chapter, we are
going to look at two of
these senses. I’ll give you a
guess on the first one.
What do you think of when
you hear...
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Eewwww! What stinks ?
That’s right! You better hold your nose, because we must
be talking about your sense of...

Smell!
Your nose is the sense organ for smelling. Think of your
nose as a tunnel that does a lot of things with the air you
breathe. If you have ever looked into your nose, you may
have found a whole bunch of hair up there! This hair is
very important because every time you breathe (which is
about 20 times a minute), your nose hair helps clean the air!

How does it do that?
Your nose hair catches big pieces of junk you breathe in
that is not air. This includes dust, bacteria, fungus, smoke
and a lot of other things floating around in the air!
The hairs act like a screen in your nose. They are always
trying to stop things from coming into your body.
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You can find more than just hair inside your nose. It also
has a large amount of

mucus

(“mew-cus”)
inside it too. Mucus is a
slimy, sticky goo that
your body uses to trap
some of the junk that
enters your nose!
Your nose hair does not
catch all of the junk
that is floating around in
the air.
Your mucus
catches
the
smaller
pieces that your nose
hair misses!!! When the mucus has trapped a lot of stuff in
a slimy, gooey ball, you have just made a booger!! And, as
we all know, boogers must get out of your nose! Who wants
to have all of that junk just lying around in you all day long?
Yuck!
Your nose does not only make boogers all day long. It has
another very important job to do... smell! Scientists believe
that every human can sense about 4,000 to 10,000
different smells! Each one of these different smells act
like a key in the back of your nose... that’s right, a key!
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Now, every key can open a lock, right? Each of these smells
can unlock a different way for your body to react.
Remember... your nose sends a message to your brain every
time
you
smell
something! It’s your
brain that tells your
body how to react!
For example, if you
took a big breath of
your garbage, you may
react by pinching your
nose and running away!
You wouldn’t react the
same way if you smelled a fresh rose, would you? Of course
not! So what is better... the smell of fresh cookies baking
in an oven, or the taste of one in your mouth?

Tasting...of course!
The sense organ for your sense of taste is the tongue! This
organ is covered with areas that can unlock different
responses from your brain!
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Remember the “lock
and key” method that
your nose uses to smell
things?
Well, your
tongue does the same
thing. The “locks” are
all over your tongue

and are called taste

buds.

These taste
buds are used to sense
four different flavors:

Sour
Salty

(Think of a lemon or pickle...they are sour!!!)

Bitter
Sweet

(Coffee beans are very bitter tasting!)

(I’m sure many of you have placed too much
salt on your food before, right?)
(I think you know what this one is like!!!)

You have to thank your saliva (“suh-live-uh”) for many of
the wonderful (and not so wonderful) tastes that you can
sense. Your saliva is the liquid that your mouth creates.
When you put a cooking in your mouth you start to chew,
right?
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Your teeth grind your food and mix it with your saliva. This
mixture is easily spread all over your tongue. Each of these
pieces of food has thousands of different “keys” to unlock
your taste buds on your tongue!

Do you
remember this
sentence?
Well, here it is again!
Your sense of smell and taste are connected to each other.
In fact, they work together every day! Have you ever
noticed that you have a hard time tasting your food when

you have a cold? That is because smelling is a part of your
sense of taste!
When you have a cold, your nose shuts down its “locks,” and
keeps you from being able to smell! This happens every
time your nose is clogged up when you have a cold. Without
your sense of smell, you cannot taste your food!
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To test this out... pinch your nose and place a piece of hard
candy in your mouth. It is very hard to tell what flavor it
is! Now let go of your nose and ...

Blam!

Instant flavor!
Cool, huh?

In the next chapter, we are going to explore
our last three external senses...
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Fill in the “code” to answer the following
question:
What are sense organs and what do they do?
A B C D E F G H I

J K L

M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

26 8 24 7 20 3 12 19 6 16 4 22 25 23 15 13 18 21 5 14 2 11 1 10 9 17

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
5

20 23

5

20

15 21 12 26 23

5

5

20 23

7

25 20

5

5

26 12 20

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
14 15

9

15

2

__ __ __ __
2

5

20

7

21

8

21 26

6

23

1

__ __

__ __ __ __

14 15

12

6

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
20 10 14 20 21 23 26 22

11 20

19

6

24 19

__ __
2

26 21 20

__ __ __

5

15

__ __ __ __ __ __
5

20 23

5

20

5

2

21

5
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Match the words in the first column to the
best available answer in the second column.
_____

External senses

1) an organ that controls what your
body does

_____

Sense organs

2) a slimy and sticky goo

_____

Brain

3) organs such as eyes

_____

Mucus

4) a liquid created in your mouth

_____

Taste buds

5) feelings that give us information
about what is going on outside of
our body

_____

Saliva

6) parts of the tongue that are used
for the sense of taste
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Look into the mirror and draw a picture of
your own face! Label all of the sense organs
you can find!
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In

the last chapter,

you looked at two of
your
five
external
senses: smell and taste.
You also read that all
of your senses have
sense organs that help
to “unlock” messages
sent to your brain.
In this chapter, you are going to look at your three
external senses that are left: vision, hearing, and touch.
Let’s start with your...

Vision

Your sense organ for vision is your eyes! You may not know
this, but your eyes have a lot of parts to them!
Once you open your eyes in the morning, you should be able
to see everything in your room. This is because light is
bouncing off of everything you can see and into your
eyeballs!
To be more correct, all of this light enters the black “dot”

in your eye known as the pupil (“pew-pill”). The pupil is an
opening in your eyeball that changes size with the amount
of light that is shining in your eyes.
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The more light that enters your eyes, the smaller your
pupils will be! Try to look at your eyes in the mirror and
remember how big your pupils are. Now close your eyes and
wait for a couple of minutes. When you open your eyes, you
will notice how the size of your pupils will look huge at first,
and then they will start to shrink back to a smaller size! As
your eyes were closed, your pupils began to get larger
because there was not much light entering your eyes!
Your iris is the colorful portion of your eye! The job of the
iris is to change the size of the pupil.
Once the light enters your pupil, it bounces into your

retina (“rhet-in-ah”). The retina can be found behind your
pupil. This part of your eye
has a very important job!
The retina acts just like a
camera! It takes a picture
of what you are looking at
and sends it to your brain.
If your brain sees a picture
of a candy bar, you may
start reaching for it... but
if your brain sees a picture
of an elephant running
towards you, you better
start running!
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Other parts of your eyes are used to protect
themselves...
Eyebrows (those bushy strips of hair above your eyes)
help to keep sweat from dripping into your eyes!

Eyelashes act just like the hairs in your nose...they try to
“sweep away” any bad stuff in the air that may get into

your eyes! Eyelids also sweep away dirt and other junk
that gets on your eyeballs as well just like windshield
wipers on your car! Every time you blink, you are cleaning

your eyes with your eyelids! Don’t forget about your tears!
Tears work with the eyelids to wash away bad stuff from
your eyes!

Now, on to your next sense...

Hearing
Have
you
ever
placed your hand
on a speaker while
music is playing?
If you have, you
should have felt
vibrations in your
hand!
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Those vibrations cause the air around the speaker to

vibrate as well. We call these vibrations in the air, sound

waves! As these sound waves move through the air, they
can end up entering your ears. Your sense organs for your
sense of hearing are your ears!
As sound travels through your ear, it reaches your eardrum.
Your eardrum is very thin covering inside your ear. Your
eardrum vibrates when sound waves bounce off of it!
The vibrations from your eardrum cause the little bones
inside your ear to vibrate as well. One of these bones,

called the cochlea (“coke-lee-ah”), is filled with liquid. As
your cochlea vibrates, so does the liquid inside!! Now, here
comes the cool part...
The inside of your cochlea is covered with tiny little hairs
that vibrate as well! Each of these hairs sends its own
message to the brain. And, each of these messages tells
the brain what kind of sound you are listening to!
When your brain gets the message, it tells your body
whether or not to dance, jump or run for cover!

One more sense to go...........
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Touch

Unlike your other senses, your ability to touch uses sense
organs that cover your entire body! Your skin is your sense
organ for your sense of touch.
All of your sense organs have areas that send messages to
your brain...
 The hairs in your cochlea
 Your taste buds
 Your ability to detect smells
 The retina in your eyes

Your skin is no
different than any of
these sense organs!
Your skin can sense a
lot of different feelings!
The most common feelings are:

Heat
Cold
Pressure
and Pain
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The areas of your skin that sense these feelings are called

nerve endings.

Nerve endings are found all over your
body. However, they are not spread out evenly in your skin!
Some areas of your skin have more nerve endings than
other areas.
For example, your fingers can feel heat, cold, pressure and
pain very well because you have many nerve endings in them!
This is important because you use your hands every day!

Nerve endings are not found everywhere in
your body!
Some areas of your body
that you can see and feel do
not have any nerve endings
in them at all. Your hair
and fingernails are good
examples of this.
You don’t scream in pain
every time someone cuts
your hair do you?

I hope not!
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Our hair and fingernails help to protect our bodies. Our
hair can keep us warm and act as a filter to keep bad things
from getting into our bodies (remember to thank you nose
hair!). Fingernails protect the ends of our fingers from
getting hurt. The tips of our fingers are filled with nerve
endings that we use everyday!
Our five senses are very, very, very important for us to
survive. However, they are not the only senses that can be
used by animals or plants. That’s right! Plants can sense
things too!

In the next chapter, you will
explore several different senses
that organisms use to survive...
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Match the words in the first column to the
best available answer in the second column.
_____ Pupil

1) bushy strips of hair above your eyes that
help to keep sweat from dripping into your
eyes

_____ Iris

2) part of your ear that vibrates when sound
waves hit it

_____ Retina

3) protective skin that can surround the eye
and sweep away dirt and other junk that
gets on your eyeballs

_____ Eyebrows

4) the colorful portion of your eye that
changes the size of the pupil

_____ Eyelashes

5) takes a picture of anything you see and
sends it to your brain

_____ Eyelids

6) areas in your skin that sense the feelings
of heat/cold/pressure/pain and taste
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_____ Tears

_____

Sound
waves

7) looks like a seashell and is filled with
fluid; when sound waves vibrate the
eardrum tiny hairs inside the cochlea
vibrate too; each hair sends a different
message to the brain
8) the black “dot” in your eye where light
enters your body

_____ Eardrum

9) fluid that Is made by your eyes to keep
them wet and clean

_____ Cochlea

10) vibrations that cause any kind of noise

Nerve
_____
endings

11) protective hairs that “sweep away” any
bad stuff in the air that may get into your
eyes
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Which one is right? Circle the correct answer.
1. To protect your eyes, your body uses ____________________.
a.
b.
c.

eyebrows and eyelashes
eyebrows, eyelashes and eyelids
eyebrows, eyelashes, eyelids and tears

2. Which happens first?
a.
b.
c.

light enters your retina
light enters your iris
light enters your pupil

3. What part of the ear sends messages to the brain?
a.
b.
c.

cochlea
tiny hairs inside the cochlea
eardrum

4. Which sense has the largest sense organ?
a.
b.
c.

hearing
vision
touch

5. Nerve endings can be found in which group of body
parts?
a.
b.
c.

fingernails, hair and the tongue
tongue, skin and hair
tongue, fingers and ears

6. Which of the following paths of sound is in the correct
order?
a.

b.
c.

soundwaves cause the eardrum to vibrate, then the cochlea and finally the
hairs inside the cochlea
soundwaves cause the cochlea to vibrate, then the tiny hairs inside the cochlea
and finally the eardrum
soundwaves cause the eardrum to vibrate, then the hairs inside the cochlea
and finally the cochlea
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In the past two chapters, you have explored your five
external senses:

Hearing, Touch, Vision, Smell
and Taste
In this chapter, we are going to look at some other senses
that occur in plants, humans and other animals!
Humans tend to think
that we only have five
senses...but this is not
true! If this was true,
how would you classify
your feelings of hunger
or thirst? Are these
feelings we get from
our sense organs of
hearing, touch, vision, smell or taste? Not really...
Our senses of hunger and thirst are examples of internal

senses.

Internal senses are the types of feelings we
receive inside our body! We have already looked at one of
these feelings in the last chapter. Can you guess what it
was?
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It was the feeling of pain! You can’t find “pain” anywhere in
the world, right? Pain is a feeling you have in your own
body. That makes pain an internal sense, just like hunger,
thirst and balance.

Your sense of balance is controlled by a part of your ear.
Let’s take a closer look at how your ears keep you
balanced...
Inside your ear (on top of your cochlea) you have three

little curved tubes called canals. These canals are full of
liquid and contain tiny little hairs in them, just like your
cochlea! Every time you move your head, the liquid moves
as well. The moving liquid makes the little hairs move too.
So whenever these hairs move, a new message is sent to
your brain.
Imagine holding onto
a pitcher of water
that is half-full of
water... if you tilt
the pitcher to one
side just a bit, what
is going to happen to
the water inside?
It’s going to move,
right?
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Well, when you lose your balance, this happens in your body!
Your canals send a message to the brain for your body to
move backwards or forwards... wherever you need to go to
stand straight up!
Spend a few seconds running in a circle and you will start
swirling this liquid around! All of that liquid movement in
your canal confuses your brain into thinking you are falling,
when you are not! This is what causes you to feel dizzy!
Cool, huh?

Okay, now let’s get into some
other neat stuff...
It is true that an animal’s senses tell them how to respond
to their environment. But some animals can use senses that
are very different to humans. For example, let’s look at...

Echolocation
(“ek-o-low-kay-shun”)
Echolocation is a way some animals (like bats, whales,
dolphins and seals) can talk to each other, find food, and
move through their environment (without bumping into
everything!) All of these animals use their sense of
echolocation because their sense of vision is not as good!
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It works like
this...
An animal gives off a
sound
using
their
mouth or nose. Once
the
sound
hits
something (like a tree,
an insect, the cave wall...) it bounces back into the animal’s
ears. This is called an echo. These animals can use these
echoes to tell them where objects and animals are!
Echolocation can tell an animal the size, shape and
movement of even the smallest of creatures!
If you think using sound to find you way around the world is
strange, check out this sense...

Infrared vision
(“in-fra-red”)
Most of us are pretty good at using our sense of vision to
see what is going on. Many other animals use this same
type of sense too!
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However, some animals (like rattlesnakes) hunt their food
at night. It can be pretty hard to see at night, can’t it?
Well... rattlesnakes can actually see the heat coming off of
the body of another animal! This ability is known as
infrared vision! This kind of vision is not like the vision
that you and I use to see. When a rattlesnake uses its
infrared vision at night, it sees a colorful outline of its
prey.
This ability would come in handy at night, wouldn’t it? Even
though it is very dark outside, the rattlesnake can see
exactly where its prey is hiding!

Light that we cannot see?
It sounds weird but it is very true! Here comes another
strange sense...

Electric sense
Some animals use a strong electric charge to see, move and
to kill other animals! This electric charge is much like the
shock you get from static electricity, only much stronger!
One animal that uses this sense is the electric eel.
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Think of the electric eel
like a powerful battery
that can be recharged!
When it is in danger
from another organism,
the electric eel can
shock the organism and
then escape!
If it is
hunting for its food, it can use the same shock to stop its
food from swimming away! After relaxing for a short
while, the eel can recharge itself without any wires!
Even plants have senses that are different from other
organisms...

Phototropism
(“foe-toe-tro-pizm”)
Phototropism is the ability of a plant to sense the direction
of sunlight and to grow towards it! If you can place a
potted plant (carefully!) on its side, the plant will start to
grow towards the light once again! The stem of the plant
begins to bend towards the light so that the leaves can
make food. In fact, if you put that plant into a box with a
large hole on its side the plant will start to grow sideways
towards the hole! Not bad for a plant!
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The world is a large place. It
has a lot of organisms which
have all kinds of senses that are
different from you and me!
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Fill in the blanks with the correct letters. The words
in the list on the right provide a clue to the answer.
1) _ _ terna _ sens _ s

types of feelings we receive inside
our body like hunger and thirst

2) cana _ s

three curved tubes in your ear that
are filled with fluid

3) ec _ o _ o _ at _ on

a way for some animals to keep from
bumping into everything by giving
off sounds and listening for echoes

4) _ c _ o

the bouncing back of a sound wave
to the person who made the sound

5) infr _ _ _ d

a way for animals to see the heat
coming off of the body of another
animal

6) _ l _ ctri _ sen _ _

a way for some animals to use a
strong electric charge to see and
move in order to survive

7) ph _ t _ tropi _ m

the ability of a plant to sense the
direction of sunlight and to grow
towards it
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Match the words in the first column to the
best available answer in the second column.
_____

Internal
senses

1) a way for some animals (like bats and
dolphins) to keep from bumping into
everything by giving off sounds and listening
for echos

_____ Canals

2) the ability of a plant to sense the direction
of sunlight and to grow towards it

_____ Echolocation

3) the bouncing back of a sound wave to the
person who made the sound

_____ Echo

4) a way for animals (like rattlesnakes) to see
the heat coming off of the body of another
animal

_____ Infrared

5) three curved tubes in your ear that are
filled with fluid; acts like the cochlea but
works to keep you balanced

_____ Electric sense

6) a way for some animals to use a strong
electric charge to see and move

_____ Phototropism

7) types of feelings we receive inside our body
like hunger and thirst
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Imagine that you have a special sense that
nobody else has. What sense would you
have? Describe how you would use it!
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In the past three chapters, you have looked at how you and
other organisms can use their senses. Your sense organs
are the places where each of these senses begins. But you
have also learned that each of these senses must send a
message to the brain! Let’s take a look at these “messages”
and how your brain can read them...
Think of your brain like a computer. You send it information
and it sends information back. A computer can also do
different things like tell a printer to print off a page or to
use a telephone to call someone.

Your brain tells your
body how to do
things too...
Like taking a copy out of the
printer and picking up the
phone when it rings!
Your brain is divided into
three parts:

Cerebrum, Cerebellum and the Brainstem
(“suh-ree-brum”)

(“sarah-bell-um”)
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Your cerebrum is the
largest part of your brain
and it is split in half. Each

half is called a hemisphere
(“hem-is-fear”). Every
cerebrum has a right

hemisphere and a left
hemisphere that are
connected to each other.
However, each of these
hemispheres tells your body
how to do different things.
For example...

Your right hemisphere is in charge of your creative
abilities: art, music, movement and dance are all
controlled by your right hemisphere.
Your left hemisphere is in charge of your problemsolving abilities. Math, language and your ability to
solve puzzles is done by your left hemisphere.
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Both your left and right hemispheres are made up of four
parts, called lobes:

Frontal Lobe

this lobe controls your ability to speak,
movement, emotions and problems
solving

Parietal Lobe

this lobe controls your feelings of pain,
pressure, temperature, and touch

Occipital Lobe

this lobe controls your sense of vision

Temporal Lobe

this lobe controls your senses of
hearing and smelling and the ability to
understand speech

The second part of your brain, the cerebellum is much
smaller than your cerebrum. Your cerebellum is what you
use in order to run, skip, hit
a baseball or jump rope. The
cerebellum helps you to keep
your balance.
It also
controls
all
of
your

reflexes.
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Reflexes are actions your
body goes through without
thinking
about
them.
Blinking your eyes and
raising your arm when
something this thrown at
you are reflexes!

You don’t think
about blinking every
few seconds, do you? Of course not... it is
your cerebellum that controls these reflexes!
The third part of your brain, the brainstem, can be found
between your spine and the cerebrum. The brainstem
controls your breathing, swallowing and digestion of food.
The brainstem also controls how fast your heart beats and
how it pumps blood through your body!
Your brain cannot work alone! It must have a way to get the
messages from your sensory organs. It also must have a way
to send a message to your body to run, jump, and pick up the
phone or any other action you have to do!
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Your brain gets help from other parts of your body. One of
them is your spinal cord. Your spinal cord is attached to
your brain stem and is found inside that long stack of bones
known as your backbone. Your backbone is also called your

spine.

Whenever you take a bite of chocolate cake, your taste
buds send messages to your spinal cord through the use of

nerves. Nerves are small fibers (like a string) that act like
telephone lines in your body. Nerves send messages from
your sense organs to your spinal cord. The spinal cord then
sends the message to your brain.
Your brain reads the message and decides what the body
should do. It then sends a new message to your spinal cord.
The spinal cord then sends the message through nerves to
your body. Once your body gets the message, it begins to
move. In the case of the chocolate cake, your brain is
telling your mouth to keep chewing!

So far, you have been looking at the organs that
help you sense the world around you. In the
next unit, you will be looking at many of the
other organs that keep your body alive!
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The table below contains words and phrases that have been
chopped in half. Find the pieces that fit together and write them
in the answer area below.
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Answers:
1. ________________
2.
3.
4.
5.

9.

_________________ 10.
_________________ 11.
_________________ 12.
_________________ 13.

6.

_________________ 14.

7.

_________________

8.

_________________

________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
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Match the words in the first column to the best
available answer in the second column.
_____ Cerebrum

1) one half of your brain that takes care of
your problem-solving abilities

_____

Right
hemisphere

2) parts of the hemispheres of your brain

_____

Left
hemisphere

3) long stack of bones that protect your
spinal cord

_____ Lobes

4) this lobe controls your senses of hearing
and smelling and your ability to
understand speech

_____ Frontal lobe

5) smaller than the cerebrum; helps you to
keep your balance and controls all of your
reflexes

_____ Parietal lobe

6) this lobe controls your sense of vision

_____ Occipital lobe

7) this lobe controls your feelings of
pain/pressure/temperature and touch
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_____ Temporal lobe

8) this lobe controls your ability to speak,
move and problem solve.

_____ Cerebellum

9) actions your body goes through without
thinking about them

_____ Reflexes

10) found between your spine and the
cerebrum; this part of your brain helps
you to breath/swallow/digest food and
also controls how fast your heart beats
and how it pumps blood through your body

_____ Brainstem

11) found inside your spine; helps your brain
by sending messages throughout your
body

_____ Spinal cord

12) one half of your brain that takes care of
your creative abilities

_____ Spine

13) small fibers in your body that send
messages from your sense organs to your
spinal cord

_____ Nerves

14) the largest part of your brain that
contains four lobes
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Unit Six review
Fill in the blanks in the story below with the following words:
vision
ears
smell
hearing

I use my

nerves
spinal cord
taste
touch

____________________

to help me stay balanced.

These

sense organs send messages to my brain with the help of
____________________.

Before these messages reach my brain

they have to travel through my
These

sense

organs

____________________.

are
I

____________________.

also
have

used
four

for

my
more

sense

of

senses:

____________________, ____________________, ____________________

and

____________________.

Be certain to go over your definitions for the test!
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In

this unit, you will be looking at how your body works!

You will be looking at many of your organs. Organs are
parts of your body that have special jobs to do. In the
next three chapters, you will be exploring your:

Heart
Lung
Stomach
Intestines
Kidneys
Liver
Gall bladder
and Pancreas

(“pan-kree-as”)

But wait a minute!
My skin, muscles
and bones are not
organs, are they?

Skin, muscle and bones

You bet they
are!
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Let’s take a look at your skin first...
Think of your skin like a sandwich baggie. It keeps
everything inside of you safe. It does not let water to leak
in or out of your body. It can bend very easily. And, if it
gets opened up, it can be resealed (with a little help of
course!)

Not only is your skin your largest organ, it
also has a few other cool jobs:


It protects you from diseases by keeping them outside of your
body (unless you have a cut in your skin!)



It keeps your muscles and organs from getting hurt by covering
you up!



By covering up your body, it helps you stay warm and to cool off.



Your skin also allows you to sweat. Sweat is made in sweat glands
which are found in your skin. You may think sweating is not a
great thing to do, but it is! Every time
you sweat, your skin is cooling you
down. This is pretty important while
you are running around on a hot summer
day, don’t you think?



Your skin also contains a large amount
of hair. Hair is found all over your
body. The main purpose of your hair is
to keep you warm.
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Like all of your organs, your skin is made of small objects

called cells. Nearly every part of your body is made up of
cells. Think of them like building blocks... all of those
blocks can be put together to make all kinds of things,
right? Cells are able to grow, reproduce and carry out
certain jobs to keep the organism alive!
Well, to make your skin, you have to make lots of sheets of
these cells (like pancakes!) and stack them on top of each
other!
You are always making new sheets of skin cells inside of
your body. These new sheets of cells (called the “dermis”)
push towards the outside of your body. So, the skin you
can see on your body are the oldest sheets of skin cells you
have! This outer layer of cells is known as your epidermis
(“eh-pih-dur-miss”).

But if I am always
making new layers
of cells, why
doesn’t my skin
get really, really,
really thick as I get
older?
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Your skin does not get thicker, because you are always
losing those oldest sheets of skin cells! That’s right!
Every time you rub against something, you are scraping off
these cells! In fact, you may lose as many as 30,000 of
these cells every minute!

Enough about
skin...
Let’s take a
look at your
muscles!

The muscles in
your body are just
as important to you
as your skin.
Your life would end very quickly if you did not have any
muscles in your body. You may not look like a weight lifter,
but nearly half of your body weight is muscle!
Every single thing that moves on your body uses at least
one muscle!
Eating, breathing, walking, blinking,

everything!
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You will be exploring one of three
different kinds of muscles today...
Skeletal muscle - these are the muscles that you can
see and feel. When a weight lifter bends
his arms to make his muscles look much
bigger, you are looking at skeletal muscle!

You also have smooth muscle and cardiac muscle,
which you will learn about these muscles in later
chapters!

For now, let’s take a closer look
at your skeletal muscles
There are over
600 muscles in
your body that
work together
to help you
move. And
they do this
without
pushing!
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That’s right, muscles cannot
push, they can only pull!
Whenever you
move a part of
your
body,
there is always
at least one
muscle that is
pulling.
It is
never pushing!
For
example,
when you bend
your elbow, one
muscle
pulls
your arm up.
When you straighten your arm, muscle pulls your arm back
down!
When you bend your elbow to see your muscles in your arm,
you are making the muscles in your arm contract, (this
means “to shorten”) and slide over each other, just like an
opening a sliding glass door!
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If you look at a sliding glass door, you really have two doors
that are the same size and are standing next to each other.
Let’s say that each door is three feet long. When the
doors are closed, and standing together, they are taking up
six feet of space.
But, when you open a sliding glass door, you are moving one
of the doors on top of the other. You are not changing the
size of either door...they are still each three feet long.
What you are changing is the length of space they take up.
Since they are on top of each other, they are only taking up
three feet of space. It appears that they have shortened
their space, haven’t they? This is what happens to muscles
when they contract... the muscles always stay the same
size, they only slide on top of each other and appears to
shorten.
Skeletal muscles are what make your bones move! They can
do this because they are attached to your bones by groups
of cells called tendons. However, the job of your bones is
not only to help you move. They have two more very
important jobs:

Your bones protect many of your organs.
and

Your bones give you your shape.
(without bones, you would be a sack of skin and blood...yuck!)
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Your skull, rib cage and spine all protect very, very
important organs in your body! Your skull acts like a
helmet, protecting your brain. Your rib cage surrounds
some very important organs like your heart and lungs. And
inside your spine you will find your spinal cord which
controls your senses!

How many bones do you have?
When you were born, you had over 300 bones in your body.
As you get older, many of these bones start to grow
together. By the time you are an adult, you will probably
have about 200 bones in your body!

That’s right...bones can grow! They are very
much alive!
Your bones are connected to each other with strong bands
of cells called ligaments.
(don’t confuse ligaments with tendons!)

Your bones do not rub
against each other (that
would be painful), so they
have a cushion between
them called cartilage.
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Your skin, muscles and
bones are organs that
all work together to
protect you from
dangers in your
environment. In the
next chapter, you are
going to learn how two
more of your organs
work together to keep
you alive...
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Place the answers to the following clues in the
boxes below. Each box should contain one letter.

Across

1. type of muscle
which stretches to
allow your bones to
move
3. the largest organ of
the human body
that protects the
body
6. parts of the body
that have special
jobs to do
7. the outer layer of
skin cells that can
be seen outside of
your body
8. a "cushion" of cells
between your bones
to keep them from
rubbing together

Down

2. groups of cells that attach your skeletal muscles to your bones
4. bands of cells that connect your bones together
5. an organ that helps you to move everything in your body
8. "to shorten"
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Match the words in the first column to the
best available answer in the second column.
_____ Organs

1) the largest organ of the human body that
protects the body

_____ Skin

2) bands of cells that connect your bones together

_____ Epidermis

3) groups of cells that attach your skeletal muscles
to your bones

_____ Muscle

4) a "cushion" of cells between your bones to keep
them from rubbing together

Skeletal
muscles

5) an organ that helps you to move everything in
your body

_____ Tendons

6) the outer layer of skin cells that can be seen
outside of your body

_____ Ligaments

7) type of muscle which stretches to allow your
bones to move

_____ Cartilage

8) "to shorten"

_____ Contract

9) parts of the body that have special jobs to do

_____
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Which one is right? Circle the correct answer.
1. Your skin is made from a collection of ________________.
a. cells
b. muscles
c. cartilage

2. New skin is always being formed ________________.
a. outside your body
b. inside your body
c. inside and outside your body

3. What body part keeps your bones from grinding
into each other?
a. cartilage
b. tendons
c. ligaments

4. The number of bones in your body ________________.
a. increases as you get older
b. decreases as you get older
c. stays the same your whole life

5. Your muscles can ________________.
a. only push
b. only pull
c. push and pull

6. Which of the following are true?
a. your muscles allow you to sweat
b. sweating helps to keep you warm
c. your skin protects your organs
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In

the last chapter,

you learned that your
skin,
muscles
and
bones
are
very
important organs that
Heart and Lungs
help you survive.
In
this chapter, you will
learn about how your
muscles and bones work together with two different
organs.
Let’s start with your

heart!

Think of your heart as a pump
that is busy moving blood all
the time! Do you remember
learning about muscles in the
last chapter? Well, your heart
is made of a different kind of
muscle

known

as

cardiac

muscle

(“car-dee-ack”).
Cardiac is a scientific word
that means “heart.”
This muscle is not attached to any bones, which is
different from what you learned about skeletal muscle.
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Your heart contracts around 70 times a minute when you
are resting. It speeds up when you are running, jumping or
exercising!
Every time the cardiac muscle in your heart contracts, it
gets very tense for a very short period of time. If you
have ever felt your heart beating before, you are feeling
your cardiac muscle contract!
The heart’s main job is to pump blood that has nutrients
and a very important gas known as oxygen (“ox-e-gen”) to
all of the muscles and organs in your body. It is these
nutrients and oxygen that your body needs to stay alive!
In order to pump this blood, your heart needs some kind of
plumbing to move this fluid. So, the “pipes” that are used

to move blood out of your heart are known as arteries.
Arteries are very good at moving your blood around, but
they are too big to reach every part of your body.
Therefore, your arteries
get smaller and smaller
until they become the
smallest possible “pipe”
that can be used to carry
blood. These tiny “pipes”
are known as capillaries
(“cap-ill-air-eez”).
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All of the blood moving around your body must return to
the heart to be pumped out again. The large “pipes” that
carry blood back into the heart are known as veins (try to
say “vanes”).

So why does my heart beat
faster when I am exercising?
Your body needs more oxygen and nutrients when you are
exercising. So, when you are running and jumping, your
heart must pump the blood faster for your body to get the
extra oxygen and nutrients it needs.
At rest, your body does not need as many resources.
During this time, your heart does not contract as fast!

Your blood is
just as
important as
the heart that
pumps it!
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All of the blood in your body is made up of a clear liquid
that is called plasma. The plasma helps everything that is
in your blood to flow easily through your arteries,

capillaries and veins. It is the large amount of red blood

cells in your plasma that gives your blood a red color!
These red blood cells are responsible for carrying oxygen
to all of the muscles and organs of your body.
Your blood also has white blood cells. Think of these
cells as an army in your body. Their job is to attack
anything that should not be in you (like a bacteria!) It is
the white blood cells that work very hard to keep you
healthy!

But how does the oxygen from the air get
into my blood?
Every cell in your body needs oxygen in order to survive.
No oxygen...no life!
When you breathe in air, it
travels into your body and goes
into your lungs. A fancy word
for “breathing in” is called

inhale. But if the oxygen goes

into your lungs, how does the
rest of your body use this
resource.
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The oxygen has to reach every one of your
cells in order for you to survive!
Your heart pumps blood out of its arteries and into the
smaller capillaries that surround your muscles and organs,
this includes your lungs!
The oxygen gets picked
up by the red blood cells
in your blood as they
pass over the lungs.
Think of your red blood
cells like a taxi. They
show up at your lungs
when you bring air to
them, and then carry
this gas away to all of
the cells in your body!
After your red blood cells are done picking up all of the
oxygen in your lungs, they begin to deliver it to the rest of

your body. At this time, you have to exhale. This means
that your body breathes out all of the gas in your lungs
that you do not need to survive! Pretty cool, huh?
This “taxi service” happens every time you breathe...which
is about 20 times a minute.
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You need to thank your muscles for keeping you breathing!
Your lungs are like two spongy balloons that can be filled up
with air... but you don’t see a balloon fill up with air on its
own, do you? (If you do...stay away from it!)

Nope!

You have to use some of your
energy to force air into that balloon!
Your lungs work the same way...

You don’t have to think about breathing do you? You just
do it naturally, without thinking. This is because a large

skeletal muscle in your body (called the diaphragm...
”die-a-fram”) is contracting every time you breathe!
Your diaphragm is found under your lungs. It is shaped like
a dome with your lungs resting on top of it!!! When your
diaphragm contracts, it flattens out and gives your lungs
more room to fill up with air. (inhaling!) This is when your
red blood cells come in and pick up the oxygen.
Once your diaphragm relaxes, it goes back to its dome
shape. This action squeezes the lungs and forces the
leftover gas out through
your nose and mouth!
(exhaling!)
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It is true that your heart and
lungs rely on muscles to keep
you alive. But there are many
other organs that are working
together, right now, to do the
very same thing!
Next week, you will be taking a
look at three of these organs:
Stomach, Kidneys and Intestines
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Unscramble the words below:
1. boclddrollees

_________________________

2. cisaualcedrcm

_________________________

3. treseiar

_________________________

4. slapma

_________________________

5. ipcrisaella

_________________________

6. cacradi

_________________________

7. evnsi

_________________________

8. ldswcheilbeootl

_________________________

Write the definitions for each word:
1.

________________________________________

2. ________________________________________
3. ________________________________________
4. ________________________________________
5. ________________________________________
6. ________________________________________
7. ________________________________________
8. ________________________________________
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Match the words in the first column to the
best available answer in the second column.
_____ Cardiac

_____

Cardiac
muscle

1) the liquid part of your blood
2) part of the blood that carries
oxygen to all of the muscles and
organs of your body

_____ Arteries

3) a kind of muscle that is only found in
the heart

_____ Capillaries

4) “pipes” that are used to move blood
out of your heart

_____ Veins

5) large “pipes” that carry blood back
into the heart

_____ Plasma

6) the smallest possible “pipe” that can
be used to carry blood

_____

Red blood
cells

7) parts of the blood that attack
anything that should not be in you

_____

White blood
cells

8) anything related to the heart
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Imagine you are a red blood cell that is
inside a human body. Describe your journey
as you are pumped throughout the body.
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In

the

past

two

chapters, you have
explored
the
importance of your
bones,
skin
and
muscles. It is your
Stomach, Kidneys
muscles that seem to
and Intestines
keep working with all of
your organs, doesn’t it? Muscles keep your heart and lungs
working every day!

This week, you will learn that your muscles
keep three more organs working for you...
Let’s start by looking at

your stomach (“stum-uk”)!
After you chew up a piece of
pizza, the muscles in the
back of your throat moves
this food down a long tube
(known as your esophagus
(”ee-sof-ah-gus”) to your
stomach.
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How does it do this?

The muscles of your esophagus
push your food down until it reaches the stomach. If you
have ever rolled up a tube of toothpaste from the bottom
up, you have a good idea of how your food gets moved down
your esophagus! The muscles of your esophagus are not
skeletal muscles or cardiac muscles, they are known as

smooth muscle.

You are going to hear a lot about

Smooth muscle today!

Now back to that slice of pizza you just ate...
Most people think that the stomach is where all of your
food is broken down...but this is not true!
The most important job of
the stomach is to hold onto
your food until your body
needs it! That’s it! Your
stomach is made up of
smooth muscle, just like
your esophagus!
Your stomach does a great
job at storing your food,
and it is filled with a
special liquid...
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The inside of your stomach is filled with a liquid called

acid. The acid in your stomach is a chemical that kills any

bacteria that may be on the food you just ate! However,
this acid is very dangerous and could burn a hole right
through your stomach!

Why doesn’t it do that?
Well, the inside walls of your stomach are covered in a
thick layer of mucus (much like the goo that you find in the
back of your throat and nose!) This mucus protects the
walls of your stomach from the acid. Sometimes, people
lose some of this mucus and the acid burns a hole through

their stomach...ouch! This is called an ulcer (“uh-l-sir”) and
they are very painful!
About four hours after you eat, the food that is stored in
your stomach starts to look like a creamy slime. Some of
this slime is then moved into your small
(“in-tess-tin”)!

intestine

Your small intestine looks like a big sausage. Of course,
this sausage would be around 20 feet long! Inside your
small intestine, your food is broken down into small pieces
that your blood can carry throughout the body.
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If you look on the inside of your small intestine, you would
find millions of little, finger-like bumps all over the place!
These little bumps are called villi (“vee-lie”). For the next
three hours, your villi will move the small, broken down
pieces of food from your small intestine into your blood.

What happens to all of the water I drink?
Another good question!

After the villi move the

broken down food into your blood, the slimy goo that is left
over moves into the large intestine!

Your large intestine is also shaped like a sausage...but it is
much
larger
and
much
shorter than your small
intestine. It is also pretty
dry
inside
your
large
intestine.
The inside of your large
intestine is dry because the
most important job of this
organ is to take all of the
water out of your food.
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What does it do with all of this water?
Think again...how is the large intestine going to move all of
this water to every cell in your body? You got it!

It will be using the blood!
Getting the water out
of your food can take a
long time. Some of this
leftover goo may stay
in your large intestine
for up to two days!
Once it is done,
however, you are
normally left with a
stinky mess that is
usually flushed down
the toilet!
After your body uses all of the food and water inside your
blood, there is a lot of “leftovers” hanging around in your
blood. These “leftovers” are called waste products. Your
body does not need waste products, so they must be taken
out of your body.
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That is where you use another organ, called your kidneys!
Your kidneys (you have two of them!) are small organs that are
shaped like beans. Their job is very important too! It is
their job to clean out the waste products from your blood.

How does it do this?
Imagine a strainer that your parents use in the kitchen. a
strainer lets water pass through the little holes, but it
traps the spaghetti and
keeps it from going down
the drain! The spaghetti is
too big and cannot pass
through the little holes in
the strainer.
Your kidneys act just like
the strainer! When blood
passes through the kidneys,
they let the good things
through (like your nutrients
and water) and trap all of
the bad chemicals that are
floating around in your
blood.
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Your kidneys get rid of all these bad chemicals, and even
some of the extra water you do not need, by sending them
out of your body.

That’s right...every time you pee, you are getting
rid of all the bad chemicals that have been floating in your
blood. It’s a good thing they do this, too. Because without
your kidneys, you would be pretty sick!
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The table below contains words and phrases that
have been chopped in half. Find the pieces that fit
together and write them in the answer area below.
mach

human

id

anatomy

hagus

esop

lli

ul

vi

ntestine

kid

small i

neys

ntestine

ac

sto

cer

large i

Answers:
1)

__________________

6) __________________

2) __________________

7) __________________

3) __________________

8) __________________

4) __________________

9) __________________

5) __________________
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Match the words in the first column to the
best available answer in the second column.
_____ Stomach

1) a dangerous chemical inside your stomach
that kills any bacteria that may be on the
food you eat

_____ Esophagus

2) the study of the human body

_____ Acid

3) small bumps inside your small intestine that
pulls out all of the nutrients from the food
you eat

_____ Ulcer

4) two small organs in your body that clean out
your blood

_____

Small
intestine

_____ Villi
_____

Large
intestine

_____ Kidneys

_____

Human
anatomy

5) a 20-foot long organ that is filled with villi
and is the place where you digest your food
6) a painful hole in a person's stomach
7) a long tube that moves food from your
throat into your stomach
8) a long organ in your body that is attached
to the small intestine which absorbs all of
the water out of your food
9) an acid-filled sack that stores your food
before digestion
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Last week you were a red blood cell. Today,
imagine you are a jelly donut!
Describe your journey through the body
from the mouth to the intestines.
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Welcome back!

You are almost finished with your study of

the parts of the human body (which is also known as human

anatomy...”a-nat-o-mee”). In this last chapter, you will
be looking at three more organs. Like all of your organs,
these guys work together to keep you alive!

Pancreas, Liver
and Gallbladder
Let’s start by looking at your...

Pancreas (“pan-kre-az”)

The #1 job of your pancreas is to help digest (break down)
the food that comes into your small intestine!
If you remember from
Chapter 27, by the time
that pizza you ate for lunch
moves from your stomach
into your small intestine,
your food looks like a pile of
creamy slime!
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Your pancreas squirts chemicals into your small intestines

called enzymes (“ends-imes”). Enzymes are chemicals that
your body makes that helps your body do all kinds of things.
Enzymes are used to help you breathe, walk and digest
your food.
Once your pancreas
squirts its enzymes
into
your
small
intestines,
these
chemicals mix into
the creamy slime
you once called your
lunch.
These
enzymes help to
break down a lot of
the fats, sugars and

proteins in your food.

Foods like meat, eggs, milk and
vegetables are filled with proteins! Proteins are the most
important part of the food that you eat because your body
must have protein to survive! Some parts of your body are
even made up of proteins...like your muscles!

Ok...back to your pancreas!
The enzymes from your pancreas help to digest most of the
food that makes it into your small intestine.
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This is not the only job for your
pancreas!
In addition to digesting your food, your pancreas also
makes certain that your blood has the right amount of
sugar in it! Too much or too little sugar in your blood can
make you very sick!
As your blood flows through your pancreas, it can tell when
you have too much or too little sugar in your blood. When
this happens, your pancreas sends out messengers into your

blood, which are called hormones (“hoar-moans”). If you
have too little sugar in your blood, your pancreas sends out
a hormone (a messenger) called glucagon (“glue-ca-gone”).
This messenger tells another organ in your body (your

liver) to release more sugar into your blood!

When you have too much sugar in your blood, your pancreas
sends out a different
hormone, called insulin,
into your blood. Insulin
tells your liver to take
sugar out of your blood
and to store it for
future use!
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A common disease that involves your pancreas is diabetes
(“di-a-beet-ez”). Diabetes happens in people when their
pancreas does not release enough insulin in their blood.
Without insulin, they cannot lower the amount of sugar in
their blood. If this problem is not taken care of, a person
can become very sick.

Now let’s take a look at your...

Liver

The enzymes from your pancreas do a very good job at
breaking down your food; however, the “creamy goo” that
was once your lunch still needs to be cleaned before it can
be used by your body. This is where your liver comes in!

Every drop of blood that carries your
digested food from your small intestines
goes through your liver first!
Your liver
does a lot of
things to
keep your
body alive!
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Your liver:




Gets rid of wastes and poisons in your blood
Stores sugar and releases it into your blood
Produces a chemical called bile

Your liver is the warehouse for sugar in your body. When
your pancreas senses that there is too much or too little
sugar in your blood, it sends a hormone to the liver. Once
your liver picks up this hormone, it can either start storing
sugar from your blood or start releasing it into your blood.
Every drop of creamy goo that enters your small intestine
and is digested by the enzymes from your pancreas must
pass through your liver!
Your liver filters out all of the waste and poisons that are
in this creamy goo and prepares to send it through your
blood to your body.
Your liver also makes a

special liquid called bile!
Bile is a liquid that is made
by your liver and is used to
digest any fat that still
can be found in your food.
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After your liver makes bile, it gets stored in an organ called
the

gallbladder!

Your gallbladder squirts out its bile into the creamy goo
once it reaches the small intestines! Just like your
pancreas squirts out enzymes to digest your fats, sugars
and proteins in your food. That’s right! It takes more than
one chemical to break down all of the fats in your food!

Before you go, let’s have a quick reminder
about what happens to that pizza once you
start eating your lunch...
1. You use the skeletal muscles and bones in your arms to reach
for the last slice of pizza and place it into your mouth.
2. The skeletal muscles in your mouth move your jaw to chew
your food.
3. Your esophagus forces your food down into your stomach.
4. The smooth muscles in your stomach store your food until it
gets moved into your small intestines. At this point, it looks
like a creamy goo.
5. Your pancreas squirts enzymes and your gallbladder squirts
bile into the goo.
6. The goo gets digested into smaller, softer pieces and gets
placed into your blood.
7. Your blood is passed through the liver.
8. The liver removes the poisons and wastes from the blood.
9. Your blood leaves your liver and goes to your body.
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Fill in the blanks with the correct letters. The
words in the list on the right provide a clue
to the answer.
1) b _ le

a liquid that is made by your liver and is used to
digest any fat that is in your food

2) dig _ s _ _ ng

to break down your food into smaller and more
usable pieces

3) pro _ ei _ s

the building blocks for many parts of the body

4) ho _ m _ nes

chemical messengers made by your body

5) g _ uc _ go _

a hormone made by your pancreas which informs
the liver to send more sugar into your blood

6) ins _ _ i _

a hormone made by your pancreas which informs
the liver to stop sending sugar into your blood

7) _ ia _ ete _

a common disease that occurs when your
pancreas stops making insulin

8) pa _ c _ eas

makes enzymes to help break down the food
that comes into your small intestine

9) _ al _ bladde _

a storage area for bile

10) l _ _ er

an organ of the body that filters your blood and
stores sugar and makes bile
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Match the words in the first column to the best
available answer in the second column.
_____ Pancreas

1) the building blocks for many parts of the body

_____ Digesting

2) a liquid that is made by your liver and is used
to digest any fat that is in your food

_____ Proteins

3) an organ of the body that filters your blood

_____ Hormones

4) to break down your food into smaller pieces

_____ Glucagon

5) a storage area for bile

_____ Insulin

6) a common disease that occurs when your
pancreas stops making insulin

_____ Diabetes

7) chemical messengers made by your body

_____ Liver

8) a hormone made by your pancreas which
informs the liver to stop sending sugar into
your blood

_____ Bile

9) makes enzymes to help break down the food
that comes into your small intestine

_____ Gallbladder

10) a hormone made by your pancreas which
informs the liver to send more sugar into your
blood
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Unit Seven review
Fill in the blanks in the story below with the following words:
skeletal
esophagus
stomach

smooth
small intestines
pancreas

liver
lungs

You use the ___________________ muscles and bones in your arms to
reach for the last slice of pizza and place it into your mouth. After
chewing up the pizza, your ___________________ forces your food down
into your ___________________. The ___________________ muscles in your
stomach

store

your

___________________ .

food

until

it

gets

moved

into

your

At this point, it looks like creamy goo.

Your

___________________ squirts enzymes and your gallbladder squirts bile
into the goo. The goo gets digested into smaller, softer pieces and gets
placed

into

your

blood.

Your

blood

is

passed

through

the

___________________ . This organ removes the poisons and wastes from
the blood.

Your blood leaves your liver and ends up in your

___________________ where it can pick up oxygen.

Be certain to go over your definitions for the test!
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In this unit, you will be exploring the tiny world of

cells!

If you remember in chapter 25, you first learned that your
cells make up everything that is in your body!
Your cells act just like building blocks...you can put them
together to make all kinds of things like your skin, muscles,
organs, blood and all other kinds of things as well.
But you can find cells in
every living creature,
not just in humans!
That’s right...

Every organism
in every kingdom
is made up
of at least one
cell!
In this unit, you will be looking at how animal cells, plant
cells and bacteria cells look, act and work.

But first, I think it would help if we reviewed
some topics...
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There is so much biodiversity on the planet (don’t forget
that “biodiversity” means “all of the different kinds of life
that exist on the world”) scientists have placed all living
things into groups. They do this to make it easier to study
them! These groups can be put in order from largest to
smallest:

Kingdoms
Populations
Organisms
Organs
Tissues
Cells

Out of all of these groups, kingdoms are the largest of
them all!
In fact, kingdoms are made up of many
populations. These populations are made up of individual
organisms. Some organisms use organs to stay alive. These
organs are made up of tissues. Tissues are made up of
large groups of cells!
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Cells can be placed into two different groups:

Prokaryotic (“pro-carry-ot-ik”)
and

Eukaryotic (“u-carry-ot-ik”)
There are many things about prokaryotic and eukaryotic
cells that are the same:
 They both must use
food to keep them alive.
 They both must be able
to grow.
 They both react to
changes in the
environment
 They both can make
another of its own kind
(which is known as
“reproduction”)
 They both can let air in and out of themselves (for
example...breathing)
Do these things look familiar to you? They should! These are the basic
needs for all living organisms you learned about in chapter one!
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And...

 They both have a membrane around them.
A membrane is a covering that surrounds the cell
and protects it! It also lets nutrients, water and
air into and out of the cell!

 They both have DNA.
DNA is a group of
chemicals that contain
all of the instructions
for making all the
structures
and
materials an organism
needs to survive!


They both have cytoplasm.
cytoplasm (“sight-o-plaz-m”) is a gooey fluid that
fills up the inside of a cell, just like a water
balloon!

Not all things are the
same between
prokaryotic and
eukaryotic cells...
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Let’s look at what makes them different!
If you are prokaryotic, you are made up of only one cell and
belong to the...

Archaebacteria Kingdom
or

Eubacteria Kingdom
If you are eukaryotic, you are made up of more than one
cell and you belong to...

Fungi Kingdom
Protist Kingdom
Plant Kingdom

or the

Animal Kingdom

But the main difference between prokaryotic and
eukaryotic organisms is this...

Eukaryotic cells have
organelles and prokaryotic
cells do not!
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Organelles
(“or-ga-nells”)
are
small
structures
inside of cells that
have a specific job.
One kind of organelle
makes all of the
energy for the cell to
work!
Another
organelle stores all of
the food! And so on...

Prokaryotic cells, like bacteria,
do not have organelles.
Eukaryotic cells have more parts in them. They are
responsible for keeping large organisms, like us, alive! They
have to be better organized in order to work well! The
organelles in the eukaryotic cells are very good at their
jobs.

You are going to learn about many of the
organelles in the cells of animals and plants
in the next chapters.
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Place the answers to the following clues in the boxes
below. Each box should contain one letter.

Across

1. cells or organisms that belong to the Kingdoms Archaebacteria or
Eubacteria
5. small structures inside of cells that have a specific job

Down

2. a gooey fluid that fills up the inside of a cell
3. a group of chemicals that contain all of the instructions for making all
the structures and materials the organism needs to survive
4. a covering that surrounds the cell and protects it
6. cells or organisms that belong to the Kingdoms Animal, Plant, Protist
or Fungi
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Match the words in the first column to the
best available answer in the second column.
_____ Prokaryotic

1) a covering that surrounds the cell
and protects it

_____ Eukaryotic

2) cells or organisms that belong to any
Kingdoms except Archaebacteria
and Eubacteria

_____ Membrane

3) cells or organisms that belong to the
Kingdoms Archaebacteria or
Eubacteria

_____ DNA

4) a group of chemicals that contain all
of the instructions for making all
the structures and materials the
organism needs to survive

_____ Cytoplasm

5) small structures inside of cells that
have a specific job

_____ Organelles

6) a gooey fluid that fills up the inside
of a cell
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Which one is right? Circle the correct answer.
1. The following list is in order from smallest to largest:
a.
b.
c.

cells, tissues, organs, organisms, populations
populations, organisms, organs, tissues, cells
cells, tissues, organisms, organs, populations

2. The main difference between prokaryotic and
eukaryotic cells is:
a.
b.
c.

only prokaryotic cells have a membrane
only eukaryotic cells have organelles
only eukaryotic cells have DNA

3. All prokaryotic cells belong to the following kingdoms:
a.
b.
c.

archaebacteria and eubacteria
fungi, protist, plant and animal
archaebacteria, eubacteria and fungi

4. The cytoplasm inside a prokaryotic cell contains:
a.
b.
c.

organelles
dna
nucleus

5. If an organism is only made of one cell, it is known as...
a.
b.
c.

an organelle
prokaryotic
eukaryotic

6. Organelles are larger than cells.
a.
b.

true
false
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In

the last chapter, you learned about the difference

between prokaryotic cells (bacteria) and eukaryotic cells
(all other living organisms). This week... let’s take a closer
look at what makes a eukaryotic cell work!
I’m certain you have seen all kinds of plants and animals in
your life.
Some of these organisms can be very small, like a blade of grass...

...while others can be very large,
like an elephant!

Both the grass and the elephant are made up of cells that
work together to keep them alive!
As you learned from the last chapter, all organisms in the
plant and animal kingdoms are eukaryotic. Because of this,
each of their cells contains organelles.
Remember that organelles are small structures inside of
cells that have a specific job.
In eukaryotic cells, there are
at least a dozen different
organelles each working to
keep the cell alive! In this
chapter, you are not going to
have to learn all of them! But
there are a few that you really
need to know...
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Here is a list of the organelles you are going to learn today:

Nucleus (“new-klee-us”)
Ribosomes (“ri-bow-sowm”)

“ER” (the real name for this organelle is really long.

So instead

just say the two letters…E and R.)

Mitochondria (“might-o-con-dree-ah”)
I know some of the words are long, but keep practicing!
You are going to see these words a lot in this unit!

First, let’s take a look at the nucleus...
The nucleus is the largest organelle in a plant or animal cell.
Like most organelles, the nucleus floats inside the
cytoplasm of the cell.
(Remember that cytoplasm is a gooey fluid that fills up the inside
of a cell, just like a water balloon!)

The most important job that the nucleus has is to hold onto
DNA. Think of the nucleus as the office of a building. In
reality, DNA is a group of
chemicals that contain all of the
instructions for making all the
structures and materials the
organism needs to survive!
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Think of DNA as

“the boss”.

The DNA tells the rest of

the cell what to do and when to do it! DNA is always
sending out “messages” to the cell. These “messages” are
called “RNA”. Once the RNA is made, it is sent out of the
nucleus to float around in the cytoplasm.
These messages
can only be read
by our next
organelle...

ribosomes!

The job for each
ribosome is to
read the RNA...
since no other
organelle
can
read these messages! Once this message is read, the
ribosome sends out new messages that the other organelles
can read. These new messages are called proteins!
Think of a ribosome as

“the decoder” since its job is to

read the special code of the RNA. After reading the RNA,
it then makes new messages that the other organelles can
read.
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You learned in chapter 28 that Proteins are the most
important part of the food that you eat. These proteins
are digested by your body, broken down into small pieces
and recycled!!!
These smaller pieces are reused by the
organelles in your cells... like the ribosomes!

Remember!
(the boss) wants to send out messages but it
cannot leave its office (the nucleus). So it makes RNA
(the message) and sends it out into the cytoplasm for
the ribosomes (the decoders) to read. The ribosomes
read the message (RNA) and make new messages
(proteins) that can be read by the other organelles.
The DNA

These new messages will tell the organelles what to do and
when to do it.
These proteins can float around in the cytoplasm for a long
time before they reach an
organelle. There is a way
to get the proteins to the
organelles faster! If you
want this to happen, you
have to use another
organelle, called “ER”.
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Think of the “ER” as

“the highway”

that helps to

deliver the messages throughout the cell faster.
So... just to be certain that you are understanding how this
works:

(the boss) wants to send out messages but it
cannot leave its office (the nucleus). So it makes RNA
(the message) and sends it out into the cytoplasm for
the ribosomes (the decoders) to read. The ribosomes
read the message (RNA) and make new messages
(proteins) that can be read by the other organelles.
The DNA

These new messages will tell the organelles what to do and
when to do it.

(proteins) are delivered
faster by traveling on the “ER” (the highway).

Sometimes, these messages

What if your cell needs more
energy to breathe, grow or to
reproduce?
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A message is sent to the

mitochondria if you need

more energy! Mitochondria
(“might-o-con-dree-ah”) are
the

“energy creators”

of the cell.
When your
body needs energy, it turns
to mitochondria to make it!
This organelle uses the
nutrients that organisms
have in their bodies and
changes it into energy.
This energy can be used for
the cell to breathe, to grow and to reproduce (as well as
many other things!)

In the next chapter, you are
going to learn about three other
organelles that both plants and
animals have in common.
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Animal cell
ribosomes
nucleus

vacuole

ER
cell
membrane

lysosome

mitochondria

golgi
body
cytoplasm
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Plant cell

nucleus

vacuole

golgi
body

ER

chloroplast
cytoplasm

mitochondria
cell wall
cell membrane

lysosome

ribosomes
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The table below contains words and phrases that
have been chopped in half. Find the pieces that fit
together and write them in the answer area below.

Nuc

Mitoch

ondria

leus

e

r

somes

Ribo

Answers:
1.

________________________________________

2. ________________________________________
3. ________________________________________
4. ________________________________________
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Match the words in the first column to the
best available answer in the second column.

_____

Nucleus

1) makes protein for the cell

_____

Ribosomes

2) quickly sends protein messages
to organelles

_____

ER

3) an organelle that takes
nutrients from plants and
animals and changes it into
energy for the cell

_____

Mitochondria

4) the largest organelle in a plant
or animal cell; contains the DNA
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Color the animal cell below

Color the organelles these colors:
Nucleus – red
Ribosomes – brown
ER – blue
Vacuole – purple

Lysosome – orange
Mitochondria – yellow
Golgi body - blue
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So far, you have looked at four organelles that you can find
in both plant and animal cells: the nucleus, ribosomes, “ER”,
and mitochondria. Every eukaryotic cell uses these small
structures to stay alive. But there are many more for you
to study...
In this chapter, you are going to look at three more
organelles that can be found in both plant and animal cells:

Lysosome (“lie-so-so-m”)
Golgi body (“goal-gee”)
Vacuole (“vack-u-ol”)
In addition, you are going to explore one more organelle
that you would never find in an animal cell:

Chloroplast (“klor-o-plasts”)
In the last chapter you were asked to think of the cell as a
business... you have a boss, messages being sent, and ways
to deliver these messages.

Most businesses work
with other businesses,
don’t they? So how
does a cell work with
other cells?
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The ribosomes have a hard time sending out their protein
messages to other cells on their own. So, the ribosomes
use another organelle...

...the
The Golgi body acts like a

Golgi body.

“packing station”

by

wrapping up proteins into a bundle. This “packing station”
collects a large group of messages into a bundle and sends
them outside of the cell. When the bundle reaches another
cell, the bundle releases its protein into the new cell.

Please do not
confuse the
Golgi body
With the “ER”!
The
Golgi
body
sends bundles of
protein messengers

outside of the cell.
The “ER” can only send messages within the same cell!

But every business has some kind of waste?
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So how does a cell get rid of its waste?
Getting rid of waste is the job of the lysosome. Think of
this organelle as the

“garbage disposal”

of the cell.

Whenever you put garbage in the garbage disposal, it
breaks it apart into smaller pieces. When the pieces are
small enough, it gets flushed down the drain! A lysosome
does the same thing with the waste inside a cell.
Inside
this
organelle you
will
find
enzymes that
break
down
the waste that
is trapped in
the cell.
Remember that enzymes are chemicals that your body uses
to do all kinds of things...including breaking down your
waste into smaller, more usable pieces.

Most businesses store their materials somewhere.
How does a cell store its materials?
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Plant and animal cells store extra water and nutrients in an
organelle called a vacuole.

The vacuole is known as the

“the warehouse” of the cell.
The vacuoles inside animal cells are not very large. There is
no need for an animal cell to have a large vacuole because an
animal can always eat more food!

In plant cells, the vacuole is much larger! A plant cannot
pick up a cheeseburger and fries whenever it gets hungry.
So the plant must store as many nutrients as it can.
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A little review...
(the boss) wants to send out messages but it
cannot leave its office (the nucleus). So it makes RNA
(the message) and sends it out into the cytoplasm for
the ribosomes (the decoders) to read. The ribosomes
read the message (RNA) and make new messages
(proteins) that can be read by the other organelles.
The DNA

These new messages will tell the organelles what to do and
when to do it.

(proteins) are delivered
faster by traveling on the “ER” (the highway).

Sometimes, these messages

Other times, these proteins are sent outside of the cell
after they are bundled up in the Golgi body (packing

station).
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If any extra protein, nutrients or water is needed to be
stored, it goes into the vacuole

(the warehouse).

When there is any waste that the cell makes, it goes to the
lysosome

(garbage disposal) to be broken down into
smaller pieces.

Now, let’s take a look at an organelle that
you will never find in an animal cell!

Chloroplasts
(“klor-o-plasts”)

Chloroplasts are special organelles that can be found in
plants and many organisms in the Protista and Eubacteria
kingdoms.
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What makes chloroplasts so special?

Chloroplasts contain a chemical called chlorophyll (“klor-ofill”). Chlorophyll soaks up as much sunlight as possible.

What does it do with all of the sunlight?
It takes a lot of energy to keep a plant growing. The sun

provides a huge amount of energy to the plant to make its
food!
Chlorophyll uses sunlight, nutrients and water to make their
own food. This is called photosynthesis.

And since a plant cannot pick up a cheeseburger when it
gets hungry, it has to make its own food to stay alive!
If you do not believe me,
try putting a plant into a
dark closet.
Without
any light reaching its
leaves, you are certain
to find a dead plant
wilting by your coats in a
couple of days!
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By the way, if you ever wondered why plants almost always
look green, it is because green is the color of chlorophyll.
The next time you look at a leaf on a tree, all of the green
that you see is coming from chlorophyll!
Also...
Plant cells have a special way to protect themselves by
using…

Cell walls
Plant cells have cell walls.
So do most organisms
from the kingdom fungi
and a few organisms from
the kingdom Eubacteria.
The cell wall is a stiff
structure that surrounds
the cell and protects it
from harm.
In addition to protecting the cell, the cell wall also gives an
organism the ability to remain stiff, like the trunk of a
tree! Cell walls connect to each other just like a brick wall!
This gives plants and fungi a strong body that does not
break in half during a windstorm and can straighten up
when it gets knocked down!
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In the next chapter, you
are going to explore
what makes a plant cell,
animal cell and bacterial
cell the same...and what
makes them different!
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Animal cell
ribosomes
vacuole

nucleus

ER

cell
membrane

golgi
body

lysosome

mitochondria

cytoplasm
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Plant cell

nucleus

vacuole

Golgi
body

ER

chloroplast

cytoplasm

mitochondria
cell wall
cell membrane

lysosome

ribosomes
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Unscramble the words below:
1. odgoyilgb

________________________________

2. cotahllpros

________________________________

3. ouecalv

________________________________

4. yhrplhlcolo

________________________________

5. llcaewll

________________________________

6. yoosesml

________________________________

Write the definitions for each word:
1.

______________________________________________

2.

______________________________________________

3.

______________________________________________

4.

______________________________________________

5.

______________________________________________

6.

______________________________________________
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Match the words in the first column to the
best available answer in the second column.
_____ Lysosome

1) an organelle that stores extra
water and nutrients

_____ Golgi body

2) an organelle that gets rid of the
waste inside a cell

_____ Vacuole

3) special organelles that contain
chlorophyll

_____ Cell wall

4) an organelle that wraps up proteins
into a bundle inside a cell

_____ Chloroplast

5) a chemical found inside chloroplasts
that uses sunlight to make food
for the cell

_____ Chlorophyll

6) a stiff structure that surrounds a
plant cell and protects it from
harm
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Color the plant cell below

Color the organelles these colors:
Nucleus – red
Ribosomes – brown
ER – blue
Vacuole – purple

Lysosome – orange
Mitochondria – yellow
Golgi body - blue
Chloroplast - green
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In the past two chapters, you have explored the organelles
that can be found in both plant and animal cells. You have
also learned that plant cells contain an organelle that is not
found in animal cells. Don’t forget... plant and animal cells
are eukaryotic because they have organelles!

But what about the prokaryotic cells?
If you remember from chapter 29, bacterial cells are
known as prokaryotic.
Each prokaryotic cell is one
organism that does not have any organelles!!

Even though bacteria do not have any organelles,
they still have the same needs as any other
organism:
 They must use food to keep them alive.
 They must be able to
grow.
 They react to
changes in the
environment
 They must reproduce
 They must use air to
survive
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And…

just like eukaryotic cells, every bacteria has a

membrane which holds in the gooey fluid called cytoplasm.
However, the DNA

(“the boss”) that is inside a bacteria

is not protected inside a nucleus…

...it just floats around in the cytoplasm!

Ok...so how do bacteria survive without any
organelles?
First of all, prokaryotic cells are protected the same way a

plant cell is protected... with a cell wall! The cell wall
surrounds the bacteria and keeps the bacteria safe.
In addition, many bacteria can move with the help of a tail
known
as

flagella.

The
flagella
of
a
bacteria
looks
like a long whip
that helps to
push
the
bacteria through
a liquid…just like
the tail of a fish!
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How do bacteria get their food?
Well, they can always move with the help of their flagella
to where the food is. But some bacteria do not have
flagella! These bacteria must be able to get the nutrients
it needs in order to survive. One way that the bacteria can
do this is to make its own food...just like a plant cell!

That is right!

Some bacteria can make their own food,
just like plants do.

In these bacteria, sunlight is used by its chlorophyll to go
through photosynthesis. in bacteria, photosynthesis can
take place anywhere inside the gooey cytoplasm!!!

Aarrghhh!!!
There is so
many things
to learn!
How can I
make it
easier to
remember?
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The following table may help you
understand all of these cells a little better:
Plant
cell
DNA
Cell membrane
Cytoplasm
Nucleus
Ribosomes
“ER”
Mitochondria
Lysosome
Golgi body
Vacuole
Cell wall
Chloroplast
Chlorophyll

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

Animal Bacterial
cell
cell
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
NO
NO
No

YES
YES
YES
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
YES
NO
Some do
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You started off looking at
“everything in the world”
which is known as the

environment.
sections called

biomes.

Since the

world is such a huge place,
scientists break it down into
Each biome is different from the

others. Each of these biomes contain so many different
organisms, scientists have placed them into six different

kingdoms. Within each kingdom there are
of different species of organism.
Each

groups called
thousands

species is a group of similar organisms that you can find
anywhere in the world.
When you get a group of similar organisms living in one

population.
similar organisms,

place, you call this group of organisms a
Since each population is a group of
we need to look closely at each one!

organs to stay
alive. These organs are made up of tissues. Tissues are
nothing more than a large group of cells! And, you have
Most organisms (except for bacteria!) use

been learning that eukaryotic cells are all made up of

organelles that work together to keep the cell alive.
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If you were to put these words in order from largest to
smallest, this is what it looks like:

Environment
Biomes
Kingdoms
Species
Populations
Organisms
Organs
Tissues
Cells
Organelles

You can pat yourself on the back! You
have learned quite a lot this year!
But you are not done yet. In the next unit, you are
going to explore how you can keep yourself healthy
and happy!
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Fill in the blanks with the correct words
from the bank at the bottom of the page.
A ____________ ____________ a
____________ ____________
____________ that ____________ to
____________ the bacteria through a
liquid.

Word Bank:
flagella
is
long
helps
tail
push
whip-like
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Fill in the blanks in the following table. You
may write “yes” or “no”
Plant
cell
DNA
Cell membrane
Cytoplasm
Nucleus
Ribosomes
“ER”
Mitochondria
Lysosome
Golgi body
Vacuole
Cell wall
Chloroplast
Chlorophyll

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

Animal Bacterial
cell
cell
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
No

YES
YES
NO
NO
NO
NO

Some do
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Unit Eight review
Match the words in the first column to the
best available answer in the second column.

1.

the largest organelle in a plant
or animal cell; contains the Dna

_____

Mitochondria

_____

ER

2. an organelle that gets rid of
the waste inside a cell

Vacuole

3. an organelle that turns
nutrients into energy for the
cell

_____

Nucleus

4. an organelle that wraps up
proteins into a bundle inside a
cell

_____

Golgi body

5. organelle that sends protein
messages to other organelles

_____

Lysosome

6. an organelle that stores extra
water and nutrients

_____
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Fill in the missing boxes with “yes” or “no”.
Plant
cell

Animal Bacterial
cell
cell

DNA
Cell membrane
Cytoplasm
Nucleus
Chloroplast
Cell wall

Be certain to go over your definitions for the test!
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How

many times have you been sick in the past year?

Once, twice, three times?
What if I told you there are ways to keep from getting sick
so many times? Would you do it?

Let’s see if I can convince you…
First of all, many people get sick when they get bacteria
inside their bodies.
Remember, not all bacteria is bad for you! Some of these
little guys help you by hanging around in your intestines and
digesting some of your food! Don’t worry! This is a good
thing!
But, as you learned in chapter 16, some bacteria are not as
helpful. In fact, some bacteria get in or on your body and
starts to make many copies of
itself (reproduction).
They
make so many copies that they
are a threat to your safety!
When this happens, your body
tries to get rid of them!
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How does your body do this?
Well, have you ever had a cold before? If you have, it may
have been because you had too many bacteria growing inside
you and your body wanted to get rid of them!

So how do bacteria get inside you?
Think of it this way...everything you touch may have some
kind of bacteria on it. Whenever you:

Touch your eye
Pick at your ear
Put your fingers in your mouth
Pick your nose (don’t do that, it’s gross!!!)
and Scratch your skin
Most of the colds and upset stomachs people get come
from bacteria that have found a way into their bodies! For
example, whenever you touch something, your hands get
covered with bacteria! If you don’t get rid of these
bacteria, and you put your hands in your mouth, all of those
bacteria are now inside of your body!

So how do I keep from getting sick so often?
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This is the easy part...

Wash your hands!
That’s right... by washing your hands you can keep bacteria
from getting inside you.
And when you wash your hands...

use soap!
Trust me... bacteria do not like soap!
It is poison for them!
You should always
wash your hands
and wrists with
clean
soap
and
water. Don’t forget
the back of your
hands, in between
your fingers and
under
your
fingernails!
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It is always a good idea to wash your
hands:





Before making or eating your food
After handling any animals
After using the toilet
And if you have been around someone who has a cold
or a cough

That brings up
another issue...

Please...

when

you are sick and
start to cough or
sneeze...

…cover your mouth!
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Every time you cough
or sneeze you are
spreading bacteria all
over the place! If you
cover your mouth
when you sneeze, you
can
keep
those
bacteria
from
spreading to others!!
Nobody wants to get
sick so please keep
your bacteria from
reaching anyone else! And when you are done... wash your
hands!
If you use a tissue, be certain it gets thrown away into the
trash! If someone even picks up your used tissue (yuck!),
they can get sick from the bacteria in your snotty goo!
No matter how hard you try, you are still going to have
bacteria in your mouth. That is okay! There is one very
good way of keeping bacteria from growing inside your
mouth...

Brush your teeth!
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Right now, you may have over 100 million bacteria hanging
out in your mouth right now! It is warm, wet and has plenty
of food for bacteria to grow!! Yikes!
Every time you brush your teeth, you are scrubbing off
millions of these little critters! And you are keeping your
teeth staying nice and white.
Have ever woke up in the morning and found a sticky layer

over your teeth before? That is called plaque (“plak”) and
it is a mixture
of
leftover
food, bacteria
and
bacteria
waste! Yuck!
If plaque is not
brushed off of
your teeth, it
can get pretty
hard and turn
yellow or brown
in color! This

hardened plaque is called tartar and you will need a dentist
to remove it from your teeth!
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If you do not brush your teeth, the bacteria in your mouth
will grow a lot! In fact, the bacteria will grow so much that
they will start to eat part of your teeth! Yikes! When this
happens, you have a cavity! Ouch!

It is a fact that the food you eat is loaded with bacteria!!
That is why it is very important that you wash your fruits
and vegetables before you eat them. It is also important to
cook all of your meat before you eat it!

But why do we have to cook our food?
We must cook
our meat to
make
certain
that all of the
bacteria inside
it are killed!
meat must be
cooked at a high
temperature
and for a long
enough time so
that it kills all
of the bacteria.
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But how do I know how long and how hot I
should cook the food?
Every kind of food is different, but most of the bacteria
that is hanging out in your refrigerator can not live beyond
140°F. (How hot is that? Well, your body temperature
right now should be around 98.6°F). Some food, like
chicken and large pieces of beef need to be cooked until
they are close to 165°F. Just to be certain that no little
critters are still around!

With so many bacteria around us, inside
us and on us, how do we keep from
getting sick all the time?
That is a good question! And you are
going to explore the answer in the next
chapter!
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Fill in the blanks with the correct words
from the bank at the bottom of the page.
____________ is a sticky
____________ that ____________
over your ____________ .

____________ is ____________ mixture

____________ ____________ food,

bacteria and ____________ waste.

Leftover
Teeth
Plaque

Word Bank:
layer
a
forms

bacterial
it
of
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Fill in the blanks with the correct words
from the bank at the bottom of the page.
____________ is ____________ plaque that forms
____________ your ____________ .

Word Bank:
teeth
hardened
on
tartar
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Which one is right? Circle the correct answer.
1. Ways you can keep from getting sick include:
a.
b.
c.

washing your hands
eating a lot of chocolate
not getting enough sleep

2. Washing your hands with soap is important because:
a.
b.
c.

soap makes the skin on your hands become dry
soap is poisonous to bacteria
bacteria love to eat soap

3. Which of the following does not help bacteria get inside
you:
a.
b.
c.

rubbing your eyes
sharing a drink with someone
brushing your teeth

4. I should always wash my hands _____________________.
a.
b.
c.

before going to bed
before and after going to the supermarket
before and after preparing a meal

5. Brushing your teeth...
a.
b.
c.

gets rid of all bacteria in your mouth
increases the number of bacteria in your mouth
keeps plaque from forming on your teeth

6. One way to get rid of the bacteria in my food is to...
a.
b.
c.

keep it in the refrigerator
wash my hands before I prepare the meal
heat the food at least to 140°F to 165°F
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Okay...

before we get started, I told y0u not to panic

about all of the bacteria that you touch every day! This
week, you are going to learn why your body is so good at
keeping bacteria from hurting you!
Right now, as you read this sentence, you are breathing in
bacteria from the air.
That’s right! These bacteria would love to get inside your
body and take over!

However...
Your body is protected very well by something called your...

Immune system
Think of your immune
system as a well-trained
army that protects you
from things that can hurt
you!
This army never
stops attacking things
that get into or onto your
body.
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Without your immune system, you would not be able to
survive in this world!

So who is in this “army”?
Your immune system has a lot of different parts that work
together to protect you. You have already learned about
one of them...

Your skin!
If you remember from chapter 25, you learned that your
skin protects you from diseases by keeping bacteria
outside of your body...

...unless you have a cut in your skin!
Every time you cut yourself,
all kinds of things (even
bacteria) get into your body
through the opening!
Your immune system attacks
everything
that
doesn’t
belong inside you while your
skin works to close up the
cut!
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But you still want to help keep bacteria from getting into
your body! That’s why you always wash your cuts with soap
and water before your put on a bandage!
There is another part of your immune system that helps to
keep you healthy. The gooey mucus that is in your nose and
your throat trap bacteria and keep them from getting into
your body. It acts like glue to bacteria! Inside this mucus

you will find an enzyme called lysozyme (“lie-so-zime”)
that destroys bacteria very well!

But what if the bacteria get through my skin?
What makes up the “army” inside my body?
When something dangerous gets into your body, your
immune
system
uses millions of
powerful
cells
called...

White
blood cells
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There are many different kinds of white blood cells, but
nearly all of them have the same job...

Find anything in your body that doesn’t
belong and get rid of it!
You can feel what happens when your white blood cells get
to work...
If you are bitten by a mosquito (“mo-skee-toe”), you get a
red bump that itches a lot! That red bump is filled with
your white blood cells attacking the chemicals and bacteria
that may have entered your body. While your white blood
cells work to get
rid of the chemicals
and bacteria, your
skin works to close
up the hole that
the mosquito made!

Your skin and
your white blood
cells work
together every
day!
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Even a splinter in your skin will cause your
immune system to attack!
Sometimes, your immune system misses some bacteria or

other harmful items and the cut gets infected. When a
cut gets infected it normally gets very warm, turns red and
fills with a gooey liquid. The gooey liquid is filled with
white blood cells attacking the objects that do not belong
in your body (like the splinter!) If your immune system
cannot get all of the harmful items out of your body, you
have a problem!
Most of the time, you know when this is happening because
you may feel very sick. This is when a doctor can give you

something
called
antibiotics
(“an-ti-bi-ot-icks”).
Antibiotics are chemicals that are made to attack bacteria
and get rid of them without hurting you in the process!
For example, some antibiotics attack and destroy cell walls
in your body. Since you are not a plant or bacteria, every
cell in your body is safe! However, if you are a bacteria,
this is bad news. The antibiotic will quickly break you
apart!
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So how do my white blood cells know what
they need to get rid of?
That is a very good question. Your white blood cells do not
attack every bite of food you eat! And your food does get
inside of your body very easily. So here is how your white
blood cells figure it out...
Every cell in your body has special chemicals attached to
them. Think of these chemicals as “your name” printed on
each cell. When white blood cells touch each cell, they can
read the name printed on the cell. If your name is not on
that cell, the white blood cells begin to attack it!
In some people, an immune system may attack something
that does not belong in their body with more of its “army”

than is needed! This is called an allergy. If any of you
have an allergy, you know what I am
talking about! When your immune
system works too hard to get rid of
something, you may have itchy eyes,
a sore throat, a runny nose or a huge
list of other things. They can be
very annoying and harmful for some
people.
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As your learned in the
last chapter, staying
clean is a great way to
keep your body (and
your immune system)
healthy. You will learn
about another good
way to keep your body
healthy in the next
chapter…
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Match the words in the first column to the
best available answer in the second column.
_____

Immune
system

1) an enzyme found in your body that destroys
bacteria

_____ Infection

2) the actions of your skin and white blood cells
that protect your body from infections

_____ Lysozyme

3) blood cells that act to destroy anything that
gets into your body that may be harmful

White blood
_____
cell

4) chemicals that are made to attack bacteria
and get rid of them without hurting you in
the process

_____ Allergy

5) a result of your immune system working too
hard to get rid of things in your body; itchy
and watery eyes and sore throats and a
runny nose are some signs of an allergy

_____ Antibiotics

6) the result of your immune system that
misses some bacteria or other item that
gets into your body; this makes a cut warm
and red in color; it may also be filled with a
gooey liquid
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Compare and Contrast
the

Red blood cells and the White blood cells
Compare

(things that are the same between the two cells)

Contrast

(things that are different between the two
cells)
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In

the last chapter, you learned how important your

immune system is to your survival. This week, you are going
to learn how to keep your immune system strong and ready
to protect you!
By far, the best way to keep a machine running is to give it
the right kind of fuel. And since your body acts very much
like a machine, it is your job to put the right kind of fuel
into your body!
Your diet (all of the stuff you eat and drink) should contain
everything your body needs to keep it healthy and happy!

But what does my body need?
(No...it is not just candy and soda!)

Your body needs a well-

balanced diet of healthy
foods.

A well-balanced diet

contains the right amount of
foods your body needs to
survive.
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A well-balanced diet does not mean you can eat a bowl of
candy and then eat the same amount of fruit to be
“balanced”...

It does not work this way!
Scientists have given us a list of what our bodies need to
stay healthy. This is a diet that is known as the MyPlate
guide. This guide contains a list of healthy foods (and their
amounts) you should eat every day.
As you can see, it is in the shape of a plate with four
different areas:
Fruits, Vegetables, Grains,
and Proteins. A small cup
has been added that includes
a small amount of dairy that
should also be with your
meal. When food scientists
created MyPlate they
included a few simple rules
for you to follow:
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Half of your plate at each meal should be
made up of fruits and vegetables
Every food we
eat
different

has
kinds

of nutrients in
them. And many
of the nutrients
your body needs
can be found in
fruits and vegetables.

So you have a better chance of

getting all of the nutrients you need if you eat a lot of
different types of these foods.

A small amount of dairy should be eaten
with each plate
Dairy products include milk, yogurt, or cheese. Much like
with your fruits and vegetables, MyPlate suggests that you
change the types of dairy you eat often and to watch out
for dairy products with a lot of fat. This leads us to our
next section...
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About half of your plate that is left over
should include a grain and a protein
Grains
rice

include

and

breads.

whole

pasta,
grain

Protein can be

found in meats, seafood,
peanut butter, eggs, and
other good things you
will

learn

about

real

soon.

Do not eat much fat, salt and sugar
A diet low in fat can help you keep a healthy weight. Too
much salt and fat in your diet is not good for you. It can
damage your heart and blood. And, I’m sorry to tell you
this, but...Sugar is also not good for your body. Sugar does
not have many nutrients for your body to use!
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So what is a “serving”?
One serving is a certain measurement of food or drink
that you should eat in one meal. For example, a large plate
of spaghetti may count as two or three servings of pasta.
On the next page you will find the servings for many
different kinds of foods that are measured in cups or
ounces.
Before you read the servings list, you will need to know
what an ounce means. An ounce is a way to measure the
weight of an object. For example, a single slice of bread
weighs

one

ounce.
While

you

are reading
these
servings,
you will find
foods

that

are
measured in
ounces.
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MyPlate Daily Food Plan for Kids (ages 9-13)
Protein

(5 ounces per day)

Servings of protein may include:

1 ounce cooked/canned lean meats, poultry, or seafood; or 1
egg; or 1 tablespoon peanut butter; or ¼ cup cooked beans
or peas; or ½ ounce nuts or seeds

Dairy (3 cups per day)
Servings of dairy may include:

1 cup milk; or 1 cup yogurt; or 1 cup fortified soy beverage;
or 1½ ounces natural cheese or 2 ounces processed cheese

Vegetables (2-2½ cups per day)
Servings of vegetables may include:

1 cup raw or cooked/canned vegetables; or 2 cups leafy
salad greens; or 1 cup 100% vegetable juice

Fruits

(1½ cups per day)

Servings of fruit may include:

1 cup raw, frozen, or cooked/canned fruit; or ½ cup dried
fruit; or 1 cup 100% fruit juice
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Grain products (5-6 servings per day)
Servings of grains may include:

1 slice bread; or 1 ounce ready-to-eat cereal; or ½ cup
cooked rice, pasta, or cereal

Fats, oils and sweets
Try to eat only a small amount of butter, gravy, creamy
salad dressings, sugar, jelly, candy and soda

A balanced diet of these foods every day will keep your
body healthy. So far, you have learned about what is good
to put into your body.

In the next chapter, you are going to
learn about things that hurt you if they
get into your body.
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Place the answers to the following clues in the boxes
below. Each box should contain one letter.

Across
3. chicken, turkey or other birds
5. the right amount of foods your body needs to survive
6. a certain measurement of food or drink that you should eat in one
meal

Down
1. this guide contains the best information to follow when you want to
eat healthy
2. a way to measure the weight of an object
4. the stuff you eat and drink
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Match the words in the first column to the
best available answer in the second column.
_____ Diet

_____

_____

Well-balanced
diet

MyPlate
guide

1) the right amount of foods your
body needs to survive
2) a certain measurement of food or
drink that you should eat in one
meal

3) the stuff you eat and drink

4) this guide contains the best
_____ Poultry

information to follow when you
want to eat healthy

_____ Serving

_____ Ounce

5) a way to measure the weight of an
object
6) chicken/turkey or other birds
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Is this a well-balanced diet? If not, list what should be
added or taken away make it a well-balanced diet.

Breakfast

Lunch

One cup of milk

One peanut butter sandwich

Three ounces of cold cereal

(with four tablespoons of peanut butter)

One banana

(with one cup of milk)

1/2 cup of fruit juice

Dinner
Three ounces of cooked chicken
One cup of cooked vegetables
One cup of cooked pasta

Servings to be added

Servings to be removed
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For the past three chapters you have explored what good
things you can do for your body to keep it healthy. This
week, you are going to look at something that can hurt your
body...

Drugs

Putting a drug into your body is the same thing as putting
poison into your body...

...and your immune system tries to get rid of
these drugs as fast as it can!
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Sometimes, your immune system can get rid of these drugs
quickly! But other times, these drugs can stay in your body
for a long time!
Different drugs do different things to your body. And,
there are a lot of different kinds of drugs out there! But
all of them do one thing...

Drugs affect your body in some way!
Let’s start with how drugs affect your brain...
When you put a drug into your body, the chemicals in the
drug trick your brain into feeling things that you are not
used to...
They may
also trick
your brain
into
thinking
you
are
feeling
something
that is not
there!
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That can be pretty scary!
If you remember from chapter 24, your brain is made up of
four different parts (called lobes) that each have their own
job to do.
Your frontal lobe, parietal lobe, occipital lobe and temporal
lobe control everything in your body! When you put drugs
into your body, they can:

Slow down your frontal lobe so that you
cannot solve problems very fast.
or

Make your temporal lobe believe you smell
something when you are not.
or

Block your parietal lobe, which causes you
not to feel any pain. This could be a big
problem because you may not know when
you are hurt.
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Drugs can affect other parts of your body too...
Smoking can harm your lungs. Every time you smoke, your
lungs fill up with very hot chemicals that can hurt you very
badly. These chemicals destroy the cells in your lungs very
easily. One of these chemicals is known as tar. This tar
gets stuck in your lungs and keeps you from being able to
breathe.
Alcohol is a poison to your body. Not only does alcohol
damage your brain, it also hurts your liver too. It keeps
your liver from cleaning your blood. If your blood is not
cleaned, your body will become poisoned. This can be very
harmful to you!
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Drugs do not only affect your organs, they
can also cause you to...







not be able to sleep
gain or lose a lot of weight
get glassy, itchy eyes
make your heart beat very fast
sweat a lot!
have diarrhea (“di-a-ree-ah”)

And these are just the calm effects that can
happen within one day of putting the drugs
into your body...
Some drugs are much more dangerous and can cause
your heart or brain to stop working. If this happens,
you are no longer alive!
Even though drugs are bad for you, some people need help
to stop using these drugs.

Why?
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Because they are addicted to
the drug!
Being addicted means that your body is tricked into
believing that it needs the drug to survive.
This may
sound strange, but it is very true...
It is very hard for people who are addicted to drugs to
stop using them. This is because they believe they must
have the drug in order to survive. Why? Because, when a
person uses drugs, they change the way their brain works.
These changes make addicted people think they need drugs
even more. So, instead of them stopping their use of drugs
they take more and more drugs.
Fortunately, addicted people can learn to control their use
of drugs and to stop using
them at all! This is easier
for some people than for
others. There are many
different programs out
there that can help people
stop their addictions and
become healthier.
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Answer the following questions:
What does it mean to be addicted?

What do drugs do to your brain?

What do drugs do to your lungs?

What do drugs do to your liver?
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Write a letter to your parents telling them
why you would never put drugs into your
body that you know may hurt you.
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Unit Nine review
Name three ways to keep bacteria from getting inside
your body:
1.

______________________________________

2.

_____________________________________

3.

______________________________________

List the two main parts of your immune system:
1. ______________________________________
2. ______________________________________

True or False:
_________

An infection is the result of your immune system that
misses some bacteria or other item that gets into
your body.

_________

Antibiotics are chemicals that are made to attack
bacteria and get rid of them without hurting you in
the process

_________

An allergy is the result of your immune system that
does not work to get rid of things in your body

Be certain to go over your definitions for the test!
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Abiotic

nonliving things
a dangerous chemical inside your

Acid

stomach that kills any bacteria that may
be on the food you eat

Addicted
Algae

a time when your body is tricked into
believing that it needs a drug to survive
“al-gee”; Plant-like protests
result of your immune system working
too hard to get rid of things in your

Allergy

body; itchy and watery eyes, sore
throats and a runny nose are some signs
of an allergy

Alpine tundra

a tundra that is found on the tops of
mountains
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Amphibians

Animal kingdom

“am-fib-ee-anz”; cold-blooded
vertebrates with smooth wet skin
most organisms in this kingdom can move
on their own and are heterotrophic
“an-ti-bi-ot-icks”; chemicals that are

Antibiotics

made to attack bacteria and get rid of
them without hurting you in the process

Aquatic biome

Arctic tundra

Arteries

Arthropods
Autotrophic

a biome that includes all organisms that
live within fresh water or salt water
a tundra that is found around the north
pole
“pipes” that are used to move blood out
of your heart to your body
the largest group of invertebrates that
include spiders, insects and crustaceans
being able to make your own food
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Bacteria

single celled organisms that live in soil,
water, and other organisms
a liquid that is made by your liver and is

Bile

used to digest any fat that is in your
food

Biodiversity

“bio-di-vurs-ity”; all of the different
kinds of life that exist on the world
areas of the world that have the same

Biomes

temperature, amount of rainfall, kind of
soil and habitats

Biotic
Birds

Brain

all living or deceased organisms
warm-blooded vertebrate animals which
are covered in feathers
an organ that controls what your body
does
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found between your spine and the
cerebrum, this part of your brain helps
Brainstem

you to breath, swallow, digest food and
also controls how fast your heart beats
and how it pumps blood through your
body

Burrow

to dig
three curved tubes in your ear that are

Canals

filled with fluid; acts like the cochlea
but works to keep you balanced

Capillaries
Cardiac
Cardiac muscle

Carnivores

“cap-ill-air-ez”; the smallest possible
“pipe” that can be used to carry blood
anything related to the heart
a kind of muscle that is only found in
the heart
these are the animals that eat other
animals (like the herbivores) for food
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Carrying

a balance of predators and prey in a

capacity

habitat

Cartilage

Cavity

Cell wall
Cells

Cerebellum

Cerebrum

a "cushion" of cells between your bones
to keep them from rubbing together
A place where bacteria have eaten a
part of your teeth
a firm structure that surrounds a plant
cell and protects it from harm
the smallest part of a living organism
“sarah-bell-um"; smaller than the
cerebrum; helps you to keep your
balance and controls all of your reflexes

“suh-ree-brum”; the largest part of
your brain that contains four lobes
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“see-tah-see-anz”; these warm-blooded
Cetaceans

vertebrates (such as whales and
dolphins) breathe air above the water

Chloroplast

special organelles that contain
chlorophyll
“klor-o-fill”; a chemical found inside

Chlorophyll

chloroplasts that uses sunlight to make
food for the cell

Classify

to group things
“coke-lee-ah”; looks like a seashell and is
filled with fluid; when sound waves

Cochlea

vibrate the eardrum, tiny hairs inside
the cochlea vibrate too; each hair sends
a different message to the brain

Cocoon
Cold-blooded

the name for the pupa of a moth
an animal whose body stays about the
same temperature as their habitat
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Coniferous

a biome that has long winters and is

forest biome

filled with trees known as conifers
nonflowering vascular plants with short,

Conifers

waxy needles instead of leaves which
make seeds that are called "cones" (like
pinecones)

Conservation

Consumers
Contract

the protection and careful use of
resources and the environment
animals that get all of their nutrients by
eating (or consuming) other organisms
"to shorten"
“krus-tase-shun”; crustaceans are

Crustaceans

animals like lobsters or crabs that have
an exoskeleton and pinchers

Cytoplasm

“sight-o-plaz-m”; a gooey fluid that fills
up the inside of a cell
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Deciduous
forest biome

a biome that is filled with trees that
lose their leaves in the fall and have
four separate seasons (summer, fall,
winter and spring)
organisms that break down biotic

Decomposers

material (like dead plants and animals)
into more useful forms (like nutrients
for living plants)

Desert
biome

a biome that has very hot days and cold
nights with very little water and few
organisms
“di-a-beet-ez”; a common disease that

Diabetes

occurs when your pancreas stops making
insulin
”die-a-fram”; a large skeletal muscle

Diaphragm

that pushes on your lungs to help you
breathe

Diet

the stuff you eat and drink
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Digesting
Disease

to break down your food into smaller,
softer and more usable pieces
a sickness
a group of chemicals that contain all of

DNA

the instructions for making all the
structures and materials the organism
needs to survive

Eardrum

Echo

part of your ear that vibrates when
sound waves hit it
the bouncing back of a sound wave to
the person who made the sound
“ek-o-low-kay-shun”; a way for some

Echolocation

animals (like bats and dolphins) to keep
from bumping into everything by giving
off sounds and listening for echos
a way for some animals, like the electric

Electric sense

eel, to use a strong electric charge to
see, move and to kill other animals
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Endoskeleton

having your skeleton inside your body

Environment

everything in the world
chemicals made by organisms that can

Enzymes

help the organism do many different
things
“eh-pih-dur-miss”; the outer layer of

Epidermis

skin cells that can be seen outside of
your body

ER

quickly sends protein messages to
organelles
”ee-sof-ah-gus"; a long tube that moves

Esophagus

food from your throat into your
stomach

Estuaries

areas where rivers and streams flow
into saltwater habitats
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“u-carry-ot-ik”; cells or organisms that
Eukaryotic

belong to the Kingdoms Animal, Plant,
Protist or Fungi

Evergreens
Exhale
Exoskeleton
External senses

plants with leaves that stay green
throughout the winter
to breathe out
having your skeleton outside your body
feelings that give us information about
what is going on outside of our body
“x-tinkt”; when all of the organisms of a

Extinct

similar kind (population) are no longer
alive throughout the world
bushy strips of hair above your eyes

Eyebrows

that help to keep sweat from dripping
into your eyes
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protective hairs that “sweep away” any
Eyelashes

bad stuff in the air that may get into
your eyes
protective skin that can surround the

Eyelids

eye and sweep away dirt and other junk
that gets on your eyeballs

Famine

Ferns
Fertile
Fish

a time when lots of people go hungry and
don't have enough food to eat
nonflowering vascular plants which never
produce flowers
having plenty of nutrients in the soil
cold-blooded vertebrates that live
inside the aquatic biome
body part of a bacteria that acts like a

Flagella

tail which moves the bacteria through a
liquid

Flowering plants vascular plants that make flowers
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Flowers

parts of the plant that make all of the
seeds
a relationship between species that use

Food chain

each other for food. It is called a
“chain” because nutrients are passed
from one organism to another

Food web

a group of food chains linked together
these habitats include ponds, streams,

Freshwater

lakes, rivers and wetlands; they are
called “freshwater” because of the low
amount of salt In the water
this lobe controls your ability to speak,

Frontal lobe

movement, emotions and problems
solving
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Fruits

the parts of the plant that hold the
seeds

Gallbladder

a storage area for bile

Germinate

to begin plant growth

Gills

special body parts on fish that allow
them to breathe air from the water
a hormone made by your pancreas which

Glucagon

informs the liver to send more sugar
into your blood

Golgi body

Grassland
biome

Habitat

an organelle that wraps up proteins into
a bundle inside a cell
a biome that has good soil for many
different kinds of grasses and few
trees
the place where an organism lives in the
environment
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Halophiles

Herbivores

Heterotrophic

“hal-o-files”; archaebacteria that live in
very salty water
these animals only eat plants to get
their nutrients
organisms that cannot make their own
food

Hibernate

to sleep through the winter

Hormones

chemical messengers made by your body

Human anatomy
Humans

”a-nat-o-mee”;the study of the human
body
a person
the actions of your skin and white blood

Immune system

cells that protect your body from
infections
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the result of your immune system that
misses some bacteria or other item that
Infected

gets into your body; this makes a cut
warm, red in color and filled with a
gooey liquid
“in-fra-red”; a way for animals (like

Infrared

rattlesnakes) to see the heat coming
off of the body of another animal

Inhale

to breathe in
“in-hair-a-ted”; a feature (like eye color,

Inherited traits height, hair color...) that you get from
your parents
insects

small organisms with six-legs and an
exoskeleton
a hormone made by your pancreas which

insulin

informs the liver to stop sending sugar
into your blood
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Internal senses
Invertebrates
Iris

kidneys
Kingdom
Archaebacteria
Kingdom
Eubacteria
Kingdom
Fungi

types of feelings we receive inside our
body like hunger and thirst
animals that do not have a backbone
the colorful portion of your eye that
changes the size of the pupil
two small organs in your body that clean
out the waste products from your blood
“ark-ee-bak-tear-e-ah”; bacteria that
live in very dangerous habitats
“u-bak-tear-e-ah”; common bacteria
that can live in every biome of the world
organisms, like mushrooms, that act as
decomposers and absorb their food
through their bodies

Kingdom

organisms that share traits with plants,

Protista

animals and fungi
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Kingdoms

Lakes

Landfill

six different groups that scientists
have placed all living organisms into
large bodies of water that are
surrounded by land
landfills are large fields where trash is
dumped and buried
a long organ in your body, attached to

Large intestine

the small intestine, that absorbs all of
the water out of your food
the second stage of growth in an

Larva

insect's life cycle; for a moth, this
would be the caterpillar
this part of a plant use the nutrients

Leaves

from the roots and sunlight to make
food for the plant

Left
hemisphere

one half of your brain that takes care
of your problem-solving abilities
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a pattern for all organisms that include
Life cycles

being born, growing into adults,
reproducing and dying

Ligaments

Liver
Lobes
Lungs

Lysosome

Lysozyme

bands of cells that connect your bones
together
an organ of the body that filters your
blood, stores sugar and makes bile
parts of the hemispheres of your brain
organ that traps the oxygen you
breathe into your body
“lie-so-so-m”; an organelle that gets rid
of the waste inside a cell
“lie-so-zime”; an enzyme found in your
body that destroys bacteria
warm-blooded vertebrates with fur or

Mammals

hair; a female mammal makes milk to
feed her young
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Marine

saltwater habitats
“mar-soop-ee-alz”; vertebrate animals

Marsupials

like the kangaroo or koala that have a
pouch on their body for carrying their
children

Material

resources you can touch like gas, wood

resources

and food

Membrane

a covering that surrounds the cell and
protects it
"meth-an-o-gens"; archaebacteria

Methanogens

named after the gas they
make...methane
an action by animals in which they leave

Migration

a biome during the winter months and
return in the spring
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“might-o-con-dree-on”; an organelle that
Mitochondria

takes nutrients from plants and animals
and changes it into energy for the cell
one kind of nonvascular plant that can

Moss

absorb water, like a sponge, with its
entire body

Mucus

Muscle

MyPlate guide

Need

Nerve
endings

“mew-cus”; a slimy, sticky goo that your
body produces
an organ that helps you to move
everything in your body
a list of healthy foods (and their
amounts) you should eat every day
something you must have in order to
stay alive like air, water and nutrients
areas in your skin that sense the
feelings of heat, cold, pressure, pain and
taste
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small fibers in your body that send
Nerves

messages from your sense organs to
your spinal cord

Niche

Nocturnal
Non-Flowering
plants

“nitch”; What an organism does in its
habitat
being able to sleep during the day and
wake up at night
vascular plants that do not make flowers

Nonmaterial

resources that you cannot touch like

resources

happiness, peace, feelings of safety
resources that can take a long time to

Nonrenewable

be made again (thousands of years!);

resources

sometimes these resources cannot be
made again at all
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Nonvascular
plants

Nucleus
Nutrients
Occipital lobe
Oceans

plants without body parts to move water
from their roots to the stem and to the
leaves
“new-klee-us”; the largest organelle in a
plant or animal cell; contains the DNA
another word for "food"
"ock-sip-it-al"; this lobe controls your
sense of vision
the largest marine biome in the world

Offspring

a parent’s baby

Omnivores

omnivores will eat plants or animals

Organelles
Organism

“or-ga-nells”; small structures inside of
cells that have a specific job
any living creature on the planet
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Organs

Ounce

Oxygen

parts of the body that have special jobs
to do
a way to measure the weight of an
object
“ox-e-gen”; the gas humans need to
breathe to stay alive
“pan-kre-az”; makes enzymes to help

Pancreas

break down the food that comes into
your small intestine

Parietal
lobe

Permafrost

"pah-rie-a-tal"; this lobe controls your
feelings of pain, pressure, temperature,
and touch
a layer of frozen soil usually found in
the tundra
a way for plants to use sunlight,

Photosynthesis

nutrients and water to make their own
food
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“foe-toe-tro-pizm”; the ability of a
Phototropism

plant to sense the direction of sunlight
and to grow towards it

Plant
Kingdom

a group of organisms that are
autotrophic and have some form of leaf,
stem and root
“plak”; a sticky layer that forms over

Plaque

your teeth; it is a mixture of leftover
food, bacteria and bacteria waste

Plasma
Ponds

Population

Population
density

the liquid part of your blood
small bodies of water that are
surrounded by land
a group of similar organisms living in the
same area
a scientific way of saying “the number
of individuals of a species in a certain
area”
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Poultry
Predators
Prey

chicken, turkey or other birds
animals that eat other animals for food;
also known as a carnivore
animals that are eaten by predators
vertebrate animals like the monkey,

Primates

baboon, chimpanzee and gorilla which
have very strong hands and fingers
because of the use of thumbs
plants; they are named "producers"

Producers

because they are autotrophic and
produce their own food
“pro-carry-ot-ik”; cells or organisms

Prokaryotic

that belong to the Kingdoms
Archaebacteria or Eubacteria

Proteins
Protozoans

the building blocks for many parts of
the body
animal-like protists
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the third stage of growth in an insect's
Pupa

life cycle; for a moth, this would be the
cocoon

Pupil

Recycle

Red
blood cells
Reduce
Reflexes

Reintroduction
Renewable
resource

the black “dot” in your eye where light
enters your body
using your resources again after
changing them
part of the blood that carries oxygen to
all of the muscles and organs of your
body
using less resources
actions your body goes through without
thinking about them
relocating organisms back into their
habitats
a resource that can be made again like
living organisms
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Reproduce

the ability of an organism to make
another organism of its own kind
a cold-blooded animal with rough, dry

Reptiles

skin that is covered in scales; turtles,
snakes and alligators are reptiles
the basic things that an organism or a

Resources

group of similar organisms can use
everyday

Retina

Reuse

Rhizomes
Ribosomes
Right
hemisphere

takes a picture of anything you see and
sends it to your brain
using your resources again without
changing them
“ri-zomes”; part of a plant's root that
can grow a new plant
“ri-bow-so-m”; make protein for the cell
one half of your brain that takes care
of your creative abilities
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Rivers

RNA

large bodies of freshwater moving in
one direction
“messages” sent by DNA that are read
by the ribosomes
vertebrate animals like rats, mice and

Rodent

squirrels who have sharp front teeth
used for gnawing
the parts of a plant under the ground

Roots

that support the plant and soak up its
water and nutrients from the soil

saliva
Scales
Seedling

a liquid created in your mouth
thin, flat and hard plates on the skin of
a reptile
a young, small plant
organs such as eyes, ears and skin that

Sense organ

are used to collect information outside
of our body.
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Serving

Skeletal muscles

Skin
Slime molds

a certain measurement of food or drink
that you should eat in one meal
muscles which stretch to allow your
bones to move
the largest organ of the human body
which protects the entire organism
fungus-like protists
a 20-foot long organ that is filled with

Small intestine

villi and is the place where you digest
your food

Sound waves

vibrations that cause any kind of noise
a group of similar and related organisms

Species

that may or may not be living in the
same area

Spinal
cord

found inside your spine; helps your brain
by sending messages throughout your
body
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Spine

long stack of bones that protect your
spinal cord
parts of a plant that carry all of the

Stems

water and nutrients from the roots to
the leaves; they also help the plant stay
upright

Stomach

Streams
Tadpole
Tartar

Taste buds

Taxonomy

an acid-filled sack that stores your food
before digestion
small bodies of fresh water moving in
one direction
a young frog
hardened plaque that forms on your
teeth
parts of the tongue that are used for
the sense of taste
the way scientists place all of the
different organisms into groups
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Tears

fluid that is made by your eyes to keep
them wet and clean

Temperate

grasslands which have hot summers and

grasslands

cold winters
"tem-poor-al"; this lobe controls your

Temporal lobe

senses of hearing, smelling and your
ability to understand speech

Tendons

groups of cells that attach your skeletal
muscles to your bones
"therm-o-files"; archaebacteria that

Thermophiles

live in areas with very high
temperatures

Tropical
grasslands
Tropical rain
forest biome

grasslands which are hot all year long
a biome that is always warm, has a lot of
rainfall and contains a huge amount of
different kinds of plants and animals
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the coldest biome on the planet;
Tundra biome

contains no trees and very few
different kinds of plants and animals

Ulcer
Vacuole

Vascular
plants

Veins
Vertebrates

a painful hole in a person's stomach
an organelle that stores extra water
and nutrients
plants with special body parts that move
water from their roots to the stem and
to the leaves
large “pipes” that carry blood back into
the heart from the body
animals that contain a backbone
“vee-lie”; small bumps inside your small

Villi

intestine that pulls out all of the
nutrients from the food you eat

Viruses

a small organism that can spread disease
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Want

anything you feel like having that is not
a need
an organism whose body temperature

Warm-blooded

stays the same, even if its habitat is
very cold

Well-balanced
diet
Wetlands

White
blood cell

the right amount of foods your body
needs to survive
large areas of shallow water; also known
as swamps
blood cells that act to destroy anything
that gets into your body that may be
harmful

